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This book contains a commentary to the entire Prologue and the first three chapters of the Rule of Benedict. The Prologue is important because it contains, as it were, the overall content of the Rule in the form of an oral homily pointing out the basic attitudes of a person who wants to live as a monk according to this Rule. But it is interesting that just after having finished the Prologue, Benedict feels the need to propose the main organization of this monastic community: It is for cenobites, living under the Rule and an abbot (RB 1); then he describes the abbot, his task and pastoral care, and his important role in guaranteeing the unity of the community (RB 2). Up to this point Benedict more or less follows the Rule of the Master. But RB 3 is a clear departure, presenting an entire chapter on the counsel the brothers give to the abbot. In describing this Benedict emphasizes community life in a new way.

We can presume that in a prologue the author presents us with important values so that it becomes like the key to a musical piece. From this first text we might learn already how to interpret the following chapters. And these first three chapters present us with the most important organizational elements of this community. They form a certain unity since each of them is written as a circular composition around an essential core or nucleus. The core of RB 1 contains the importance of the Rule (v. 8); the core of RB 2 shows that this very heterogeneous community, which is entrusted to the abbot, finds unity only in Christ (v. 20); and the core of RB 3 talks about the fact that both the abbot and the brothers are to follow the same law of the Rule (v. 7). We become aware that Rule, abbot, and community are closely related and form the three pillars of RB.

The Rule of the Master forms an underlying basis for these three chapters. This Rule was written around 530 which can be deduced from the fact that the Master did not seem to know certain documents known to Benedict. It also has indications that it comes from southern Italy, e.g., by its use of local saints. Especially for the first chapters of RB it is very important (most
important?) to read both Rules line by line and side by side, comparing them with each other.¹ Perhaps the change concerns only some words—yet it can indicate a whole mentality if in the spirit of this change, additions, omissions or rewordings are repeated. In this way a close reading shows us the person of St. Benedict in a deeper way.

I know that it is not easy for us today to follow an old text step by step. With regard to this difficulty, I want to quote a passage from Michael Casey’s book *Strangers to the City*:

> A line-by-line, word-by-word analysis must be undertaken. . . . The hardest thing of all is the simplest to formulate: every word must be understood. It is hard because the eye tends to skip over just those things which are the most shocking or most call into question our way of looking at things. . . . One passes over such things unless one takes pencil and paper, outlines, counts, stops at everything and tries to wonder.²

I want to let the text speak. This happens, among others things, in observing the structure of the text. Through the style the personality of the author is expressed, and in the structures of texts the author shows what is important to him. Not that each word has the same weight, but we can recognize the differences between the two Rules only if, again and again, we closely look at the text.

I follow the principles of biblical exegesis. First I look at the text and analyze it (synchronic reading). Then I look at its sources (diachronic reading). After having done this I can raise the question of what the text says to us, to people of today. Two images helped me in working with texts in this manner. The first image comes from my friend Jacques Dupont, a biblical exegete, who said that reading a text is like blowing softly again and again into ashes until the flame emerges. In a second image I compare this way of reading with rubbing matches, or rubbing two uneven stones—the text and our feeling—until the flame appears.

Most of the commentaries on RB we use were written by abbots or monks. Up to now we have only a few written by Benedictine women living in their community. The common life does not leave much time for writing, but it has the advantage that the commentary remains near the “earth” and its

---


reality. Since 1973 I have been living in Rome and have for nearly forty years given lectures on the Rule of Benedict at the University of San Anselmo; yet I have also presented innumerable seminars and retreats on topics from RB in various parts of the world and on all the continents. I am very grateful to all the students and participants in such seminars. I was constantly challenged to delve even more deeply into the texts and into our Benedictine life. I am also grateful that living in Rome I was able to profit from its international libraries.

My thanks go to all and especially to my international community in Rome and to my superiors who supported my work on the Rule. Thanks also to Sr. Matilda Handl from my community in Rome who translated a part of this book. Profound gratitude goes to Sr. Marianne Burkhard from St. Mary Monastery, Rock Island, Illinois, who translated the other part and edited the entire book with much skill and conscientiousness.

To find a title for this book on the first part of the Rule was not easy. The title contains two significant words: “listening,” which summarizes the Prologue but also the attitude of the abbot, and “community.” Listening builds community, and in the first three chapters of his Rule, Benedict strongly recommends living in community.

Rome, February 10, Feast of St. Scholastica
Sr. Aquinata Böckmann
The Prologue to the Rule of Benedict

THE PROLOGUE IN THE RULE OF BENEDICT AND IN HIS MAIN SOURCE

Following his main source, the *Regula Magistri* (RM), Benedict prefaces his Rule with a prologue, a spoken word (this is the literal meaning of Latin *prologus*). We do not know what occasioned it, nor to whom it was originally addressed. Perhaps it was connected to baptism. The focus is on a beginner and a new beginning; thus, in both RB and RM it could be an exhortation for a person who is entering the community or for a candidate preparing for monastic profession. We can assume that this allocution addresses some of the important concerns regarding the monastic life as Benedict is teaching it.

The Rule of the Master also has a prologue that is followed by several introductory passages. Its origin is probably a baptismal catechesis¹ in which the person to be baptized was given the Our Father and some psalms, e.g., Psalms 14/15 and 33/34, which was apparently a custom in Southern Italy. The Prologue in RM exhorts to listen and to act accordingly and closes by presenting the Rule. The Master’s “theme” follows in three parts (Th, Thp, Ths). The theme of the source (in Th) is shaped by baptism. The Lord invites us all: “Come to me,” and we throw off the burden of sins and come to the source. After having been refreshed in the joy of resurrection, we hear the second call: “Learn from me,” or, in other words: “enter my school and follow me.” Thus we no longer look for a father in the flesh but instead pray

---

¹. See A. Böckmann, *Perspectives*, 13. In footnotes, author and the first significant word of the title refer to the corresponding entry in Bibliography III: Secondary Sources and Studies; author followed by page number refers to commentaries of the Rule.
in a new way the Our Father which is explained in the second part (Thp = theme pater).

The Our Father is addressed to Christ who in baptism has begotten us as his children. In practice this means that by doing God’s will we begin to resemble him. In its substance this explanation is close to Cyprian’s De Domi-

nica Oratione, which also accords the largest space to the plea of doing God’s will. This is particularly important when introducing someone to monastic life, and later the Master can resume this thread in the chapters on obedience. One’s own will (voluntas propria) must be uprooted and be replaced by the will of God; in this way monks will slowly grow to be more spiritual by shedding all that belongs to the flesh. The model of obedience is Christ. In all these explanations the thought of judgment is strong. In accordance with the explanation of baptism the Our Father is now interpreted in terms of the Christian-monastic life.

“Listen”—this was applied to the call to come to the source (Matt 11:28 in Th), then it is applied to the Our Father (Thp) and also to the psalms, especially Psalms 33/34 and 14/15 which are explained in the third part of the explanation (Ths = theme sequence). While the Prologue of RM concludes by mentioning the Rule, the thematic explanation concludes by mentioning the school of the Lord’s service (Ths 46-47). The Master greatly values smooth transitions from one part to the next. Benedict does away with these literary constructions.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE PROLOGUE IN RB

Benedict’s Prologue is constructed around a center in a chiastic manner which is not as clear in RM, even though Benedict basically follows the third part (Ths) of RM.

A: 1-7 Listening (heart) and practicing; obedience to the precepts
Service, fight—return, resp. follow
Christ, the true king—eternal punishment or glory
Prayer that HE will grant completion

B: 8-13 Introduction to the explanation of the psalms: invitation to listen (heart)
and to come/run with a first quote of Psalm 33/34 (v. 12)

2. De Dominica Oratione (De dom. or). For a list of abbreviations of patristic texts, refer to Bibliography II: Patristic and Monastic Texts; abbreviations are listed alphabetically under author or source.
C: 14-20 The way to life (3x) (explanation of Ps 33/34)
a (14) the Lord is seeking . . . calling
b (15-18) the tongue is not to speak lies,
    turn from evil—do good
    the eyes of the Lord are upon us (ecce adsum, here I am)
c (19-20) Brothers . . . the Lord shows us the way to life

D: 21-22 Thus, gird your loins with faith
    and the practice of good works

E: let us go forward on his ways under the guidance of the Gospel

D': so that we may be worthy to see
    the one who has called us into his kingdom.
    If we desire—then . . .

C': 23-35 The way to dwelling in the tent (3x) (explanation of Ps 14/15)
c' (23-24) Brothers . . . the Lord shows us the way to the tent
b' (24-34) to walk without blame—be just—speak no lies
    the Lord himself works in us—through grace I am what I am
a' (35) the Lord, concluding (completing) . . . waits

B' 36-39 Conclusion of the psalm explanation: invitation to practice
    what was heard—conversion
    allusion to the preceding psalm

A': 40-50 Listening (heart) and practicing—obedience to the precepts
    Fight (militia, servitium)—to walk, resp. to run, the way
    Escaping hell, doing what will profit us in eternity; Christ’s kingdom and eternity
    Prayer for the help of grace

Beginning and end (A, A’: 1-7, 40-50) repeat the same topics: there are two ways leading either to glory or to hell. We are to listen, to obey, to walk on the right way. Obedience can also be described as fighting/struggling, or serving. Christ stands before us in a commanding position as king in his kingdom. We can only respond by grace, and thus we address him with our earnest prayer.

Two parts follow leading toward the center; they can be described as an introduction to the first psalm explanation (B: 8-13) and as the end of the second psalm explanation (B’: 36-39). In the introduction the invitation to listen is dominant; at the end it is the invitation to practice what was heard. Both parts take up a thought of the respective psalm.
Closer to the center we have C (14-20) and C' (23-35), two passages about the way to life and the way to the Lord’s tent. They explain Psalm 33/34 (C) and Psalm 14/15 (C'). Formally they begin and end in similar ways: a (14): “The Lord seeing . . . calls” and a’ (35): “The Lord, concluding (completing) . . . waits.” Toward their center both parts contain an invitation to avoid evil, to do good (b), and also to give glory to God (b’).

In the center of the entire Prologue we find verses 21-22. They are skillfully framed by two verses with similar expressions: c (18-19): “Brothers . . . the Lord shows us the way to life” and c’ (24, cf. 23): “Brothers . . . the Lord shows us the way to the tent.” The center states what is at stake, namely, “to walk our ways under the guidance of the Gospel.” It is in this sense that we have to read the psalm explanations and the entire Prologue (see the detailed explanations of its individual parts).

**PROLOGUE 1-7**

Let us now look more closely at the beginning of the Prologue, first in RM, then in RB. “Having then completed the Lord’s Prayer, brothers, let us now, as the Lord commands, treat also the performance of our service [servitii opera] so that he who has deigned to include us among his sons may never be distressed by our evil deeds” (RM, Ths 1-2). The Master is very logical as he transitions from the Our Father to the concrete service to God who has adopted us. In his Prologue, Benedict prefaces the text from RM with four verses that conclude with the words: “that [ut] it [the good work] be completed by HIM” (4b), and then adds verse 5 rather awkwardly: “that [ut] he, who counts us among his sons, need not be angry.” It would be easier to read this text without this “that” (ut); moreover, there is a change from the second person singular (“you” in 1-4a) to the third person (he) and from the singular “you” (1-4) to the plural “us” (5). In RB we can clearly sense a break between verse 4 and 5.

These initial four verses are very carefully crafted; they summarize the long introductory parts of the Master and are also inspired by PsBasil and Wisdom literature. They emphasize the following: *Listening* (with three expressions)—obeying as listening and doing, as returning, and finally as fighting—*praying*. In reference to the Latin words, one could speak of three initial O’s: *obsculta, oboedientia, and oratio*. In all this, Christ’s commanding figure is placed in the foreground because it is under his guidance that we take up our weapons by renouncing our self-will. The last verse (4) stresses the

3. For an extensive discussion of these four verses see Böckmann, *Perspectives*, 12–32. The interpretation of the various parts of the Prologue were first published in *EA* and subsequently reworked (cf. Bibliography III).
importance of a “most earnest prayer” (oratio instantissima) even before any action is undertaken and also shows that grace is indispensable by indicating that HE (Christ?) is to complete the work.

Benedict then abruptly begins to follow the text of RM. Verses 5-7 form a unit: they begin with our being adopted and a possibly positive response to this adoption until they eventually intensify to a negative expression “hand us over to punishment” (ad poenam). Yet the last word of verse 7 “to glory” (ad gloriâ) shows the final goal of Christian and monastic life. Except for small changes (see below for the detailed interpretation) Benedict closely follows RM.

Prologue 5-7 does show continuity with Prologue 1-4:

(a) Both parts deal with the relationship between father and son in which Christ is the father (in my view this is already true in v. 1).
(b) The negative pole is explicitly named, first as the laziness of disobedience (Prol 2), then as instances of self will (Prol 3), or as misdeeds (Prol 7).
(c) As a positive attitude, obedience is mentioned as a practice in various shades: labor of obedience (labor obedientiae), weapons of obedience (arma obedientiae), and in addition, already in verse 1 in the binary expression “listen—put into practice (obsculta—comple) and in verse 6, again obedience (here expressed by another Latin verb, parere).
(d) What is at stake is Christ, first the service for Christ (Christo militare), then the following of Christ into glory (sequi eum). The human persons doing this are called “servants” (servi).

Thus we can understand why some editions of RB print verses 1-7 as one paragraph.

The Structure of Prologue 1-7 can be presented in the following manner:

a Listen—obey—father  
   b serve (militare)—Lord  
   c pray (v. 4)  
a’ obey—father  
   b’ follow him to glory—Lord

Presenting the text in this manner shows more clearly that verse 4 (c) is the center while the other elements are repeated. Verses 1-4 appear to criticize, or to establish a balance to the following verses. Prologue 5-7 describes a gradual development from being a son to being a servant and finally to eternal punishment. In this regard, Prologue 2 in particular seems to correct
a one-sided understanding, since there disobedience is already behind us and it is assumed that we desire to return through obedience. The two ways—leading to damnation or to glory—are presented differently. Earlier we were on the way, descending toward the negative, but through the Lord’s call the return to the positive is presented to us. As a whole, verses 1-4 present basically the positive side: obey, serve Christ, yet in all this you must pray that he may bring it to completion. What verse 7 expresses negatively—those who do not want to follow him to glory—could be seen as a parallel to verse 4: He accomplishes it, that is, we will follow him to glory.

PROLOGUE 1-4

V. 1: Listen, my son, to the precepts of the master and incline the ear of your heart; willingly receive the admonition of the loving father and put it into practice. (Obscula, o fili, praecepta magistri, et inclina aurem cordis tui, et admonitionem pii patris libenter excipe et efficaciter conple.)

It is characteristic for Benedictine spirituality that receptivity is emphasized before even mentioning activity. Here in particular, the emphasis is on listening with its consequences, and this listening is then further deepened in two synonymous expressions. For Benedict the human being is essentially a “hearer of the word.” In his anthropological treatise (RM 8) the Master speaks about the soul which has its roots in the heart and is activated through the seeing of the eyes, the speaking of the mouth, and the hearing of the ears (RM 8.17). The principal reason for keeping silence lies in the fact that it enables the disciple to listen (RM 8.37; RB 6.6).

For Benedict, listening is the fundamental attitude from which all other attitudes flow. Listening leads to obedience; silence, listening is humility; yet listening is—as Benedict adds in the penultimate chapter—equally indispensable for the communal life. Without listening we cannot anticipate one another with respect, nor obey one another; we cannot do what is useful for the other nor show each other pure fraternal love (RB 72.3-8). In the council meeting it is important to listen to the abbot, the community, and the least of the members (RB 3); yet we also listen to someone who comes from outside (RB 61.4), and the porter, as the symbolic representative of the entire community, shows that he listens to the “call of the visitors and the poor” (RB 66.3). Today this line of thought would have to be further expanded: to have the ear of our heart on the pulse of the world, incline it toward the human beings in the entire world as a complement to our listening to the Lord!

4. This will be only a summary explanation since my earlier book Perspectives contains a detailed exegesis of Prol 1-4 (Böckmann, 12–32).
The particular ways of living out monastic life are shaped by listening: *lectio divina* means primarily listening—we have our ear in Sacred Scripture—and liturgy consists to a great extent of listening to the Word of God; even communal singing is essentially a listening to each other. In this way *lectio* and liturgy are practices that lead us ever deeper into this fundamental attitude (cf. 19.1f.: God is always present, especially now in the Liturgy of the Hours).

Listening as a fundamental attitude presupposes faith that God is not mute but rather promises to give us his life-giving word; this is a sign of his love. An appropriate response is a person’s listening in undivided attention, a listening heart (Prol 1). Listening is more than just hearing. We are able to hear externally and at the same time do something else, as is already customary in our present-day culture. Yet listening goes deeper and is more demanding. It presupposes that I am not filled to the brim with my own needs, desires, and activities but rather have some empty space in me allowing myself to be surprised and startled (cf. Prol 9 “with thunder-struck ears”). Listening can easily be blocked. The Word of God again and again calls me out of my certainty, doesn’t leave me alone. Our listening is also a concrete form of our love for God as it shows that we trust him and entrust ourselves to him. All this, however, is not only the result of our efforts but also a gift of God with which he wants to gift us every day, “today.” Consequently the Word of God can also transform us. The ear of the heart then is entirely turned toward God and to all human beings.⁵ Presence of God (cf. Prol 18; RB 19.1) and full presence of the human being!

This first verse of the Prologue asks us to listen to the precepts of the master and the admonitions of a loving father. These are words which provide our life with guidance that derives from experience. Thus, the last expression here is also logical: put them into practice.

*V. 2: so that by the labor of obedience you may return to him from whom you had wandered by the laziness of disobedience. (ut ad eum per oboedientiae laborem redeas, a quo per inoboedientiae desidiam recesseras.)*

While verse 1 describes obedience as listening and putting into practice what was heard, obedience in verse 2 is described as the way to the Lord, alluding to the great plan of salvation. Obedience is considered as the primary means which leads to this return home. The expression “laziness of disobedience”

---

⁵ For listening cf., e.g., Choi, “Listening”; Schwager, “Hörer”; Malone, “Listening.” In cases where the author does not refer to specific pages within an article, only the author and the title of the article are given in the footnote; for full reference cf. Bibliography III.
(desidia) could be alarming: a lethargic laissez-faire attitude leads to sliding off and missing our return to the Lord.

V. 3: To you, therefore, my word is now directed, whoever you are, renouncing self-will, who in order to serve the Lord Christ, the true King, are taking up the very strong and splendid weapons of obedience. (Ad te ergo nunc mihi sermo dirigitur, quisquis abrenuntians propriis voluntatibus, Domino Christo vero regi militaturus, oboedientiae fortissimo atque praeclara arma sumis.)

As in PsBasil, the focus here is on the service (militia) for the king. Yet Benedict is more precise and first speaks about the negative sounding condition for such service, i.e., renouncing all acts of self-will, which means to be free for practicing the obedience that is rendered to Christ, the true King. Amid the various kings of the times, the true and only king, Christ, appears in radiance. Here Christ is placed in a dominant position at the beginning of the Prologue, just as he appears also at its end (Prol 50) and at the end of the Rule (73.8). Thus after listening a second central point of RB emerges, that is, its Christocentric orientation.

Although militare can be translated as “to serve,” a militant element is also present. Obedience has very strong and splendid weapons; they are not only very strong in their effect but also splendid! With this Benedict presumably appeals to young people's capacity for enthusiasm. We may ask how we might aptly translate this for our time and how we might show in a persuasive and motivating way why it is still worth it to take up monastic life. After these first two central points a third one appears: prayer.

V. 4: First of all, whenever you begin a good work, you are to pray most earnestly that he will complete it. (In primis, ut quidquid agendum inchoas bonum, ab eo perfici instantissima oratione deposcas.)

The adverbial expression “first of all” points to the primacy of prayer that precedes our actions, accompanies and completes them. This is the third central point that Benedict introduces at the very beginning of his text to his hearers: the primacy of prayer that is the expression of his faith in the Lord who is always efficaciously present, to whom we are turned and without whom “we can do nothing” (cf. John 15:5). The most earnest prayer could be, for instance, a kind of ejaculatory prayer such as “O God, come to my assistance, O Lord, make haste to help me” (cf. 18.1; 35.17). It is first prayed with our lips and then descends ever deeper, even to the bottom of our heart and so becomes a lived attitude. These four verses that Benedict himself placed at the very beginning of the Prologue present his main concerns and already point to the end of the Prologue (40-50) as well as of the Rule (RB 72–73).
The Prologue to the Rule of Benedict

PROLOGUE 5-7

We can also write Prologue 5-7 as a circular composition. Parts A and A’ form the greatest contrasts while B and B’ emphasize the same or a similar content. In Latin both B and B’ contain the word *aliquando*.

A 5 so that he, who already now graciously counts us among his sons,

B must not at some time be saddened over our evil actions.

C 6 Therefore we are to obey him at all times with his good gifts he implanted in us

B’ so that he as an angry father may not at some time disinherit his sons

7 nor as a Lord who is to be feared may be enraged over our evil actions and

A’ hand us over to eternal punishment as worthless servants who refused to follow him to glory.

This entire passage consists of two sentences, though the first one, as seen above, is only a “hanging” second part of verse 4 (in comparison with its source in RM). The main clause (v. 6) summarizes the fundamental attitude of obedience that is presented as the best means to avoid being disinherted and, worse yet, being eternally punished.

God-Christ is first indirectly called “father” since he has accepted us as his children, yet he can also be an angry father or even a Lord who is to be feared and who becomes angry. His actions are first positive: he deigns to count us among his sons; but after he is distressed by evil deeds, he may also disinherit his sons, or even deliver them to eternal punishment.

Human beings are first sons whom the father has endowed with good things, and as sons they can and should obey him. Yet when they produce evil deeds (mentioned twice), they will be disinherted as sons or even cast away as useless, truly evil servants or slaves who refuse to follow him. A monk is not only a son but also a servant/slave of Christ. According to Roman concepts, a son does not need to work (*operari*), yet is to show his father love and obedience and must not distress him through evil actions (*malis actibus*). As servant/slave, he first has to obey and then also to produce profits with the goods of his master (as does the servant with the talents). Moreover, he has to accompany his master wherever he goes.

The word “now” (*iam*) in verse 5 has a counterpart in the expression “at all times” in verse 6 (*omni tempore*) and in the warning that it should not happen that at some time (*aliquando* used with two examples) God needs to have recourse to the worst punishment. This is strong language that also contains a strong appeal to listen and obey. All this is expressed in contrasts:
• Sons—truly evil servants (*filii—nequissimi servi*);
• his good gifts in us—with evil actions, our evil (*de bonis suis in nobis—de malis actibus, a malis nostris*);
• he graciously counts us among his sons—an angry father, a lord to be feared (*iratus pater, metuendus dominus*);
• to glory—to punishment (*ad gloriam—ad poenam*).

The two negative consequences are expressed in parallels and their similarity seems to accentuate the intensification:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The father</th>
<th>saddened over the evil actions</th>
<th>disinherits his sons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Lord who is to be feared</td>
<td>angry because of our evil actions</td>
<td>hands over his servants to punishment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shown as a sequence of actions this would take the following form:

1. *We are sons* → *enrage him with evil actions* → *disinheritance* → *no conversion* → *eternal punishment*
2. *obey him with our gifts* → *glory*
3. *(conversion?)* → *glory*

This sequence of actions reveals God’s ways of acting which always anticipates us and our free will that may choose a good or a bad response to God’s gifts and his adopting us as his children. Only one answer is appropriate to being a son: obeying with his good gifts that he has implanted in us. If we do not do this, and on the contrary, do evil things, disinheritance will follow. This passage might awaken in us the forces that bring us to conversion. We are still servants who, at least, are able to serve him well. We may think of the prodigal son who, in Luke 15:19, begs: “Treat me as you would treat one of your hired workers.” But if the servant is truly evil and refuses to follow, even though the goal is very attractive, then punishment will eventually follow.
V. 5: so that he, who already now graciously counts us among his sons, must not at some time be saddened over our evil actions. (*ut qui nos iam filiorum dignatus est numero computare, non debet aliquando de malis actibus nostris contristari.*)

*He graciously counts us among his sons.* Here the emphasis is first on God’s grace, on what he has already done for us. He has “deigned” (*dignatus*) to adopt us. This is his freedom and gracious love. Again, as in verses 1–4 Christ here appears as father who begets new children in baptism. The church was born from his side, thus the newly baptized can legitimately call him father (cf. comments on RB 2.3). A Scripture passage such as Wisdom 5:5 may have influenced this verse even in the choice of words. This is more readily evident in Latin: *Ecce quomodo conputati sunt inter filios Dei et inter sanctos sors illorum est.* “See how he is accounted among the sons of God; how his lot is with the saints!”

It is certain that RM and RB allude to baptism in which we were accepted as children. In the explanation of the Our Father RM says “the Lord destroyed the sting of death . . . after restoring us to the grace of adoption by him, he has not ceased to invite us to the kingdom of heaven. Hence the voice of the Lord says: ‘If you keep my commandments, I will be your father and you shall be my sons.’ So it is that we, though unworthy but aware of our baptism, dare in his prayer to call him father (Thp 7–10; it is remarkable how everything is centered on Christ!). To be sons also means that our will conforms to his, in everything we are to resemble the father (Thp 13–14). We also can compare this with Scripture: the great opportunity to be God’s children appears in 1 John 3:1: “See what love the Father has bestowed on us in that we may be called children of God! Yet so we are” (cf. John 1:12). In Romans 8:15 Paul says that “you received a spirit of adoption through which we cry ‘Abba, Father.’” This also offers the wonderful promise: “if [we are] children, then heirs as well, heirs of God” (Rom 8:17)—a text to which Benedict returns at the end of the Prologue (50) as well as RB 2.3.

*Not at some time saddening [God] by our evil actions.* Being a child of God corresponds to good actions as the following verse explicitly states. When such actions are mainly described as obedience, we may see evil actions as

---

6. In the detailed explanations the author focuses on specific ideas (*in italics*), therefore their formulation does not always correspond to the translation of the verse at the beginning of the section.

7. The second epistle of Clement to the Corinthians says the following with reference to Christ: “As father he called us his children, and when we were in danger to perish, he saved us” (1.1.4). The Latin translation reads: *tamquam pater filios nos appellavit, perirentes nos servavit.* Funk, 1, 147.
disobedience, or as in Prologue 2, the “laziness of disobedience.” This may be laziness or even resistance or rebellion. To sadden, enrage: this is an anthropomorphic way of speaking about God. Scripture says that God is delighted with us, saddened, gets angry. If he truly is a father, then he is involved, his “guts” tremble with us (cf. Hos 11:8). When explaining this verse Smaragdus (67) refers to Proverbs 10:1: “The wise son gives joy to his father, but the foolish son is the grief of his mother.” And Ephesians 4:30 states: “Do nothing to sadden the Holy Spirit of God with which you were sealed.”

At some time (aliquando). Expressions of time are significant in this paragraph: “now—at some time—at all times—at some time.” The time of now is emphatically contrasted with eternal punishment or glory. This is a prophetic admonition to get serious!

V. 6a: Therefore we are to obey him at all times with his good gifts he implanted in us. (Ita enim ei omni tempore de bonis suis in nobis parendum est.)

To obey him at all times: Obedience is directed to Christ, the father who, as RB 2 demonstrates, has a privileged mediator in the abbot (he, too, is called “father” and “Lord”). This also corresponds to Prologue 3 where the newcomer is challenged to take up the battle of obedience for Christ, the true king.

With his good gifts he implanted in us (de bonis suis in nobis). The Lord implanted good things in us, they belong completely to him. Now we are called to let them flourish, develop them, work with them, yet it is still his work. Thus all boasting is excluded (cf. Prol 29-32; 4.42). We may think of our abilities, our strengths, and the graces which are all God’s gifts to us. God asks us for nothing except for what he has already given us. In other words: before making a demand of us, he has already given us the strength and grace to fulfill it. This obedience is the main command addressed to the newcomer and to all monastics. It corresponds to the first verses of the Prologue: listen, obey, labor of obedience, weapons of obedience. It is interesting to compare different translations: the one published by the Conference of Abbots of Salzburg deviates most from the Latin: “Because he is effecting good things in us, we must obey him always.” In this translation the connection between the good things and obedience is no longer very clear. What is expressed

8. According to Quartiroli, 7, the Latin preposition de in de bonis suis has an instrumental meaning.

9. Steidle (1975) translated: “we are to obey him with the gifts that he has given us.” The American translation of RB 1980 emphasizes the goodness of the gifts: “with his good gifts which are in us, we must obey.” Quartiroli: “using the good gifts which he himself has given us.” Kardong: “By means of the good things he has given us, we should
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in this concise Latin text and ought to be expressed in the translations is the following:

1. The gifts are good (de bonis).
2. They come from him, belong to him, are implanted in us or given as gifts to us, us by him (de bonis suis).
3. By means of these gifts we obey. These gifts give us the possibility of obeying.

V. 6b: So that he as an angry father may not at some time disinherit his sons. (Ut non solum iratus pater suos non aliquando filios exheredet.)

The Hebrew Scriptures often speak of the wrath of God, and the Christian Scriptures also mention the possibility of being disinherited. 1 Corinthians 6:9: “Do you not know that the unjust will not inherit the kingdom of God?” Galatians 5:21: “those who do such things [idolatry, dissensions, envy] will not inherit the kingdom of God.” Smaragdus points out (70) that our inheritance is actually Christ. The imperishable inheritance is preserved for us in heaven (1 Pet 1:4), yet we may lose it.

V. 7a: nor as a Lord who is to be feared may be enraged at our evil actions and hand us over to eternal punishment as worthless servants. (sed nec ut metuendus dominus irritatus a malis nostris, ut nequissimos servos perpetuam tradat ad poenam.)

Now it is not only the angry, enraged father but also the Lord who is to be feared who is truly indignant at our evil actions. The Lord “who is to be feared” occurs in this form only once in the Latin Vulgate, namely, in Eccl 1:8 Unus est metuendus Dominus, literally translated: One is the Lord who is to be feared. The expression “evil servants” reminds us of parables such as Matthew 18:32 where the king says: “You wicked servant! I forgave you your entire debt,” or the parable of the gold coins which one servant hid because
he feared his master. The Latin text of Luke 19:22, serve nequam, is in RB intensified to a superlative nequissими servi.\textsuperscript{11}

To hand over to eternal punishment or, as RM says, to hand over to punishment for all eternity! This, too, is found as an admonition in the gospels. “Eternal punishment” sounds very menacing. RB mentions it several times, and the Master threatens it quite often. But Benedict also uses this as motivation in order to encourage monks to practice doing what is good (cf. RB 7.11).

V. 7b: who refused to follow him into glory. (\textit{cum sequi noluerint ad gloriam}.)

The pronoun “him” clearly designates Christ even though he already was visible behind the father and the Lord (also in Prol 1-4). To follow him into glory—this would describe the essence of our Christian and monastic life. This sentence recalls 1 Peter 5:10: “The God of all grace who called you to his eternal glory.”

This passage contrasts “father—son” and “Lord—servant” with their respective semantic fields of adoption, to obey, inheritance, on the one hand and, on the other, to be feared, enraged, worthless servants. In the context of the two Rules the contrast between son and servant is less clearly delineated as, for example, in Galatians 4–5, but the semantic fields still bear their specific marks. According to the explanation of the Our Father in RM, it is the mark of the son that he observes the father’s commandments (Thp 9). “For he who resembles his father not only in appearance but also in conduct is his son” (Thp 14). In practice, it is essential to do the will of the father. The monk is called simultaneously “son” and “servant/slave” (servus) though the servant may also be attentive (diligens, Prol 14 in RM). For the authors of both Rules another biblical passage certainly also plays a part here, namely, Romans 8:15 which is then quoted in RB 2.3: “you received a spirit of adoption through which we cry, \textit{Abba}, Father!” As Romans 8:15-17 states more fully: “For you did not receive a spirit of slavery to fall back into fear” and “if [we are] children, then [we are also] heirs.”

After doing some checks in the works of Cyprian, Ambrose, and Augustine,\textsuperscript{12} we can add some clarifications with regard to this text: We are children of God through grace, servants through creation. A son remains in the house, a servant does not always remain there; the son is also heir, but the servant is not. If the son already obeys, the servant obeys even more so. The son’s obedience seems to be of a special kind, it is a loving obedience without fear. It would be good if the servant could also serve his lord in love, but it is sufficient if he obeys out of fear. A bad servant does not do the

\textsuperscript{11} Only in these two places is nequam = worthless, bad used as an adjective to servus.

\textsuperscript{12} Cf. Cetedoc 1.
lord’s will. To be the Lord’s servants is not negative in itself. The pathway of conversion leads a bad servant to become a good one until God again revives a parent-child relationship. Here we can also recall that the Lord humbled himself to being a servant in order to accept us into the relationship between his son and the Father.13

Yet it would be artificial to put a clear demarcation line between these two semantic fields. Each one reflects one aspect of the relationship Christ—human person/monk—but does not exhaust it. Our two Rules may also allude to the double fear which characterizes RB 714 (and even more so RM 10). The fear of the servant (timor servilis) leads to the fear of love (timor amoris).15 This finds its culmination in RB 72.9 when Benedict says that monks are to fear God in love (amore Deum timeant).

The two ways are set out clearly for the baptized when they begin (or renew) monastic life: eternal torment or glory. The way to the latter is clear: obedience, imitation of Christ, prayer. The other way offers: doing evil, letting everything go (laziness, desidia), not listening. In accordance with the two ways we can construct a semiotic chart for Prologue 5-7:

Even with the threats that sound negative, Benedict wants to achieve only this: to draw our attention to the one thing necessary: to Christ, the Lord, to listening to him, obeying and following him as it befits a Christian and monastic life. With the expression “to follow him into glory,” Benedict presumably alludes to the service for Christ the true King (Prol 3) whom one follows over the heights and through the depths, or to the one who completes

13. Some characteristic passages are Ambrose, In Ps 118.9.2; Cyprian, De dom. or 14; Augustine, In Ps 122.5; 32.2.1.
14. The first step of humility emphasizes the “fear of God” (timor Dei), but in the third step, which deals with obedience, Benedict already interrupts the schema of RM by inserting the expression “for the love of God” (pro Dei amore); he seems to find it difficult to conceive of an obedience that is located only in fear.
15. Cf. the classical passage in the Conference of Cassian (Conf. 11.11-13).
everything. Furthermore, he clarified the connection to the center of the Prologue: “to walk in his ways” (Prol 21). The following passages demonstrate that the Gospel leads us and the psalms guide us.

PROLOGUE 8-13

After the introductory part of the Prologue (Prol 1-4, 5-7), which focuses on the decision to serve Christ in obedience, the Prologue now leads into explanations of psalms. Verses 8-13 are an introduction to the first psalm explanation. The text wants to invite the addressee first of all to listen but also to see and to run. There is a dialogue between the addressee and Sacred Scripture. After having listened to the father/master in Prologue 1 and having put into practice what was heard; after having set out clearly the possibility of being a child of God and the final goal, yet also the potential failure, Scripture is now explicitly placed into the foreground as a force that acts. In contrast to RM, Benedict’s text begins with a clearly accented “then” (ergo) which presumably indicates that if we are and want to be what the text said, then it is extremely important to expose ourselves to Sacred Scripture.

In comparing this with RM, it is immediately evident that Benedict places a quote from Psalm 95 in the center of this part. This means that God’s voice daily calls out, “Today, when you hear his voice” (a word from a psalm) and not “Whoever has ears” (Matt, Rev, Prol 11). Thus the verse from the psalm is also characterized as divinizing light.

We can also write these verses as a chiasm:

A 8-9a Therefore let us at last get up; Scripture arouses us saying: “The hour is already here to rise up from sleep;”

And, with eyes opened to the divinizing light,

B 9b we hear with thunder-struck ears God’s loud voice admonishing us daily by saying:

C 10 “Today, when you hear his voice, do not harden your hearts!”

B’ 11 And again: “Whoever has ears to hear, is to listen to what the Spirit tells the churches.”

A’ 12 And what does the spirit say? “Come, sons, listen to me. I will teach you the fear of the Lord.”

13 Run while you have the light of life so that the darkness of death may not seize you.

A and A’ mention a negative reality (sleep, darkness of death) and its opposite, the divinizing light and the light of life. Getting up in A is intensified in A’ to running. Common to B and B’ are the ears and listening to Scripture.
In the center (C) we find precisely what Benedict adds. Verse 10 mirrors the thought of the entire passage: the word “today” (hodie) sums up the urgency which was already present in verse 8 in “therefore at last—the hour is here” (ergo tandem . . . hora est iam); this is taken up again in verse 13 in the imperative “run while” (currite dum). The “voice” summarizes both the words and the warning of the entire passage (see also “voice” in v. 9b). The theme of listening is present throughout the entire passage, but its opposite is also emphasized in the “hardening of the heart,” and in A and A’: sleep, darkness of death. As in A and A’, both negative and positive realities are mentioned, and it is characteristic that the heart again appears in the center!

Benedict’s insertion (v. 10) states more clearly that the divine voice daily calls out to us in a word from a psalm (invitatory, Vigils), and that in the psalm Christ speaks as God (divine voice). Nowack is of the opinion that this is also indicated in the orientation to the east in the invitatory, and thus he sees in this psalm a celebration of an encounter with Christ.16 In this context we can also think of the corresponding antiphons to this invitatory psalm in the Liturgy of the Hours. They indicate that at least in a later period (perhaps resuming an older tradition?) this invitatory was addressed to Christ and that it is Christ who is speaking in it.

Verses 8-13 can also be read as a section in itself which begins with sleeping (and getting up) and ends with a call to run and an eschatological look at the “darkness of death.” The paragraph contains all the elements that are typical for the Prologue:

- The anticipating action of God (Scripture arouses, addresses and illuminates us)
- listening as our answer and
- seen negatively: stop sleeping and not to harden our heart
- furthermore the coming and running
- and the final remark that the light of life is a gift and that running prevents us from being seized by the darkness of death

In the scriptural quotes the Hebrew and Christian Scriptures alternate without distinguishing who is speaking through these words: it is God, the Holy Spirit, or Christ. The view of Scripture as a unity clearly prevails.17

17. M. Marrion, “Perichoresis,” 28, thinks this lack of distinction indicates that the Father gives the Son the teaching, which the Son articulates and the Father repeats, and the Holy Spirit also repeats the words of the Father. In my opinion this seems a rather exaggerated view.
It is instructive to pay attention to the semantic fields and to gather their respective expressions. First we are struck by the fact that this text speaks primarily about listening and the ears: “let us hear with thunder-struck (attonitis) ears, hear his voice, ears to hear, hear; come and hear.” On the other hand we have voice (twice), saying (four times), calling, admonish, teaching.¹⁸ The Latin word audire = to hear/listen occurs five times in this short paragraph alone! And only verse 13 is devoid of an expression of hearing. In addition, there is the field of seeing: verse 9 mentions the eyes and the “divinizing light” (deificum lumen) and the last verse speaks of “the light of life and the darkness of death” (lumen vitae—tenebrae mortis). A third semantic field is that of moving: rise up (two times), come, run (exsurgere—surgere; venite—currite) and its opposite: sleep, harden (somnum, obdurare). Indications of time are also important: at last, hour, daily, today, while (tandem aliquando, hora, iam, cotidie, hodie, dum . . . ne). This creates the urgency in this paragraph! Ears and eyes of the human person are mentioned, both are connected with the heart (cf. RM 8, and biblical anthropology).¹⁹

V. 8: Therefore let us at long last get up; Scripture arouses us saying: “The hour is already here to rise up from sleep.” (Exsurgamus ergo tandem aliquando excitante nos scriptura ac dicente: hora est iam nos de somno surgere.)

The text continues in the first person plural. The first verb in Latin exsurgere = to get up is stronger than the following surgere; it denotes an urgent admonition to get up at last, to “rise up.” RM says here that we are “sluggish, slothful,”₂⁰ yet Benedict omits this word just as he omits almost all the contemptuous words RM uses for the monks. Scripture arouses us to get up (excitare—exsurgere). In the Latin Bible the word exsurgere occurs often in reference to God but also in reference to human beings. The psalmist (Christ) slept and arose (Ps 3:6);²¹ Joseph rose from sleep and took Mary into his home (Matt 1:24); Mary set out to visit Elizabeth (Luke 1:39); Jesus awoke from sleep and rebuked the storm (Mark 4:39). Each time this is a decisive new

¹⁸. Dicente . . . attonitis auribus audiamus . . . divina . . . clamans . . . admonet vox dicens . . . vocem eius audieritis . . . aures audiendi audiat . . . dicat . . . dicit . . . audite . . . docebo.

¹⁹. E.g., Isa 32:3-4: “The eyes of those who see will not be closed; the ears of those who hear will be attentive. The heart of the flighty will become wise and capable, and the stutterers will speak fluently and clearly” (emphasis added).

²⁰. RM Ths 5: Exsurgamus tandem aliquando ut pigri. Benedict omits the last two words but adds ergo = therefore.

²¹. In Latin the verb is exsurrexi; presumably it was this word that prompted Benedict to use this psalm as the first psalm for Vigils.
beginning. Ephesians 5:14 certainly is an important background element for this passage: “Awake, O sleeper, and arise from the dead, and Christ will give you light.”22 One can sense a strong faith that Scripture may, as it were, raise us from the dead and bring us to new life. In his commentary on this verse, Smaragdus (72f.) points out that the tandem aliquando also indicates how much time has already passed. Everything here alludes to baptism.23 Ephesians 5:14 is an old baptismal hymn. The newcomer in monastic life is challenged to intensify the reality of baptism. Augustine says in his commentary on the Gospel of John (34.9): “The way itself has come to you and has aroused you from sleep.”24

Perhaps we would never say on our own that Scripture arouses us from sleep. For us Scripture is a book, yet this was not true for the old church. The Bible is truly a living person who, so to speak, walks up to the bed of a sleeping person arousing, even shaking him up. The Latin word excitare is a frequentative form of the verb exciēre = to drive out of a quiet situation, and not just once; rather, it is a call for every day. In the Latin Scripture, excitare can be found side by side with exsurgerē.25 Sacred Scripture shakes us up, addresses us, thunders and admonishes.

“The hour is already here to rise up from sleep.”26 Here the decisive, awakening word from Scripture is Romans 13:11: “the hour is here” (hora est). Similar expressions often occur in RB. We have to be watchful at every moment (4.48), guard ourselves against sins at every hour since God also looks down on us every hour and the angels report everything to God at every hour (7.12-13). Among these instances of “at every hour,” there are some particularly decisive hours or even moments (kairoi). Some manuscripts say that from “the hour” of profession the monk entirely belongs to the community.27 Augustine experienced his decisive “hour” of conversion with the text of Romans 13:11-14 which allowed him to be “raised from death”: “It is the hour now for you to awake from sleep. For our salvation is nearer now than when we first believed; the night is advanced, the day is at hand. Let us then throw off the works of darkness [and] put on the armor of light; let us conduct ourselves properly as in the day.” “The hour is here”—this reminds

24. In Joh. 34.9: Surge! Via ipsa ad te venit, et te de somno dormientem excitavit.
25. Mark 4:38-39; both verbs have the same prefix and occur only once in RB (hapax legomena).
26. Benedict quotes the Vulgate verbatim while the Master inserted the word enim. Since Benedict had already added ergo = therefore, he can leave the quote in its original form.
27. RB 58.23; Hanslik, 150.
us of the “hour” in the Gospel of John. Yet the hour in which we hear the call of Scripture is also the hour of deciding between death and life. Indirectly, the light already appears in this scriptural text. Baptism is called enlightenment (photismos), and it is in reality a resurrection from death and a being enlightened by the light which is Christ. In a derivative sense this is also true for the newcomer to monastic life, and true for us anew every day.

From sleep. What might this mean? It might be doing evil things (see Hildemar, 26), but also doing nothing, neglecting to do good, a certain laziness similar to the “sluggishness” (desidia) in Prologue 2. In this sense RM had added the expression “you sluggish ones.” We may also recall 1 Thessalonians 5:4-6: “You... are not in darkness for that day to overtake you like a thief. For all of you are children of the light and children of the day. Therefore, let us not sleep as the rest, but let us stay alert and sober.” Smaragdus says the following: “To love sleep is to embrace torpor of mind through sloth, and to give no thought to the future” (74). When life here on earth is compared with night, as is often the case in biblical and monastic literature, we can certainly say that whoever thinks only of this life is asleep. Scripture and the Rule open a deeper and wider perspective for us. Baptism and entering monastic life intend to direct us toward this eschatological reality and to convey within it new way of seeing the present.

V. 9: And, with eyes opened to the divinizing light, we hear with thunderstruck ears God’s loud voice admonishing us daily by saying... (et aperitis oculis nostris ad deificum lumen adtonitis auribus audiamus divina cotidie clamans quid nos admonet vox dicens...)

Clearly the sleeper has to open his eyes to see the light. We can think of Ephesians 1:18: “may the eyes of your hearts be enlightened that you may know what is the hope that belongs to his call, what are the riches of glory in his inheritance among the holy ones.”

To the divinizing light (ad deificum lumen). The translations of this expression vary. Some say “the light from God” (Vogüé; RB 1980), others “divine light” (Salzburg, Steidle, Holzherr), and yet others translate its original sense: “the light that makes divine, divinizing” (Herwegen, Colombás, Penco). Vogüé refers to the Life of Saint Anthony where the word occurs several times and to Cyprian who is closer to Benedict than PsDionysius (as Miquel emphasized).28 In general, scholars point to the connection with Eastern theology.29 Perhaps this is already a first precursor of Psalm 34 which in Latin says in 33:6: accedite

ad eum et inluminamini et vultus vestri non erubescent. Literally translated this means: “Come near to him and you will be illuminated, and your faces will not blush.” In the Prologue enlightenment is seen together with Scripture which sometimes is given the adjective deificus = divinizing, e.g., “divinizing words [verba deifica], divinizing books [libri deifici], divinizing instruments [deifica instrumenta]” and “divinizing writings [scripturae deificae].”

We can also think of the “light for the revelation to the Gentiles” (Luke 2:32) or of Psalm 119:105: “Your word is a lamp for my feet, a light for my path.” Holzherr quotes Origen who refers to God as the teacher of wisdom: “Yet it is God who teaches by sending light into the soul of the one learning from him and enlightening the learner’s spirit with his own words. . . . Insight itself and the opening of our heart for accepting divine teaching occurs through divine grace.” In his Rule Basil describes the love between God and human beings as an inner light. “I am experiencing the love of God in an entirely inexpressible way. It can be experienced rather than expressed. This love is an indescribable light. If my words should use a comparison with lightning or thunder, my ears would not be able to tolerate or receive it. . . . With our bodily eyes we do not see this brightness, but soul and spirit see it. When this brightness permeates the soul and spirit of saints, it deeply infuses them with the burning desire to love him.” Describing Sacred Scripture as a “divinizing light” means that the more we expose ourselves to this light and allow ourselves to be permeated by it, the more we will resemble the Lord our God and thus may be able to radiate some of his light.

We hear with thunder-struck ears God’s loud voice admonishing us daily by saying: In addition to the light there is now the divine voice, the voice of God, of Christ. Behind this voice a person emerges who calls, admonishes, and speaks. This voice speaks to us every day, we hear it in lectio divina, in the liturgy, in words of commands or instruction from superiors and fellow community members, in table readings. Later Benedict quotes Psalm 95:8, which the monks sing every day at the beginning of Vigils. We are to hear with “thunder-struck ears.” Peter Chrysologus says that the sheep hear the voice of their good shepherd with “thunder-struck ears” and that they always follow him and do his will.

---

32. Basil, Regula 2.18-21: This translation follows the one by Holzherr, 2007, 34.
33. Lentini comments this expression as follows: “attonitus is used for a person who is stunned by a thunderbolt and the roar of its sound . . . the adjective is very common” (13).
34. s. 173.1.
In RB acoustical elements prevail. There are far more allusions to listening than to seeing, and this corresponds to a biblical mentality. In the Greek world, however, the eye was more highly valued than the ear, which was connected more with the feminine in its form as well as its ability. The ear always receives one thing after another while the eye masters everything in one instant, one “look of the eye.” It is important to note here that both, eye and ear, are in action. This reminds us of the divine revelations on Sinai and the mountain of Tabor. Thus we could see this passage of the Prologue as an epiphany of the Word of God. On Sinai, thunder and lightning are revelations of God; in the transfiguration, Christ stands in the center between the law and the prophets. The eyes perceive the luminous cloud and his brilliant clothes, the ears hear the voice from heaven. Both point to the divine nature of Christ. The divinizing light and the divine voice act together on Sinai and Tabor.

Returning to the Prologue, we may think of an inner enlightenment that occurs primarily in contact with Sacred Scripture. According to commentaries of the church fathers about the transfiguration, we could say even more precisely: epiphany occurs when we hear the law and the prophets with their center, Christ, for without Christ they do not have luminous clothes. Thus Sacred Scripture can make us “divine” and is at every hour our divine partner in conversation who enlightens and motivates us to pass on the word and the light. We might also connect verses 8 and 9 with the conversion of Saul: first, hardening and darkness, then the clear divine light which blinded him, together with the voice of the Lord who awakened him, raised him from the dead, and gave him new life (Acts 9:3-8; 22:8-11; 26:13-18).

Again—as in the entire Prologue—we are reminded of baptism. The newly baptized are given a burning candle and a white garment. Their ears are opened. In the same way the twofold theme of light and word appears also at a new beginning in monastic life. Figuratively, our eyes will droop again and again and we will close our ears again and again. Therefore we need God who will always open our eyes and ears anew (cf. Isa 50:4). Yet voice and light do not coerce human beings. And what the Gospel of John describes may hap-

35. Philo of Alexandria says that “the ears are slower than the eyes which are the first to turn courageously towards the visible objects” (De migr Abr, 150, quoted from the French in Philon d'Alexandrie, Oeuvres [Paris: Cerf, 1966], 95). P. Miquel “L'oeil” concludes: “an image fascinates before it is controlled; the ear is the organ of silence and of night, the eye needs the light” (16). He connects the ears more with the occident and the synoptics while the emphasis on the eyes belongs more to the orient and the Johannine works.

36. Cf. homilies of the Church Fathers about the transfiguration, e.g., Jerome, In Eph 2.4.21; In Mc 9.1-7; Ambrose, In Luc 7.10-13; Augustine, s. 125.9. For seeing this passage as an epiphany, cf. Holzherr, 2007, 34; Michels, “Attonitis”; cf. also Kardong, 11; M. Bozzi, 1:202f.
pen: “In him was life, and this life was the light of the human race; the light shines in the darkness, and the darkness has not overcome it” (John 1:4-5).

In the Prologue of RM (Ths 7) the loudly thundering voice says: “if anyone has ears to hear, let him listen to what the spirit says to the churches” (Rev 2:7; Matt 11:15); in RB it is the word of a psalm that is apparently very dear to Benedict.

V. 10: “Today, when you hear his voice, do not harden your hearts!” (Hodie si vocem audieritis, nolite obdurare corda vestra [Ps 95:8]!)

Benedict seems to have placed this verse very deliberately in the center of this passage: it is the verse that is sung every morning in the invitatory. The psalm for the invitatory was presumably chosen for this very verse, at least in RB. Every morning this verse rings out like a fanfare calling for a full awakening. Today! The Letter to the Hebrews says that thanks to God’s grace, there is still a today (Heb 3:7–4:11) that is renewed every morning. Therefore we are to seize this opportunity, to live in the today rather than to delay things until tomorrow. We hear the divine voice, the voice of Christ in this psalm as well as in the other texts of the liturgy.

Do not harden your hearts! Being hard of heart can be connected with sleeping, laziness, and insensitivity (pigritia, desidia), yet the heart can also be hardened in refusal and pride. We may deliberately plug up our ears and let everything slide off us. Perhaps we fear the consequences of what we hear. Here, however, it is not the voice of a tyrant but that of the loving and inviting Lord (Prol 19), though we may harden our heart precisely against love and choose to remain frozen and be left alone.

Positively stated, this verse admonishes us to be sensitive to the Word of God, to let our heart be softened, pierced, and wounded, and to open it to the voice of Sacred Scripture, the liturgy, and in all of this to the voice of the Lord himself. Alone we cannot protect our heart against hardening. Often we are a stony soil on which the seed of the divine word dries up (cf. Mark 4:13-20). Yet the Bible consoles us, as for instance in the promise of Ezekiel: “I will give you a new heart . . . taking from your bodies your stony hearts and giving you natural hearts” (Ezek 36:26). With regard to this verse Sma-ragdus (75) says that an actual hardening of heart occurs when we do not

37. For the content of this verse see the dissertation of Hannah Quakebeke, “Du coeur endurci au coeur dilaté,” Rome 2008 (written under the direction of Aquinata Böckmann).
38. In this context RM emphasizes verse 1 of Ps 94/95: through a responsory the abbot is to invite the monks to praise the Lord saying: “Come, let us rejoice in the Lord: let us joyfully sing to God our Savior” (RM 32.14-15).
want to do what the divine voice points out, e.g., as Prologue 17 says, “turn away from evil and do good.” Hardened hearts are found in those who refuse to put on the new person in their actions.\(^{40}\)

It is again characteristic for Benedict that listening goes hand in hand with the heart: we are not dealing with an external hearing but rather with an opening of our internal being. In a similar manner this is also true of the following verse. Lettmann quotes the following: “When I hear God’s word with the ear of my heart, God’s own heart can be opened to me.”\(^{41}\)

**V. 11: And again: “Whoever has ears to hear, is to listen to what the Spirit tells the churches.” (Et iterum: qui habet aures audiendi audiat, quid spiritus dicat ecclesiis [Acts 2:7; Matt 11:15].)**

Only now, after the exhortation to open our heart, this verse follows. It is fused together from Matthew 11:15 (“Whoever has ears ought to hear”) and Revelation 2:7 (“Whoever has ears ought to hear what the spirit says to the churches”). It was apparently not a significant problem for Benedict and his source that in the first quote, it is first God or the Lord who is speaking, in the second, the Holy Spirit through Sacred Scripture. The emphasis is on the unity of Sacred Scripture.

*Churches:* The Latin word *ecclesiae*—derived from the root verb “to call out”—may remind us that in baptism we are called out of our old life and that God’s call leads us into a new community, first the church, then the monastic community. In his explanation of Psalm 33/34 Augustine says: “We are not to open our ears of flesh and close the ears of our heart; rather, as the Lord himself says in the Gospel: ‘Whoever has ears to hear . . . ’ Who will not want to hear Christ as he is teaching through the prophet?”\(^{42}\)

After the word “listen” has been sounded for the third and fourth time, we may consider once more how important this fundamental attitude is for Benedictine spirituality. From its first word almost to its end, the Prologue is permeated by listening: to the word, to the presence of God, obedience to him, doing the good that grows out of obeying/listening, fighting against what is negative, and finally running on the way while listening to the Gospel. Again it is evident that this open listening with the heart is a gift of God and of baptism.\(^{43}\)

---

42. *In Ps.* 33.2.16-18.
43. See the comments on Prol 1 in Böckmann, *Perspectives*, 15–18.
V. 12: And what does the spirit say? “Come, sons, listen to me. I will teach you the fear of the Lord. (Et quid dicit? Venite, filii, audite me; timorem Domini docebo vos [Ps 33/34:12].)

Here we have the first quote from Psalm 34. All the preceding verses have been leading to this quote. The name “son, sons” is picked up again (cf. Prol 5). “Listen to me”—the word “listen” appears for a fifth time in this short paragraph. Our Rules see the psalmist as the Wisdom teacher Christ who is wisdom personified. “Hear the parable, hear and understand” (Matt 13:18, 21:33; 15:10) “Listen to me”—this recalls the first verse of the Prologue and of Proverbs: “Come, listen” (e.g., Prov 9:5; Wis 2:6). The word “come” reminds us of how the disciples were called (e.g., Mark 1:17; John 1:39), but above all of Matthew 11:28 on which the theme of the source in RM is based: “Come to me all of you.” In commenting on this verse Hildemar (32) points out that the sequence “come, listen” is deliberate. Come believing, come in faith! Smaragdus (75 on Prol 9) calls our attention to the sermon of the good shepherd: “My sheep hear my voice; I know them, and they follow me. I give them eternal life” (John 10:27). Here coming precedes listening; yet listening to the voice will also bring someone ever closer to the Master. Perhaps this psalm verse also indicates that the voice is not intrusive; this time it is not a thundering voice but rather a small one so that we first have to come closer. This is not a contradiction. Sometimes the voice of Sacred Scripture thunders at us, but at other times it is like “a tiny whispering sound” (1 Kgs 19:12) so that we have to turn fully toward it. Come—this is addressed to all those to be baptized; come, listen and be converted—this is true for every Christian and every monastic.

_I will teach you the fear of the Lord._ The central concept of the fear of the Lord appears here for the first time in RB. Its meaning will become clear in the following passage which explains Psalm 33/34. Already here, however, we may assume that this is not a servile fear but a filial fear. This fear implies

---

44. This may be the reason that the edition of Salzburg Abbots’ Conference (SÄK) begins a new paragraph here. Yet, as we have seen, vv. 12-13 do belong to the unit which begins with v. 8, and the new paragraph begins with v. 14 (cf. the diagram, pp. 2–3).

45. Cassiodor, _In Ps._ 3:12: “he comes to the third part where he addresses those who have accepted the first rudiments of the faith.”

46. Smaragdus commenting on this verse says: “For this is a fear that causes love, not dread. Human fear is marked by bitterness, this fear by sweetness; the former compels us to slavery, the latter draws us to freedom. . . . For it is written: ‘Those who fear the Lord, have put their hope in the Lord; he is their helper and protector’ [Ps 115:11] and ‘The fullness of wisdom is to fear God’ [Sir 1:20]” (77, 78). Cf. RB 7, first step. Smaragdus also connects this fear with the light: “O monk, you must fear the name of the Lord, so that Christ the Sun of Justice may rise for you to drive out the darkness of your mind . . . and pour in the light of understanding” (78). For the content cf. also Cassian _Inst._
that we recognize God’s will and carry it out. According to this text the fear of the Lord can be acquired and learned by listening to the Word of God. Concretely we are listening to a psalm (cf. Prol 14-18), but within it we are listening to a wisdom teacher, Christ, who is speaking in all of Sacred Scripture but especially in the psalms.

I will teach you. With regard to teaching, we can think of the “twofold teaching” the abbot is to use. Scripture also has a twofold teaching: teaching by words but even more so by examples. Christ himself is a wisdom teacher in this sense. He is himself filled with the fear of the Lord (Isa 11:1-5) which Cassian also points out. As the one crucified and risen, he became the personified wisdom of God (1 Cor 1:30). Here the vocabulary of “school” appears for the first time. In the school of the Lord’s service, we enjoy the privilege of being taught by Christ and we will remain in it until death (Prol 50).

V. 13: “Run while you have the light of life so that the darkness of death may not seize you.” (currite dum lumen vitae habetis, ne tenebrae mortis vos comprehendant [cf. John 12:35].)

Already RM changed the scriptural quote. John 12:35 says: “The light will be among you only a little while. Walk while you have the light, so that darkness may not overcome you.” John points to Christ as the light. In our Rules this is interpreted as the light of life although in the background Christ too appears as the light of life. Smaragdus comments on this verse in a similar manner: “For that person has in himself the light of life . . . who has him who said I am the light of the world” (79). We are not just to walk—ambulare in John’s text—but to run toward our goal (Latin currere). Time presses us to hurry. Benedict wants to motivate us to take some real action now. Now as there is still time, make good use of it (cf. Prol 42-44)—this is a characteristic trait of the entire Prologue.

The darkness is now called darkness of death (tenebrae mortis). Thus the light of life is opposed to the darkness of death (both are genitives of identity). In this passage both RM and RB have a negative eschatological outlook:

4.39.1: “The beginning of our salvation and the preservation of it is the fear of the Lord. For by this the rudiments of conversion, the purgation of vice and the preservation of virtue are acquired by those who are being schooled for the way of perfection.”
47. Conf. 11.13.6f.
48. Cf. also Caesarius, s. 130.2: Et quia nullis praecedentibus bonis meritis de tenebris producti sumus ad lucem, de mortem ad vitam revocati . . . curramus dum lucem habe-mus, ne praeteruuentia salutis tempora neglegamus . . . ; also s. 197.4 and 209.1.
49. Cf. John 8:12. Vogüé IV, 53, thinks that the two quotes in Prol 11 and 13—divinizing light, light of life—are not well matched, yet it seems to me that the “light of life” means more than physical life.
things may turn out badly. Therefore we are now to do our best in listening and obeying, in running while doing good works! According to John 1:5, darkness has not overcome the word. Thus, if darkness is identical with evil, or even eternal evil, then running is, at the same time, an escaping from evil toward the good and thus toward the eternal light.

A semiotic carré can serve as a summary of this entire passage:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Darkness of death (tenebrae mortis)</th>
<th>light of life (lumen vitae)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hardening (obdurare)</td>
<td>Fear of God (timor domini)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep (somnus)</td>
<td>listening (audire)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>open eyes (apertis oculis)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

The starkest contrast is between the darkness of death and the light of life. The way to the realm of death is sleeping, letting everything slide and, more aggressively, hardening ourselves. Benedict, however, urgently wants to show us the way of life as long as we have the light of life as a gift. We need to open the eyes and ears of our heart so as to come, and even to run, to Christ. The fear of God is not yet given a specific content. In everything we see that these verses are of a preparatory nature and point toward the following psalm explanations and to the center of the Prologue: to walk our ways with the guidance of the Gospel (v. 21). There is barely another paragraph that stresses the function of Scripture as strongly as this one. According to the Prologue in John’s Gospel, word, light, and life are descriptions of Christ (John 1:1-12), and in him and in listening to Sacred Scripture everything is decided: “Today, this is the time!” (Hodie, hora est!)

PROLOGUE 14-20

After Prologue 8-13 reminded us to listen to the wisdom teacher Christ, to whom we are invited to come, the explanation of Psalm 33/34 could immediately begin. Yet the authors of both Rules first present the psalm’s dialogue between the Lord and the human person in the image of the owner of a vineyard who seeks workers. By doing so, the words of the psalm are again put in Christ’s mouth and, in regard to the human person, are interpreted as a new beginning either in baptism or in monastic life. It is Christ himself who seeks his disciples, not the other way around.
On the whole, Benedict follows RM except for some additions, changes, and omissions. Especially at the beginning, the Master shows more clearly how these verses are connected to the preceding ones, for the Lord seeks the listener (auditorem) and he calls again (iterum reclamat dicens), thus emphasizing that this is the second call. This first psalm explanation is very similar to the second one in Prologue 23-36 (cf. the presentation of the Prologue’s chiastic structure 2–3).

We can write the text in the following way:

A 14 And the Lord, seeking his worker in the crowds, calls out to them, saying again:
15 “Who is the human being who desires life and longs for good days?”
B 16 If you [sing.] hear this and answer: “I do,” then God says to you:
17 If you desire true and eternal life,
   C restrain your tongue from evil
   And your lips may not speak deceit,
   D turn away from evil and do good,
   C’ seek peace and pursue it.”
B’ 18 And when you [plural] do this, my eyes are upon you
   And my ears [turned] to your prayers,
   And before you invoke me, I will say to you: “Here I am.”
A’ 19 What could be sweeter, dearest brothers,
   Than this voice of the Lord inviting us?
20 See, in his kindness the Lord shows us the way of life.

The paragraph begins with the Lord’s seeking and returns again to the same subject, i.e., the Lord (A: 14-15; A’: 19-20). He shows us the way to life as an answer to the initial question of who would want life. At the beginning and the end the emphasis is on the Lord’s kindness and on what he does. The Lord’s voice is mentioned, which invites (directly in A’ and indirectly in A). The worker (A) has an equivalent in “dearest brothers” (A’, v. 19). B (16-17a) and B’ (18) contain a change in grammatical subject: “you [sg.], you [pl.], God, I.” This is a very personal dialogue in words or actions: “If you [sg.] hearing this, answer ‘I’, then God says to you [sg.]” (B); then in B’ “when you [pl.] do this, my eyes are upon you . . . before you invoke me, I will say to you ‘Here I am.’” The true and real life (B) could be described by verse 18: his eyes are upon us and his ears are open to us; he is present for us.

Thus in the center of the paragraph there would be a moral catalogue (end of v. 17: C, D, and C’). Beginning and end mention contrasts: deceitful speech/peace, and the short sentence (D) forms the center. This sentence is
easy to remember: “Turn away from evil and do good.” At first we may be disappointed about this core sentence, yet it shows how our authors read the psalms with an eye to practical actions. This sentence describes the two phases of the “practical” life (praktiké): negatively by turning away from evil, and positively, by doing good. We can call this a tropological or monastic interpretation. The psalms teach us everything, including that which matters in everyday life, and in this we would also have a plain description of the fear of the Lord (Prol 12). In addition, this center is to be seen together with the center of the entire Prologue (Prol 21): Walking in the way of Christ with the guidance of the Gospel is here first described in a strong manner as avoiding evil and doing good. What is at stake here is an enthusiastic consent to Christ which, however, must also become rooted in sober, everyday actions.

It is worthwhile to consider the entire Psalm 33/34 as a backdrop for this passage in the Prologue. Although only verses 12-15 and 16 are explicitly quoted or described, other verses have also left an echo. The words “come to him and you will be enlightened”—a literal translation of the Latin version of Psalm 33:6—accedite ad eum et inluminamini—are mirrored in the “divinizing light” of Prologue 9. And when Benedict speaks of the sweet voice of the Lord inviting us (Prol 19f.), we think of Psalm 33/34:9: “learn to savor how sweet/good the Lord is” (gustate et videte quoniam suavis est Dominus).

In the old Latin translation of the First Letter to the Corinthians, Clement of Rome quotes Psalm 33:12-18 as words of Christ and then adds (in n. 22f): “To those who fear him the merciful and forgiving father shows compassion and will give his grace with peace and gentleness to those who approach him with a simple and sincere will.”

A narrative sequence might look like this: a new line begins wherever a decision is made.

Do good → my eyes upon you (adsum)

seek peace, pursue it

I says God speak evil and lies

The Lord is seeking true life?
Who desires life

(no)

As this narrative sequence shows, some decisions are to be made by us, either for good or for evil. We may leave the call unanswered or answer in
the negative. Yet if we accept it and let our longing for true life deepen, then our decision focuses on how to draw its consequences now in our actions; and after having chosen the good and peace, we will experience the Lord’s loving presence.

V. 14: And the Lord, seeking his worker in the crowds, calls out to them, saying again. (et quarens Dominus in multitudine populi, cui haec clamat, operarium suum iterum dicit.)

This passage begins with the Lord’s initiative, similarly to verse 8 where Sacred Scripture initiated the new beginning. Now it is the Lord himself who is seeking his worker in the crowds. Matthew 20:1-6 forms the background where the owner of the vineyard goes out seeking workers for his vineyard. If the crowds stand for all human beings, then this verse articulates the universal call to become a Christian of which religious life is but a more intense form. In RB (together with RM) the crowds presumably denote the Christians, thus we would have here a second call to a closer following of Christ.50 Again we can recall Matthew 11:28-30 and the two calls the Master had developed on the basis of this text in his parable of the source: “Come to me all you . . . (1, Th 10). . . . shoulder my yoke and learn from me (2, Th 14). Yet what follows is not specifically monastic but simply Christian. This is another reminder of the baptismal catechesis that also used Psalm 33/34.51 This is a second call to a closer following; its content, however, is an intensive Christian life that is entirely focused on Christ.

Here the Lord (Christ) is presented as the one who is seeking us. And we realize that our seeking him (RB 58.6 “to seek God [quarere Deum]”) is but a response to his seeking which precedes our own (cf. RB 27.8-9 where the good shepherd searches the one who is lost). The Lord seeks his worker: the monastery is a workshop (4.78), where the main concern is the spiritual craft that is practiced with the tools of good works. Such work means cooperating with God as we are to develop the good gifts God gave us (Prol 6) in obedience and service. This is not a question about particular functions in the kingdom of God. Logically the Lord should ask: “who wants to work in my vineyard?” Or “Who is a good worker?” or “Who has the skills for this or that task?” Yet the question here takes another direction.

50. This seems to be the case in RM which explicitly states that this is the second call “And the Lord, seeking from among the many people a workman to hear him, again calls out saying . . . ” (Ths 10).
51. Cf. Vogüé, IV, 42f.; also Peter Chrysologus, s. 62; Cassiodor, In Ps. 33.12; Augustine, In Ps. 33.2.17-20; PsJerome, In Ps. 33.
V. 15: “Who is the human being who desires life and longs for good days?” 
(Quis est homo, qui vult vitam et cupit videre dies bonos? [Ps 33/34:13])

The focus is on the human person him/herself who is then led from one step to the next. The human person has a strong will and is eager in his/her desires. According to Psalm 33/34:13, the goal is described as “life” and “good days.” It is characteristic that God does not begin with high ideals but rather with very real needs: life and good days. While this at first may not sound very supernatural, it does show God's human side.

Vv. 16-17a: If you [sg.] hear this and answer: “I do,” then God says to you: “If you desire true and eternal life . . . ” (Quod si tu audiens respondeas: “Ego,” dicit tibi Deus: “Si vis habere veram et perpetuam vitam . . . ”)

Here we have reached the dialogue in which RB and RM introduce into the psalm quotes as was customary among the patristic authors whose aim it was to make the biblical texts come alive. RM challenged the one listening: “You who are listening, reply: ‘I do’” (Ths 12). Benedict, however, says: “If you . . . answer, ‘I do,’ then . . . ” and thus puts greater emphasis on the personal decision; he does not want to coerce us. “If you desire true and eternal life”: God takes our vital needs seriously, yet deepens them by asking further whether we may not want more and more profound things. He wants to give to us in abundance.

This verse does not come from the psalm, rather the authors of our two Rules added it. Perhaps they felt that the first question was too ambivalent, or that wanting “only” life and good days was not sufficiently spiritual. With this added verse, the following imperatives show not simply a way that leads to a happy life on earth but rather a way that leads to the eschatological goal. It may also be, as Smaragdus (82) indicates, that life and “true life” actually mean Christ: “I am the way, the truth, and the life” (John 14:6). This corresponds to patristic commentaries on the psalm that see in “life” more than just a full life on earth.52

The human person now responds with a very personal “I do.” She or he is called by name, is addressed very personally. Responding in this manner, the person exposes him/herself to the divine enticement and becomes available in obedience.

Then God says to you: The Master said “And the Lord will say to you” (Ths 12). Speaking in the present tense, Benedict actualizes God’s address which thus breaks into the here and now. Why is “Lord” (Dominus) changed into “God” (Deus)? On the one hand, we could explain this as Benedict’s attempt

52. Cf. Cassiodorus, In Ps. 33.13; PsJerome, In Ps. 33; Augustine, In Ps. 33.2.17.
to emphasize Christ’s divinity. On the other hand, we could say that he wants to refrain from making the psalms overly christological.\textsuperscript{53} If we see here a deliberate change, the first possibility seems more plausible to me since the same voice is called in Prologue 19 the “voice of the Lord” (\textit{vox Domini}), the Lord (Christ) will show us the way of life. Thus it is Christ who says “Here I am” and Christ is the speaker in the psalm. Yet it might also be that Benedict changes \textit{Dominus} into \textit{Deus} for reasons of rhythm; in literature \textit{dicit tibi Deus} occurs much more frequently than \textit{dicit tibi Dominus}.\textsuperscript{54}

\textbf{V. 17b: If you desire true and eternal life, restrain your tongue from evil and your lips from speaking deceit. (\textit{Si vis habere veram et perpetuam vitam, prohibe linguam tuam a malo et labia tua ne loquantur dolum.})}

Here another “if” appears. The moral teaching is taken verbatim from Psalm 33/34:14-16. A homily by PsChrysostom says: “The divine word calls . . . ‘Who is the human being who wants life? . . . As with one voice you [pl.] answer the question of the God-man with ‘I do.’ But whoever wants to live, is to hear the precept . . . If you want to see life and find good days, restrain your tongue from evil.”\textsuperscript{55}

We may be surprised that the tongue is mentioned first, and this negatively in the sense that we have to guard our mouth from saying evil and the lips from falsehood (biblical parallelism). The ancients, however, were entirely convinced of the importance of the tongue. We recall James 3:5-8: “the tongue is a small member of the body and yet has great pretensions. Consider how small a fire can set a huge forest ablaze. The tongue is also a fire. It exists among our members as a world full of malice, defiling the whole body and setting the entire course of our lives on fire . . . no human being can tame the tongue. It is a restless evil.” We can also make the connection with the importance of silence in RB (RB 6: 7.56-61; 4.51-56): the lips are not to speak falsehood or deceit. Hildemar (37) understands deceit either as something evil or double-faced. Commenting on verse 17b, Smaragdus (84) points to Psalm 11/12:4: “May the Lord cut off all deceiving lips.” While the Prologue mentions the deceit on the lips, according to 4.24, deceit can also be kept in the heart.

\textsuperscript{53} Cf. Vogüé, \textit{IV}, 52f.

\textsuperscript{54} Cf. Cetedoc I.

\textsuperscript{55} Cf. G. Morin, “Etude sur une série de discours d’un évêque de Naples du 6	extsuperscript{o} siècle,” \textit{RBén} 11 (1894): 393. With regard to the Latin word \textit{prohibe}, in this verse Smaragdus says: “that is withhold, restrain, coerce and repress. From every evil, that means from every form of slander, evil speech, murmuring, derision, vituperation, unjust reprimand, from lying words and idle speech and such like” (83).
An interesting saying of the fathers is connected with the following verse: “The brothers bring a parchment to Abbot Abraham and ask him to write a long text. But he writes only the one verse of Psalm 33/34:15, ‘Avoid evil and do good, seek peace and pursue it.’ The brothers say: ‘Please write the entire psalm.’ But he answers: ‘When you will have conformed your entire life to the precept of this one verse, then I will write another text down for you.’\(^56\)

**V. 17c: turn away from evil and do good. (deverte a malo et fac bonum.)**

This sentence is placed in the center of this paragraph as its nucleus. It has a binary form with a negative and a positive part: turn away from—turn toward. This corresponds to the two baptismal promises: renunciation of the devil—acceptance of Christ. We may think of the teaching about the two ways. The prophet Jeremiah too was to root out and to build up (Jer 1:10). The general teaching of the monastic fathers was: first the weeds must be pulled out, then we can sow the good. Smaragdus comments on this verse as follows (84): “For many do good, but do not refrain from evil. During the day they keep a fast, and during the night they commit adultery; they give alms to the poor and receive plunder from the poor; . . . and to put it briefly, they do not cease to do in public what is right, and in secret what is wrong. . . . But there is another kind of person—and especially of monk—who turns away from evil and yet performs no good at all. He has left behind earthly toil in the world, and in the monastery follows idle pursuits.”\(^57\)

Perhaps this nucleus appears to be trite; yet in the monastic life according to RB we certainly have to deal to the very end with avoiding and turning aside from the evil in us and reach out more and more toward the good in our actions, not just in our meditations. According to RB 4 we might circumscribe evil with “anger, deceit, injustice, swearing, pride, various addictions, hate, envy, arrogance” and the good, for instance, with “love of

---


57. It is interesting to note that Dorotheus of Gaza also comments on this passage in *Instr* 4.50f., here translated here from the French: “through the fear of God he leads the soul . . . to turn away from evil and thus arouses her to rise all the way to the good . . . once one has succeeded in no longer doing evil and . . . in moving away from it, one does the good naturally. . . . The prophet adds the words: ‘Seek peace and pursue it.’ (51) In the attacks and counterattacks of this fight with the enemy he does what is good . . . when he is given help from God and has begun to be used to the good, then he begins to savor rest and peace ever more. . . . Is there any greater happiness than a soul that has arrived at this stage? She then enjoys the condition of being a son [of God] (Matt 5:9)."
A Listening Community

God and neighbor, reverence, discipline, doing good, truth, trust, vigilance, openness, equanimity, chastity. We will never be done with these. During our entire life we will pray: Kyrie eleison, “Lord, have mercy, have mercy on me, a sinner” (cf. RB 7). It is, however, also certain what we are not able to uproot all the weeds before the good can begin to grow; rather, we need to do good deeds even while the evil is still present, and to practice love in the hope that love will slowly choke evil (cf. RB 72.2).

V. 17d: Seek peace and pursue it. (inquire pacem et sequere eam.)

This is the counterpart to the evil of the tongue and its deceits; at the same time, it is a positive intensification. Seeking peace, pursuing it, following it! We are asked, “What are you seeking?” We may have various answers that perhaps remain on the level of having good days and a comfortable life, or focus only on ourselves. Prologue 17, however, indicates a transcendence toward others and ultimately to God. Pursue God, chase after him, that is, energetically. “Benedict did not write a treatise on peace; rather, he created peace. Our lack of peace is caused by the fact that we do not seek God alone and have not fully accepted how God wants us to be his even in the very depths of our being. God loves me just the way I am.”

“Seeking” and “peace” are two key words for monastic life. The seeking of peace is related to the seeking of God (58.7) and points to the dynamics of the entire life, stretching toward the “true life” which is God (Christ) and in whom we will also find peace. Monastic life is clearly an expression of loving God with our whole heart and whole strength (cf. 4.1-2) which will become concrete in the seeking of God’s kingdom (2.35) as well as in the eagerness for the opus Dei, in obedience and service in the community (58.7). In all this we concretely pursue peace.

Benedict does not say that we reach peace but rather pursue it. This will depend on taking at least small steps in this direction. In daily life this may mean to try again and again to contribute to understanding, respect, and reconciliation, to see the positive aspects of life, to emphasize that which builds up (cf. for instance Benedict’s own way of proceeding in 34.3-5), and to pray time and again for the love of Christ so that we may again return to peace in our relationship with another (cf. 4.73; 4.25). As Hildemar (38) shows, peace among people is the fruit of “giving glory to God.” Our seeking certainly is an answer to God’s seeking us (cf. 7.27 and 27.8-9). Thus, the beginning of this section spoke of the Lord seeking his worker (Prol 14).

59. See Böckmann, Perspectives, 120–21.
Peace can mean not only peace in the community but also peace and tranquillity in our heart, satisfaction of the entire person, inner freedom, and *hesychia*. In the course of his Rule, Benedict will place more emphasis on the social component of peace, though the importance of inner peace is never disavowed. Does peace also mean Christ? Patristic tradition provides a basis for such an interpretation. PsJerome says in his explanation of this psalm: “‘Seek peace and pursue it.’ . . . This is Christ for he himself is our peace.”

Augustine says: “‘Where shall I pursue peace?’ Where he preceded us. For the Lord is our peace, he was raised and ascended into heaven. Seek peace and follow him! . . . When you will be raised . . . you will embrace peace.”

We need to follow Christ, to enter into his life all the way to the end, to the cross and his exaltation (Phil 3:8f.). It is certain that we cannot serve peace without imitating Christ by walking this paradoxical way of salvation (cf. the nucleus of the Prologue “to walk in his ways,” v. 21).

V. 18: And when you do this, my eyes are upon you and my ears [turned] to your prayers, and before you invoke me, I will say to you: “Here I am.”

*) Et cum haec feceritis, oculi mei super vos et aures meae ad preces vestras, et antequam me invocetis, dicam nobis: Ecce adsum.

Here follows the Lord’s great promise that by far surpasses our actions and our seeking. I prefer to understand the word “when” in the temporal sense, not as a condition (“if”), although the differences are minimal. It may seem strange that good actions appear first and only then God bestows his attention to us. Yet the same verse also says: “Before you invoke me.” A Rule will certainly put emphasis on good actions that are an echo of God’s Word in the Bible which RM 1.76 quotes: “Return to me . . . and I will return to you” (Zech 1:3). Whoever avoids evil, does what is good, and pursues peace will experience that God anticipates their prayers. Let’s not forget that good actions are made possible only by God’s anticipating us. Throughout RB the necessity of grace is emphasized.

---

60. *In Ps. 33*

61. Augustine, *In Ps. 33.2.19*. Here too *sequi* is synonymous with *imitare*. Cf. Basil *In Ps. 33.9* (v. 13), 10 (v. 15).

62. This corresponds to the fact that in the Rule the verb *sequi* is modified by its connection with the imitation of Christ (Prol 7; 4.10; cf. also obedience in 3.7-8 and 5.8).


64. Vogüé, *IV*, 51f.: *Convertimini ad me et ego convertar ad vos* (RM 1.76) [translated from the French]: “sought by the divine call, a person’s ‘conversion’ in turn calls for the ‘conversion’ of God, that is, for the gift of his grace (RM 1.77-81). Here the Master looks at the gift of divine grace. . . . Whoever does what is good will have his prayer heard immediately, or even anticipated by God.”
My eyes are upon you and my ears [turned] to your prayers. It is interesting that here too the eyes are mentioned first and then the ears, just as was the case when speaking of the human being in Prologue 9. Our open eyes may see God’s eyes over us, our listening ears may find God’s ears open to our prayers. We could say that God is “all eyes and ears” for us. Solomon prays: “My God, may your eyes be open and your ears attentive to the prayer of this place” (2 Chr 6:40). And as RM emphasizes, Psalm 33/34:16 says, “The Lord has eyes for the just.” Benedict, however, does not describe his hearers as just because he is very much aware of the sinfulness and decadence of his monks. For Hildemar (40), this means that God bestows his divine mercy on us or the gift of the Holy Spirit. Smaragdus (86) quotes Psalm 32/33:18: “The eyes of the Lord are upon those who fear and revere him.”

God’s eyes are a particular topic in the first step of humility (7.10-30) and in chapter 19 where God’s omnipresence is stressed. God’s ears are open to our prayers. And Psalm 129/130:2 pleads: “Let your ears be attentive to the prayer of your servant.” Eyes and ears also remind us of the mosaics of Christ in the apses of old churches. Probably the two components were not as separate for RM and RB as they are for us. Both are signs of God’s turning to us: he is open to us, is entirely there for us, entirely oriented toward us. The authors of both Rules change the psalm verse by quoting it in the first person singular. Thus they turn the psalm into a personal dialogue between God and a human being. The form, however, might also have been influenced by Isaiah.

And before you invoke me, I will say to you: “Here I am.” This is God’s wonderful way of anticipating us. The expression is not found as such in Psalm 33/34 where we read in verse 16: “The Lord has eyes for the just and ears for their cry.” Rather, two quotes from Isaiah are combined and connected with the psalm. Isaiah 58:8: “Then you shall call, and the Lord will answer, you shall cry for help, and he will say: Here I am.” And in addition, we have Isaiah 65:24: “Before they call, I will answer; while they are yet speaking, I will hearken to them.” These words contain something that is wonderfully freeing and shows the great unmerited love of our God. If God is so much for us, who can be against us? (Rom 8:31)

Here I am (Ecce adsum) is a circumscription of God’s name (cf. Exod 3:14). “I am here for all of you, for you personally.” It is an enormous declaration that our two Rules base squarely on Sacred Scripture! This recalls God’s epiphany in the bush in the desert. God says this to us before we invoke him; he has known us before we were born. His love anticipates us. “I will say to you”: we will probably not hear this with our bodily ears but rather with our inner senses, and thus we can speak here of an experience of God (cf. the word “sweet” [dulcius] in Prol 19). In its full meaning we will only hear it at
the end of time; this was true for the “God-with-us,” Emanuel (Matt 1:23), and it is true for each one of us personally. At times we too can intensely experience the presence of our personal God. The one who speaks these words is Christ, the Lord who is “with us until the end of the age” (Matt 28:20).

Of course we should reply to this “Here I am” with our own “here I am” that comes from our deepest heart. The Prologue tries to encourage this response. Again we are directed to the center: to walk in his ways with the Gospel as our guide (Prol 21; also Prol 3: to fight for Christ, the true King; and Prol 7: to follow him into glory).

V. 19: What could be sweeter, dearest brothers, than this voice of the Lord inviting us? (Quid dulcius nobis ab hac voce Dominis invitantis nos, fratres carissimi?)

The preceding verse is followed by an exclamation: see how good the Lord is! He is inviting us, he is not forcing us, he is enticing us so as to gift us with true, eternal life. Benedict now uses for the first time in his Rule the word “brothers,” which he will repeat again and again, and here he even adds an emphatic “dearest” brothers, an adjective that is not found in RM. We may ask, who is meant here? The entire Prologue is directed to newcomers who are not yet called brothers. The explicit designation as brother occurs only after the rite of profession at the altar (58.23); yet apparently this also occurs within the community of brothers who, by each new beginning of a candidate, are reminded that they, too, are again at the beginning, are renewing their vocation, and are deepening their personal response to God. In a similar way, we may experience the Prologue with each reading anew as a call in our spiritual life.

The Lord inviting us is an image of God’s love or, in other words, of God’s hospitality. The word “sweet” can be an allusion to Psalm 33/34:9: “Taste and see how good the Lord is.” If the word “sweet” might have been spoiled for us by maudlin lyrics, studies of German mystical authors can help us to grasp its meaning more deeply.65 Since early times the word “sweetness” has been associated in German entirely with God. The word describes the ways in which God reaches out to woo a human being and how this human being recognizes him, answers him, and lives in him. The one who is allowed to taste “God’s sweetness,” is guaranteed to have life, earthly life, and, at the same time, the “totally other” life. God is the food for adults, and what they receive from God is always divine, is always sweet (cf. 1 Pet 2:3). Whoever is

65. Here I am following Schuth, “Süsse;” see also F. Posset, “Sweetness,” who says that the sweetness points to Christ and especially to salvation.
enlightened “tastes the heavenly gift . . . the good word of God” (Heb 6:4), and having experienced this “sweetness” is to pass it on. In the course of time, the word “to sweeten” obtains the meaning of “to bless,” and “to relieve,” for “sweet” is what leads to salvation.

The human person who has opened him/herself to God responds by following God, incarnating in him/herself the life of Jesus who was the incarnated sweetness of God. God and the human person who is filled by him transform misery by touching it. Whatever is commanded is bitter; only when it is accepted, incorporated, and tasted as a gift of God—just as it is, without calculation—only then it will be transformed (cf. Exod 15:23-25). Because the cross of Christ comes from God, we can experience in it God’s sweetness. Through the cross the bitterness of our old existence is transformed into divine sweetness.

V. 20: See, in his kindness the Lord shows us the way of life. (Ecce pietate sua demonstrat nobis Dominus viam vitae.)

Once again there is an emphatic ecce.66 The word has an energetic force: see this opportunity! Now we want to act accordingly. Similarly, Benedict confronts the postulant with the decision: “This [Ecce] is the law under which you want to serve.” Of course, this is a response to the “Ecce adsum—Here I am” of Prologue 18. The Lord, the one who is here, shows us the way of life or the way to life. The invitation began with the words: “Who desires life?” Now the kindness (pietas) of God is explicitly mentioned.67 In the Prologue God is described twice as a “loving father/Lord” (Prol 1 and 38). The Latin word for “loving” (pius) does not mean pious/devout but rather benevolent, kind, loving, and merciful. God not only invites but also shows his inviting nature and—as will be shown in verse 21—even leads the way. And he himself is the way (John 14:6).

At the end, let us return once more to the beginning of this section and to the question: “Who desires life? If you desire true life, then . . . .” Now we would say more precisely: “then, follow the invitations of the Lord, follow in his way”! It is the way of Christ himself, as it is also recognizable in Prologue 21. This also sheds light on Prologue 17 (and later the explanation of Ps 14 [15]): These instructions show the way of life, the way guided by the Gospel, the way of Christ, and they help us to let Christ become incarnate

66. In RB Ecce occurs only in two other places: at the end of RB 4, “These, then, are the tools” (Ecce haec sunt instrumenta, 4.75), and in the initiation to the novitiate: “Here is the law under which you want to serve” (Ecce lex sub qua militare vis, 58.10).

67. Pietas as noun occurs only here in RB, it is a hapax legomenon.
in us. He stands at the beginning and the end of the way, and he himself is the way just as he himself is also the life.

After this section the nucleus of the Prologue follows logically which, in its way, summarizes the entire Prologue.

PROLOGUE 21-22

We come to the center of the Prologue which forms the nucleus of a chiasm (cf. schema 2–3). We could say that these two verses summarize the Prologue, and this is especially true for verse 21. It is remarkable to what extent the vocabulary of the way prevails here: “guidance, go forward on his ways, run, arrive there.” Several expressions cluster around “him” and his kingdom: “guidance of the Gospel, his ways, he who called us into his kingdom, see him, in the tent of his kingdom.” It is the Lord, Christ, his ways, his kingdom or his royal tent. Christ is also the one who began with us and called us. In contrast to other sections of the Prologue, it is noteworthy that in verse 21 the walking toward the goal is described only with positive expressions. Verse 22 takes up some points of the preceding verse and thus strengthens certain concepts.

21 Therefore, having girt our loins with faith and the practice of good works, let us go forward on his ways under the guidance of the Gospel so that we may be made worthy to see him who called us into his kingdom.

22 If we wish to dwell in the tent of his kingdom, we will not arrive there unless we run there by doing good works.

This small schema shows that actually only three ideas are repeated here (italicized), namely, the final goal—though with different expressions—the good works; in addition, the running, going forward (currere, pergere) is emphasized in both verses. Verse 22 also provides the transition to the following section describing the way to the tent (tabernaculum). While verse 21 speaks of seeing (eum videre), verse 22 speaks of dwelling which is an important concept in the following section.68

Verse 21 has a very ingenious form and can be represented as a small chiasm:69

68. Many editions place v. 22 into the next section, e.g., Vogúé, Holzherr, SÄK, Lentiní, RB 1980, Kardong, Colombás, and Quartiroli.

69. This particular translation tries to imitate the word order and syntax of the Latin original.
A Therefore, having girt (succinctis ergo)
B with faith (fide)
C and the practice of good works our loins (observantia bonorum actuum lumbis nostris)
D under the guidance of the Gospel
let us go forward on his ways (per ducatum evangelii pergamus itinera eius)
C’ so that we will be made worthy (ut mereamur)
B’ him, who called us into his kingdom (eum qui nos vocavit in regnum suum)
A’ to see (videre).

The beginning of girding our loins (A) is contrasted at the end with the goal of seeing (A’). Faith (B) is born from listening and is connected with the call and being called (B’), and the good works (C) are connected with our becoming worthy (C’). This shows even more clearly that the expression “under the guide of the Gospel go forward on his ways” is the core of this verse and the entire Prologue.

With regard to the grammar, it is surprising that past, present, and future occur in this single sentence: he called us (vocavit), and the absolute ablatiue succinctis . . . lumbis nostris can indicate a direct past; the main verb is in the present “let us go forward,” and the future is expressed in the final clause “so that we will be made worthy to see him.” In this regard, too, verse 21 summarizes the Prologue.

Who is acting here? It seems that we are. But the relative clause says, “he called us.” His act of grace precedes everything, and only then are we getting ready to set out on the way. The expression “we will be made worthy” (mereamur) indicates again that this is the doing of the Lord, not solely a result of our actions and our efforts. Verse 22 then puts the emphasis on our actions in correspondence with the tenor of this admonition.

We can read Prologue 21 slowly and in doing so set up a narrative sequence:
A new line begins wherever something is decided in one way or another. The Lord’s call is followed by our girding the loins and getting ready. Here we may consult the entire Prologue and ask how things might proceed differently: a contrary possibility might be sleeping (Prol 8). After having girt the loins it is not self-evident that a person’s first decision would consist in relying on faith; one could also rely on oneself; yet here the person trusts the call. The second expression follows right away: the practice of good works. Faith and good works are equally necessary, faith is to bring forth its fruit in good works. The reverse would be a listening that is not followed by doing good works; thus we could think that we would want to go forward on our own, under our own control. Yet here the (personified) Gospel offers guidance, and the person accepts this guidance against his/her self-will (voluntas propria) that perhaps is still powerful. Finally there is the marvelous promise: to see him. This or a similar narrative sequence might mirror our own life and remind us of specific pivotal points at which we made decisions. On our way we will again and again face new and even more profound decisions.

V. 21: Having girt . . . our loins. (succinctis ergo . . . lumbis nostris.)

This biblical image recalls Exodus, e.g., Exodus 12:11, where God commands the Israelites to eat the paschal lamb “with your loins girt.” Girding oneself, however, is not only connected with readiness but also with fighting, as is shown in Ephesians 6:14-17 on which verse 21 is based: “So stand fast with your loins girded in truth, clothed with righteousness as a breastplate and your feet shod in readiness for the gospel of peace. In all circumstances, hold faith as a shield to quench all [the] flaming arrows of the evil one. And take the helmet of salvation and the sword of the Spirit which is the word of God.” This biblical text influenced the first half of verse 21 with the concepts of being girt, Gospel, and faith. Getting ready for a fight corresponds to the entire Prologue, as already Prologue 3 says: “you are taking up . . . the weapons of obedience,” or later in Prologue 40: “Our hearts and bodies are to be prepared for the battle of holy obedience.” It is significant that this battle is described twice as obedience, while the battle against demons is rarely visible, especially in Prologue 28.

With faith and the practice of good works (fide vel observantia bonorum actuum). The Latin word observantia connotes attending to rules or precepts. We may understand the “observance of good works” in the sense that doing good works is a practice that has become a habit that is lovingly kept (Latin observare). Faith and works form a pair. It seems that faith is deliberately set

70. This biblical quote has led to the following variant in RB manuscripts: calciatis in preparatione Evangeli pacis pedibus (shoe your feet with the boots of the Gospel of peace), manuscript group OVS, cf. Hanslik, 5; for description of the OVS mss see n103.
down as its first link, thus pointing even more clearly to baptism. Yet good works must necessarily follow, and thus Paul praises a “faith which is working through love” (Gal 5:6). How could faith here be further described? Prologue 49 (Benedict’s own addition) speaks of progress “in monastic life and faith” (conversationis et fidei) while here monastic life is characterized as a life based in faith.71 Faith means entering into the call of the Lord (cf. B and B’ in v. 21) and expresses trust in this Lord who is calling us and whom we follow out of love.

Let us go forward on his ways under the guidance of the Gospel (per ducatum evangelii pergamus itinera eius). The human person is seen as someone who needs guidance; the Gospel here is personified. As is evident in the entire Prologue, the reference is not to one of the four evangelists but rather to Scripture as a whole, which has its center in the person of Christ. In practice this also means guidance through the psalms as the Prologue demonstrates. Moreover, the entire Prologue shows Sacred Scripture as a very active person.

The Latin verb pergere may still contain an echo of an adventurous beginning. As in the verb pervenire, the prefix per- indicates an energetic striking out toward a goal. Who is the person in whose ways we walk? It is clear that this is the same person who called us and whom we will see in his kingdom, namely, Christ. We might be surprised by the fact that the plural is used for the ways (itinera). Is not Christ’s way only one? Besides reasons of rhythm, we can point out that in the Christian (monastic) community there is a variety of “ways” on which to follow Christ. What is required is that we follow in his footsteps (cf. 1 Pet 2:21) entrusting ourselves to his guidance, each person in his or her own ways. Here we also need to consider that Christ goes ahead and thus has paved the way. In a vast steppe, for instance, we are most grateful when someone has already cleared the way with a machete. Or in deep snow, it is easier to proceed when someone went ahead and left tracks or cleared the path by shoveling the snow. The expression to “go forward on his ways” may have a similar resonance: this is not a superficial imitation of a guide who is positioned in a certain spot and gives us directions; rather Christ himself went ahead, he is a guide who walks with us. In this way we can risk to strike out on these ways.

Again we see the pattern of the way that permeates the entire Prologue. We follow Christ into glory (Prol 7), run as long as we have the light of life (Prol 13), we want to run doing good works (Prol 22), truly want to reach the goal (Prol 42), and run while we still have time (Prol 44); finally, we run with the indescribable sweetness of love (Prol 49). The way may seem narrow at the outset (Prol 47f.), yet then the heart expands (Prol 49). The way of Christ is described as the way of life (Prol 20) or the way to the tent or the mountain (Prol 24), yet also as the way of the commandments or the way of salvation (Prol 48, 49). It is an intensive way within the Christian way that begins in baptism.

71. See Böckmann, Perspectives, 40. For fides, see Borias, “Foi,” 249–59; Kurichianil, “Progress,” 70–86, 8–15.
So that we may be made worthy to see him who called us into his kingdom (ut mereamur eum, qui nos vocavit in regnum suum videre). The underlying biblical text is 1 Thessalonians 2:12 that speaks of God who called us into his kingdom and glory (vocavit in suum regnum). The Prologue emphasizes again and again that we are to have this “kingdom” before our eyes as an eschatological goal, or in other words, as our final vocation (telos). We desire to follow him “into glory” (Prol 7), desire to reach eternal life (Prol 17; cf. 44) and the tent of his kingdom (Prol 22; cf. 39), and eventually to be participants in his kingdom (regno eius . . . consortes, Prol 50).

Linderbauer is convinced that the liturgical formula mereamur must be translated as “to be made worthy.” This directs us to God’s gift of grace; yet even so we are to muster all our energies. Being engaged with all our strengths as if everything depended on us, yet with the faith that everything is also done by him!

We will be allowed to see him (eum videre). This is a marvelous promise for which we long. It is a seeing and an experiencing of “what eye has not seen and ear has not heard . . . what God has prepared for those who love him” (1 Cor 2:9, RB 4.77). Certainly this is supreme bliss and unity. At times in our earthly life we will see it in a flash when the Lord tells us “here I am” (Prol 18) or when we are able to run on his way with an expanded heart and the inexpressible sweetness of love (Prol 49).

V. 22: If we wish to dwell in the tent of his kingdom, we will not arrive there unless we run there by doing good works. (In cuius regni tabernaculo si volumus habitare, nisi illuc bonis actibus curritur, minime pervenitur.)

The image of the kingdom changes into the “tent of the kingdom” as a transition to the next psalm explanation. We wish to dwell: this points again to the energy inherent in human beings, in their will. It is, however, not a matter of diminishing, or even destroying, this will, rather the will needs to be transformed or strengthened.

We run while doing good works, and thus running is, as it were, the doing of good works. Symbolically, we envision hands and feet at the same time. Without such activity, we will not arrive at our goal (minime pervenitur). Here the stronger verb pervenire (instead of pergere) is used, which will be taken up again in Prologue 44, where it has the same urgent tone; it will also be used at the end of the Rule (73.4, 9; cf. also 7.5, 67).

72. There are several Latin variants of this phrase: ut mereamur eum, qui nos vocavit, in regno suo videre (Codex O) “to see him in his kingdom.” These variants connect seeing him with the kingdom. This is, however, not a substantial contradiction. According to 1 Thess 2:12 we can assume that vocavit nos in regnum suum is the more original version which does appear in most of the manuscripts.

73. Linderbauer, 131; cf. Lentini, 20; Puzicha, 57; Quartiroli, 11.
A Listening Community

The entire human person, with heart and body, with loins, hands, and feet, with eyes and ears, is thus called to set out on the way as a response to the call. He or she runs, strikes out under the guidance of the “good” Lord who already went ahead, who guides us and, at the same time, desires to grace us with seeing him in eternity. Augustine said, “It was too little for God to make his Son into a signpost; he made him into the way itself so that he will guide you in your walking while he himself strides along in his own strength.”

PROLOGUE 23-35

After the core of the Prologue challenged us to walk on God’s ways under the guidance of the Gospel and to run vigorously toward the goal, Psalm 14/15 is now being used to describe this way in more detail than was the case in the previous explanation of Psalm 33/34 (Prol 14-20).

This section is titled “Who is the human person who is privileged to dwell in the tent?” and this person is being described. The first psalm explanation had a similar beginning: “Who is the human person?” yet then proceeded to listing the conditions “if, when.” These are two different ways of guiding the reader or hearer, yet both have the same function, that is, to be a practical motivation to do what is suggested. It is a surprise to note that the entire section basically consists of just three sentences: the question to the Lord (v. 23), his answer (vv. 24-34, with many relative clauses), and the conclusion (v. 35). The description of the human person practically comprises only one main clause: “Let us hear the Lord” (audiamus Dominum). This distinguishes this section from the remaining Prologue but corresponds to the Latin text of Psalm 14. What might be expressed by this syntactical structure? Perhaps the fact that all these descriptions form a unit and are indispensable on the way to the tent.

It was possible to use Psalm 14/15 just as Psalm 33/34 in baptismal catechesis since they deal with the conditions for entering the tent and concretely for entering the church. This also is the reason for their christological interpretation. The holy mountain now is Christ, the way is the royal way (via regia) to the royal tent. Christ himself is standard and measure. He himself fulfilled the psalm and thus preceded us on this way. It is also significant that the psalm contains ten instructions which can be seen as parallels to the Ten Commandments, and even more to the commandments of the new covenant:

74. Augustine, In Ps. 109.2

75. One may disagree about the syntactical structure. Here the connection is seen in the relative pronoun qui = who, and further in sicut = just as (31), et (32) and unde = whence (33) as an indication that this is a single sentence. This is more pronounced in Benedict’s text than in the one of RM which begins new sentences in Ths 29 with ergo and Ths 33 with Respondit.
The Prologue to the Rule of Benedict

The oldest commentary, the one by Smaragdus, clearly stands in the tradition of christological psalm explanation: “The guidance of the Gospel, that is also the guidance of Christ . . . the Lord’s very deeds and his most sacred words are called gospels, which bring those who follow them by straight paths to the heavenly kingdom” (89). He then further explains this by pointing to the call to follow Christ in Matthew 19:28, Mark 10:21, and Matthew 16:24, as well as Matthew 11:28 and 1 Peter 2:21.

Ps 14 according to the *Psalterium romanum*  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ps 14: 1 Lord, who will dwell in your tent or who will rest on your holy mountain?</th>
<th>RB [in brackets important variants of RM]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prol 23 But let us ask the Lord with the prophet, saying to him:</td>
<td>Lord, who will dwell in your tent or who will rest on your holy mountain?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 After this question, brothers, let us hear the Lord answering and showing us the way to this tent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Who walks without stain and acts in justice</td>
<td>25 saying: who walks without stain and acts in justice,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 who speaks truth in his heart and did not practice deceit with his tongue</td>
<td>26 who speaks truth in his heart and did not practice deceit with his tongue,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nor did anything evil to his neighbor</td>
<td>27 who did not do anything evil to his neighbor,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and did not bear insult to his neighbor.</td>
<td>who did not bear insult to his neighbor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Annihilated is the evil one in his eyes,</td>
<td>28 who drove the malicious devil, suggesting something to him, together with his suggestions away from the sight of his heart, reduced him to nothing and took his little thoughts and shattered them against Christ,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>but he honors those who fear God.</td>
<td>29 who fear (pl.) the Lord and do not . . . become proud.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[taking oaths, lending, bribing]</td>
<td>30 they praise the Lord . . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Who does this will never be shaken.</td>
<td>[taking oaths, lending, bribing]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33 who hears my words and does them . . . built his house on rock</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[will never be shaken].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This psalm is well suited for portraying the dialogue of the human person with Scripture as it was already done with Psalm 33/34 in Prologue 14-20. In this psalm we have spoken words, that is, they are uttered by us as a question (v. 23), while from the other side there is an answer that contains demands and conditions and, at the end, a promise. After the first verse, both Rules insert a verse that intensifies the impression of a live dialogue: “Brothers, after this question, let us listen to the Lord!” The Lord answers and shows us the way.

In contrast to RM, Benedict used the relative pronoun “who” ten times (in the singular and once in the plural); with this he presumably wants to point to the fundamental law of the Ten Commandments in a way that is similar to what Cassiodor does in his explanation of Psalm 14. The evil one (malignus) who is counted for nothing now becomes the devil (diabolus).77 Both Rules expand this with a quote from Psalm 136/137:9: “Happy those who seize your little children and smash them against a rock.” This is the only allegorical interpretation that we find in RB. The little children are the little thoughts, the rock is understood to be Christ. In Psalm 14/15:4b, those fearing God are the direct object of the verb “to honor”; here they are the subject: those fearing God are now the monks. The verb “honor” (in Latin magnificat, glorificat) also becomes a plural in verse 30 and now refers to the monks.78 RB follows RM by inserting an explanation regarding those who fear God.

Faithful to the psalm, the Master kept the demands from Psalm 14/15:4-5 about taking oaths and lending money but puts them in the mouth of the Lord, Christ—apparently alluding to the Sermon on the Mount. Benedict omitted these verses, probably because he felt that they did not apply to monks. In a monastery one is not to take oaths at all (RB 4.27); the monks have no money, and thus bribes cannot be accepted. The Master, however, is closer to the baptismal catechesis. The last verse of the psalm, “Who does this will never be shaken,” is also found in Ths 31f., together with the end of the Sermon on the Mount (“Everyone who listens to these words of mine and acts on them . . .”). RB and RM explicitly refer to the Lord in the Gospel. Psalm 14/15 and the Sermon on the Mount thus are seen together and are intertwined with each other through the deliberate use of key words. Benedict

77. In many passages of RB the Latin word for devil, diabolus, is written diabulus.
78. Thus this paragraph transitions from the singular to the plural until v. 31 and returns to the singular with the quote from Paul. The question whether the psalm variant glorificare has influenced Ths 28 and v. 32 in RB can be left open. With regard to magnificent see Egli, 58; with regard to the christological interpretation, see Böckmann, “Regula Benedictii,” 623f.
also closes the psalm explanation with the last sentence of the Sermon on the Mount, yet in comparison with RM, he simplified the text.

Our authors freely combine psalms, the Sermon on the Mount, and words from Paul; in all of them it is Christ who speaks to them. We ask the Lord (Christ) “with the prophet,” that is, the psalmist. This entire section is a meditation on Sacred Scripture with Christ as its pivotal point: Christ, the mountain toward which we are going; Christ the rock against which we shutter evil; and Christ the rock on which we can build. Moreover, Christ walks ahead. We are walking on his ways, which he cleared, and he leads holding us by the hand. The section shows how Benedict concretely understands the term “under the guidance of the gospel.”

To a large extent this explanation of Psalm 14/15 is identical with the previous one (Prol 14-20), at times even in individual expressions, though here the aspects of evil and of grace are more developed. Just like the earlier explanation, this one has as its title Prologue 21-22: the way to life or to the tent as an imitation of Christ in faith and good works. The guidance of the Gospel is concretely also guidance by the psalms, yet always in connection with all of Sacred Scripture.

It seems to me that this section, too, is structured as a chiasm which can be presented in the following manner:79

A 23 But let us ask the Lord with the prophet saying:

Lord, who will dwell in your tent, or who will rest on your holy mountain?

24 After this question, brothers, let us listen to the Lord answering and showing us the way to this tent:

B 25 who walks without stain and acts in justice,

26 who did not practice deceit with his tongue,

27 who did not do anything evil to his neighbor,

who did not listen to slander against his neighbor,

C 28 who drove the malicious devil,

making some suggestions to him, together with his suggestions away from the sight of his heart,

reduced him to nothing,

took his still little thoughts and shattered them against Christ,

79. The pronoun who is italicized (ten times), the name Lord is given in bold (also ten times).
[those] *who* fear the **Lord**

and do not become proud about their good practice,
but rather know that they cannot do the good in them
on their own, but that it is done by the **Lord**, 30 they praise the **Lord** working in them, saying with the prophet:

Not to us, not to us, **Lord**, but to your name give glory;
31 just so the Apostle Paul did not attribute his preaching to himself saying: by the grace of God I am what I am;
32 and again he says: *Who* boasts, is to boast in the **Lord**;

**A’** 33 thus says the **Lord** in the Gospel: *who* [ever] listens to my words and does them, I will compare to a wise man *who* built his house on a rock; 34 the floods came, the winds blew and beat against the house, yet it did not fall because it was built on a rock.
35 Fulfilling this the **Lord** expects that every day we are to respond with deeds to his holy admonitions.

A (23-24) and A’ (33-35) contain our dialogue with the Lord or his dialogue with us (first in the psalm, then in the Gospel), these verses speak of the mountain and the rock, of the tent and the house, of dwelling and building, and also contain the word “listen” (*audire*). B (25-27) and B’ (29-32) are part of the psalm explanation. B contains six imperatives: four are negatively expressed, two positively while B’, which continues with the relative pronoun, has ten instructions: four negative and six positive ones. Thus B’ is outdoing B. I see C (28) as the center: evil is unmasked and even the little thoughts are to be shattered on Christ.
V. 23: But let us ask the Lord with the prophet saying: Lord, who will dwell in your tent, or who will rest on your holy mountain? (Sed interrogemus cum Propheta Dominum dicentes ei: Domine, quis habitabit in tabernaculo tuo aut quis requiescat in monte sancto tuo? [Ps 14:1])

Clearly the psalm is addressed to Christ, a way of addressing that is often found in RB. In the psalmist who is designated as prophet Benedict first sees David but he also interprets the psalm as a prophetic expression regarding Christ. Sacred Scripture is not only God’s words to us, and we are not only its hearers; but also, in a second step, we are to make God’s word our own and let the words of Scripture arise out of our hearts as question, as prayer, as expressions of our own. Those who read Sacred Scripture also have a better sense of how we can speak to God. The words of Scripture are, as it were, vehicles for the dialogue between God and us.

Lord, who will dwell in your tent? Using the psalm we direct the question to Christ. The twice repeated interrogative pronoun “who?” (quis) has its correspondence in the relative pronoun “who” (qui) that is repeated ten times in the following verses. The Latin word tabernaculum for tent (which occurs only in the Prologue) symbolizes the constant presence of God to human beings, a God who accompanies them since a tent can be taken down and pitched again. But the psalm goes even further by indicating that human beings also may live in the tent with the Lord. In RB, however, we do not find a spiritual, interiorized interpretation as in RM Thp 16-18: “rather may God himself sanctify it in the good deeds of his sons, so that as Father and Lord he may make his dwelling in our souls and send the Holy Spirit to live in us, giving help to our hearts by his regard and ever keeping watch over them by his presence.” RM also uses the word “tent” in Scripture quotes, both for human life and for the monastery: “We have entered his tent [dwelling], we have worshiped in the place where his feet stood” (Ps 132:7; RM 57.20 and 66.6). Whether the tent is interpreted in an interiorized manner or an eschatological one, as seems to be the case in RB, it always indicates the presence of God, his dwelling with us and our dwelling with him, and in this respect it contains a mystical element.

“Dwelling” (habitare) is an age-old, primitive human desire, certainly for the Israelites during their wanderings but also for Christians and monks on their pilgrimage. John’s disciples ask Jesus, “‘Rabbi, where are you staying?’ . . . and they stayed with him” (John 1:38f.). During our wanderings, moments of intense encounters with the beloved Lord will occur again and again;

80. It is “the voice of the Church [directed] to Christ;” cf. Fischer, “Psalmenfrömmigkeit,” 25, 31; 64, 75.
81. Ambrose, In Ps. 1.9.
already here on earth we may be given a few such experiences, yet full bliss awaits us in the eternal glory toward which we are traveling. In the preceding verse (v. 22), our authors presented dwelling as an eschatological reality: “If we desire to dwell there, then . . .,” whereas they see it as a description of monastic life in the summarizing final admonition in verse 39.

Or who will rest on your holy mountain? In most manuscripts (RB, RM, Psalterium Romanum) this rest is a future promise. The tent, which can be taken along on the journey, is seen here together with the immovable holy mountain, presumably Mount Zion in Jerusalem. There we will not only dwell but also find rest. The authors of our Rules may have thought of Matthew 11:29: “and you will find rest for yourselves.” In patristic exegesis, both mountain and tent are symbols for Christ. Smaragdus points to the mountain, which is the goal of peoples’ pilgrimage in Isaiah 2, and says that the mountain itself is understood as “our Lord Jesus Christ himself” (92).

Tent and mountain are also symbols of the Lord’s hospitality. We are at home with the Lord, are allowed to dwell with him, to see him, to find rest with him. In the Prologue this is primarily a good of the end time, but this does not exclude that it may be experienced in some ways even now. Benedict combines dwelling and remaining with dynamic movement. Jerome and Cassiodorus see it as significant that the tent is mentioned first, the mountain second. The pilgrimage comes first, the era of the church, while the dwelling comes only later.

V. 24: After this question, brothers, let us listen to the Lord answering and showing us the way to this tent saying . . . (Post hanc interrogationem, fratres, audiamus dominum respondentem et ostendentem nobis viam ipsius tabernaculi dicens . . . )

In keeping with the question, listening again is important. Those who are addressed are called “brothers” (in v. 19, even “dearest brothers”), a term that appears once more in verse 39, which shows great similarity to verse 24: “Since we have thus asked the Lord, brothers, about the one dwelling in his tent, we have

82. Cf. Matt 11:29: Invenietis requiem animabus vestris. The Latin edition of SÄK reads requiescat as do Hanslik and the manuscripts of the OVS group (cf. n103) while Vogüé has requiescat. RM has the same variants. Presumably the quote is from the Psalterium Romanum which reads requiescat though with requiescat as variant in some manuscripts. It is, however, also possible that in the sixth century, the future tense was seen as a present tense which led to an exchange of the verb forms.


84. The present participle “saying” (dicens) is part of biblical language and according to Linderbauer, 133, also characteristic of late Latin.
heard the precepts for dwelling there.” The Lord hears our questions—even our deepest ones—and answers them. And not only this but he also shows the way, and according to Prologue 21 he even goes ahead, or according to Prologue 35, he himself fulfills all the instructions and thus in a twofold manner functions as a signpost. The royal way (via regia) is made concrete in Psalm 14/15.

Again, life’s nature as a way, a journey, is emphasized, but now it is no longer termed “the way of life,” but “the way to the tent.” This also implies that dwelling in the tent is seen as true life. In contrast to RM, Benedict omits the phrase that the Lord speaks contra nos—“against us” (Ths 20).85 Apparently he does not want to understand Christ’s words in the psalm as a threat against us but rather as help.

In Prologue 25, the ethical instructions begin in the form of describing those human beings who are allowed to come to the mountain and will be admitted to the tent.

Vv. 25-27: Who walks without stain and acts in justice, who speaks truth in his heart, who did not practice deceit with his tongue, who did not do anything evil to his neighbor, who did not listen to slander against his neighbor. (Qui ingreditur sine macula et operatur iustitiam; qui loquitur veritatem in corde suo; qui non egit dolum in lingua sua; qui non fecit proximo suo malum; qui opprobrium non accepit adversus proximum suum.)

The three verses contain six solid ways of practical conduct, four of which are formulated in the negative, two in the affirmative. In formulating these instructions, Benedict used the relative pronoun “who” five times, which may be seen as half of the Ten Commandments (RM has this pronoun six times). Everything here has a direct bearing on living with others.

Who walks without stain and acts in justice. “Without stain” recalls purity of heart (puritas cordis, cf. RB 49.2; 20.2-4) as well as the beatitude in Matthew 5:8: “Blessed are the clean of heart for they will see God,” or Psalm 118/119:1: “Happy those whose way is blameless.” And RB 7.18 says, “Then I will be without stain before him if I guard myself against my evil” (Ps 17/18:24).

Benedict creates a stronger connection between the first and the second part of verse 25 by joining them through “and” (RM has “who”). It is of no use when people only avoid evil, they also must do good. Smaragdus describes justice as “fairness and rectitude. But because justice consists of works and of faith, that man fully does justice who believes rightly and exercises the whole of himself in good works” (93). According to Scripture God’s saving justice

---

85. This expression “against us” is in the Latin text of RM but not in the English translation.
finds its human response in *iustitia*, in practicing love of God and neighbor. Christ himself came in order “to fulfill all righteousness” (Matt 3:15, *implere omnem iustitiam*). The teaching of the abbot is to permeate the community like a “leaven of divine justice” (2.5), and he is not to hide God’s justice in his heart (2.9; cf. also 2.14, 19, 35). The chapter about the abbot in particular likes to use this word in connection with human justice which is to model itself after divine justice.  

In RB, justice appears almost exclusively in quotes from, or allusions to, Scripture. In view of the gifts of God and Christ, we may ask ourselves today what mistakes against justice and peace ought to be avoided in our modern world and what positive steps we could take in the right direction.

Who speaks truth in his heart, who did not practice deceit with his tongue. The two parts of the sentence belong together, and just like in the psalm they form a pair beginning with “who.” As in the explanation of Psalm 33/34, the tongue appears early. It is significant that after justice, the emphasis is on truth or veracity. According to the Latin Bible, *veritas* could also be translated as reliability. Without truth and reliability there is no justice! In the Bible both concepts often occur together; they are mutually dependent. This is also mirrored in the fact that in the first psalm explanation, peace is the crowning of the moral instructions. Thus we have three expressions: truth, justice, and peace! Truth occurs in a similar vein in 4.28: “to speak the truth in your heart and with your mouth.” This is also the concern of the Prologue, namely, first to purify our innermost heart so that no untruth will proceed from it.

Immediately afterward we read that one “did not do” [practice] deceit. The Latin verb *egit* indicates the past tense, in speaking people were careful to avoid deceit and therefore are now able to speak the truth. We could say that this has become an attitude. 

Again there is a similar text in RB 4: The tool “Do not keep deceit in your heart” (4.24 *dolum in corde non tenere*) is followed by “do not give a false peace” (4.25 *pacem falsem non dare*). Hilary referred to Romans 10:10: “For with the heart one believes in accordance with justice, and with the mouth one confesses for salvation.” Christ modeled all this for us because he only announces what he has heard from the Father (John 15:15).

Who did not do anything evil to his neighbor, who did not listen to slander against his neighbor. These two sentences relate to the neighbor in the singular, both contain the word “not,” and are expressed in the past tense. Who is this

86. See Kardong, “*Justitia.*” The three virtues of justice, truth, and peace (Prol 17) recall the three pillars of a good human and Christian community.

87. The *Psalterium Romanum* has three verbs in the present tense: *ingreditur, operatur, loquitur*, actual actions; then uses the past tense with regard to the person: *egit, fecit, accepit* followed by the passive form *deductus est*.

88. Cf. Hilary, *In Ps.* 14.4; Rom 10:10 is translated literally from the Latin Vulgate: *Corde enim creditur at iustitiam; ore autem confessione fit ad salutem.*
neighbor? So we could ask with the Gospel and receive the answer: it is the one who has to rely on me, whom I can help (cf. Luke 10:29-37). In RB 4.2 Benedict states that we are to love our neighbor as ourselves. The expression “not do anything evil to him” may remind us of Tobit 4:15: “Do to no one what you yourself dislike” (cf. RB 4.9; 61.14; 70.7), or of its positive form in Matthew 7:12: “Do to others whatever you would have them do to you.” There are innumerable possibilities to do something bad (or good) to my neighbor at my side, especially when we live in close proximity to each other. The past tense of the verb may again indicate that this has become a stable attitude.

Not to listen to slander (opprobrium) against another. Concretely this means any bad talk, slander, insult, and everything that results in shame. Many translations say that one is not to slander or insult another. Presumably the main point here is that one is not to accept, not to lend one’s ear to such talk (accipere = accept). This keeps others from continuing to speak badly about a person and we ourselves do not do anything evil to the person. Sometimes we do not stoop to voice such slander ourselves, yet we might listen with hidden pleasure when others say such things about our neighbor, and thus might even take pride in our innocence and our feeling that this would be beneath us. Yet for Benedict it seems important not even to listen to such talk and to make sure that not-listening becomes our basic attitude. These admonitions are easy to apply to the monastic community, where we are always each other’s neighbor (and very close ones at that).

These practical instructions of the psalm explanation (B) have a corresponding part in verses 29-32 (B’). In Prologue 28, the nucleus, all the evil is being unmasked, and this verse is significant for both section B and B’.

V. 28: who drove the malicious devil, making some suggestions to him, together with his suggestions away from the sight of his heart, and reduced him to nothing, and took his still little thoughts and shattered them against Christ. (qui malignum diabulum aliqua suadentem sibi cum ipsa suasione sua a conspectibus cordis suo respuens deduxit ad nihilum et parvulos cogitatos eius tenuit et adlitis ad Christum.)

This sentence begins and ends with the two antagonists: the malicious devil and Christ. Where the devil emerges in person, as it were, the presence of

89. Someone tried to see the word diabolus = devil as a marginal gloss, yet all manuscripts have this word, which also corresponds to the patristic explanations of Ps 14. The Latin word cogitatos belongs to the fourth declension but is used here in the second (acc. pl). RM and RB interpret the “evil” in Ps 14 as the “malicious devil” who needs to be reduced to nothing by driving away his thoughts from the face (of the heart) and shattering them on the rock of Christ.
Christ also appears as he does not leave us alone with our opponent. Toward the middle part of the sentence, the devil’s whispered suggestions (suadere, suasio) are mentioned twice, they are also called “little thoughts” (parvuli cagitati [sic]). In the center of the sentence we find the expressions of driving away and annihilating all these suggestions. Thus we could write the sentence in the following manner:

Who drove the malicious devil,
making some suggestions to him, together with his suggestions
away from the sight of his heart,
and reduced him to nothing
and took his still little thoughts and
shattered them against Christ.

This is a contest against the evil one who is at the center of every temptation and vice. An important part of monastic life is the struggle against demons, and thus Benedict describes the hermits as those “who learned to fight against the devil; . . . with their own hand and arm they fight against the vices of flesh and thought” (1.4-5). Antony of the Desert is the prototype for this fight against demons.90 The desert is the place for fighting against vices; Christ brings salvation, he is the rock. In the cenobitic community we can train for such fights.

Benedict presents a spirituality of the heart. The devil’s suggestions are perceived in the heart. Perhaps we find here a trace of a martyr’s spirituality, possibly there is also a connection to the “acts of a struggling heart” (RM 10.12-13, actus militiae cordis). Benedict has only a few allusions to the devil: we learn to fight against him in community (1.4), “the devil is not to be given an opening” (54.4), and Benedict also attributes the desire to run away after having made profession to the “suggestion of the devil” (58.28). He sees the devil’s presence not as often as the Master.91 Might we assume that Benedict is more aware of Christ’s victory over the devil?

“Suggestions” are mentioned here, that is, a gentle persuasion which, in a positive sense, is demanded of the abbot (2.31 alium suasionibus; cf. 40.6; 61.9). The devil wants to get close to the heart. He attacks the center of a person very gently so that, at the beginning, we may not notice it or even see the attack as something good. At the end of this verse the suggestions are called “little thoughts,” which recall the expression logismoi of the Des-

90. Cf. e.g., VitAnt 9-10.
91. See e.g., Kardong, “Devil,” and Leloir, “Diavolo.”
ert Fathers. They were convinced that the temptations slip into us through thoughts and begin as thoughts which then grow stronger when they find fertile soil. Benedict uses the expressions for “thought” (cogitatio and cogitatus) mainly in a negative sense which confirms the opinion that he saw in them the temptations (logismoi, cf. 7.14-18).

The monk tosses all this away from his eyes, from his face, from the sight of his heart. Perhaps Benedict recalled the expression from Ephesians 1:18, “may the eyes of your hearts be enlightened.” Just as the heart has an ear (Prol 1), so does it have eyes; and perhaps we may consider that it is important first to see and clearly perceive the temptations before doing something about them.

At this point the allegorical interpretation of Psalm 136/137:9 which is incorporated into Psalm 14/15 bears fruit. The Latin text reads: beatus qui tenebit et allidet parvulos tuos ad petram: “Happy the one who will seize and smash your [little] children on the rock.” Our Rules interpret the little ones or little children as the thoughts which were just born and are still small. A quote from Cassian provides a helpful description:

We must keep a careful lookout for . . . the beginnings of evil thoughts by which the devil attempts to creep into our soul. . . . It behooves us as well to destroy the sinners in our land—namely our fleshly feelings—on the morning of their birth, as they emerge, and, while they are still young, to dash the children of Babylon against the rock. Unless they are killed at a very tender age they will, with our acquiescence, rise up to our harm as stronger adults, and they will certainly not be overcome without great pain and effort (Inst 6.13.1-2).

Almost all the Fathers agree that the rock is Christ.92 Commenting on this verse Smaragdus said: “Therefore for the devil to be brought to naught is for the monk to achieve maturity” (95).

The Prologue does not say how this smashing is actually done, but we may recall the fifth step of humility where the evil thoughts that creep into the hearts are laid open (7.44). RB 4.50 is equally clear: “To smash the bad thoughts which come into your heart, smash them against Christ and reveal them to a spiritual elder.” Benedict added this last remark to what he found in RM 3.56.93 The thoughts always want to enter the heart, the person’s center.

92. For the patristic explanation see Egli, 61–64; Origen, In Num 20:2: “The soul gives birth to the little ones of Babylon which are our evil thoughts. Although the little child in us has not yet done anything evil, we are not to show any compassion, but must dash it immediately against the rock, Christ. . . . When they are still small, we can easily grab them.” Similarly Jerome, Ep 22.6; Augustine, In Ps. 136.21 calls the little ones the evil desires that were just born. Cf. also Hilary, In Ps. 136.14; Ambrose, De Paenit. 2.106.

93. The Latin verb in 4.50 is patefacere = to lay open, reveal; in 7.44 the idea is expressed negatively: non celaverit = are not kept hidden. Cf. Ambrose, De paenit. 2.106; In Ps 136.9.
As they creep in and arrive there, the impulse to destroy them immediately must also begin there. This occurs, for instance, when they are disclosed to a spiritual elder (in Latin *senior*). It is good that Christ, the rock, provides us with help so that we can examine without fear everything creeping into us, then seize it and smash it on him. Other concrete possibilities are: saying an ejaculatory prayer, especially psalm prayers and the Jesus prayer, opening and reading the Bible, or simply gazing on Christ. All this requires vigilance over ourselves.

At this point in the psalm explanation a longer section (B’) about grace and good works is inserted. Here other actions are mentioned (cf. above 48) which we are to do (six) or not to do (four). The list of the good actions is longer: may we understand this in the sense that the good will prevail after the evil thoughts were shattered on Christ? The negative actions do not deal with evil actions per se (since these verses speak of good behavior, good things, of a sermon etc.), but consideration is given to what we do with them and to the attitude in which we do them. The focus is on different virtues or vices, namely, the pride of being conceited about the good in us, and in contrast, humility in which all the good in us is attributed to God.

This reminds us of the classic doctrine about virtues and vices. First the focus is on overcoming our fundamental sin: verses 25–27 list evil, deceit, and slander. Once we have overcome these evils and are practicing what is good, i.e., justice and truth, then vanity and pride raise their ugly heads, taking advantage of everything, even of virtues. And these last vices are particularly difficult to overcome. We can see the connection in verse 28, where the devil suggests “you are really good, you are practicing all the good things, speaking the truth and doing justice; you have advanced very far already.” At this point everything may go awry.

In considering the schema (47–48) we see very clearly that the worm can creep even into our good behavior, our good actions, the salutary sermon. On the left side in verse 28 we have expressions such as to be proud, to do things on our own, to ascribe things to ourselves and give glory to ourselves. This is all very human and cannot be quickly caught and uprooted. The devil has very clever ways of attacking us. Thus the weight of the good actions must be greater (cf. the six expressions on the right side): the good is done by the Lord, he is acting in us, we give glory to his name, all we are comes through the Lord’s grace, and thus we boast in the Lord. These are six variants of the same topic. It is significant that here the Lord (printed in bold) occurs more often than in verses 25–27, namely, seven times. It is necessary to hold fast onto him, yet he also acts with greater power.

The good is not denied, but the verse continues in a different vein: We boast in the Lord and acknowledge “by the grace of God I am what I am;” we
believe that all the good in us comes from the Lord and that the Lord works in us. Thus everything serves to glorify the Lord. As remedies of pride, the text mentions to be aware of God’s grace and to give all glory, honor, and praise to the Lord. We can compare this with the fifth step of humility, which in its center has the phrase: “Confess to the Lord for he is good, his mercy endures forever” (7.46). Praising the Lord means: of myself I am nothing—every good in me comes from him (cf. also 4.42). All this is also an important foundation for the doctrine on prayer. Everything always points toward the Lord, and it seems to me that in the spiritual life, progress is made when we live in such a way that it cannot be explained without God.

The prepositions in the section are interesting: the good in them (in se [bona])—not from them (non a se)—by the Lord (a Domino)—the Lord in them (in se Dominum)—in the Lord (in Domino). With regard to the “in” we note that it refers to the Lord, Christ, working in us and to us boasting in the Lord.

This section is expressed to a great extent in antitheses:

- to become proud (elatio) to fear the Lord (timentes Dominum)
- to do the good on our own (bona a se posse) to give glory to God (Gloria Domino)
- to give us the glory (Gloria nobis) to give glory to the Lord who works in us (operantem in se Dominum magnificant)
- attribute to ourselves (sibi inputare) to give glory to the Lord who works in us (operantem in se Dominum magnificant)

V. 29: [Those] who fear the Lord and do not become proud about their good practice, but rather know that they cannot do the good in them on their own, but that it is done by the Lord. (Qui timentes Dominum de bona observantia sua non se reddunt elatos, sed ipsa in se bona non a se posse, sed a domino fieri existimantes.)

This is the second time that the fear of the Lord is mentioned in the Prologue. While in the first part it has as its content avoiding evil and doing good (Prol 17; 12), we can now say, whoever fears the Lord does what is good and attributes it to God, all praise is given to him. Or expressed negatively: we do not place ourselves above others nor ascribe the good to ourselves. In the Latin word elatus we have a graphic image of a person who wants to rise above the crowd, in this case because of his or her good observance of the commandments, his or her good life (bona observantia). This is the attitude of the Pharisee in Luke 18:9-14. The good “in them” is, however, done “by the Lord”; it is in us but is done, effected, by the Lord. In a similar manner
Prologue 6 says “with his good gifts that he implanted in us.” Here the text takes a further step: we are to acknowledge that the good is done by the Lord aware of the biblical word “without me you can do nothing” (John 15:5). We cannot do the good on our own.94

V. 30: They praise the Lord working in them, saying with the prophet: Not to us, not to us, Lord, but to your name give glory. (Operantem in se Dominum magnificent illud cum propheta dicentes: non nobis, Domine, non nobis, sed nomini tuo da gloriam [Ps 113:9].)

I would like to call this passage the “Magnificat” of Benedict’s Rule: “My soul proclaims the greatness of the Lord; my spirit rejoices in God, my Savior. . . . The Mighty One has done great things for me” (Luke 1:46-47, 49). Benedict’s expression here is simpler and perhaps more radical than the one in RM if we translate operantem in se magis Dominum magnificent as “they are to praise the Lord who is working more in them” (Ths 26).95

The Lord acts in us. It is characteristic that this does not describe God’s presence in us as such. Benedict does not want to write either a theology or a Christology; rather, as a practical man, he is interested in the fact that the Lord works in us, that we are to let him work in us, and acknowledge his working in us. In 4.42f. we read, “To attribute some good you might see in yourself, to God, not to yourself; yet to know always that evil is done by yourself and attributed to yourself.” In this way everything becomes an occasion for praising the greatness and the power of God. We are allowed to accept, receive God’s working in us, even in our prayer. Might we even see the two expressions “the good in us” (v. 29 bona in se) and “God working in us” (operantem in se Dominum) together and say: At the end it is not the good (bonum, bona, neutral gender) but the good Lord (bonus, masculine gender) that is in us?

Saying with the prophet: Not to us, not to us, Lord, but to your name give glory. Once more the human person speaks with the prophet (the psalm). RB contains several psalm verses that are suitable as ejaculatory prayers. This is one of them that may well be used against temptations of thoughts and vanity. Herwegen sees here the culmination of the three tasks: “In truth and love the monk stands within the community, and through his inner struggle against evil his personality enters into Christ; in this growing union with Christ he gives God alone the glory.”96

94. In Inst 12.17.1, Cassian says: “I am not able to do anything by myself” (nilil a semetipso se posse facere), cf. also Conf. 13.12.1.
95. The sentence, however, might also be translated as “rather they are to praise the Lord.”
96. Herwegen, 36.
V. 31: Just so the Apostle Paul did not attribute his preaching to himself saying: “by the grace of God I am what I am.” (Sicut nec Paulus Apostolus de praedicatione sua sibi aliquid inputavit dicens: Gratia Dei sum id quod sum.)

Here Benedict, together with RM, names the apostle Paul directly; normally he says simply “apostle,” which designates Paul almost as a matter of course (with one exception in 58.1, where “apostle” refers to John). Paul talks about how much he has worked but adds: “By the grace of God I am what I am, and his grace to me has not been ineffective. Indeed, I have toiled harder than all of them; not I, however, but the grace of God that is with me” (1 Cor 15:10). He speaks highly of himself, yet at the same time says that everything is to be attributed to grace. This shows a healthy sense of self-esteem: I am worthy, I have done much, but everything I am is due to the grace and love of God. We do not praise God when we say that we have not accomplished anything and have no worth. While Benedict here speaks about Paul’s preaching and evangelization, he certainly does not want to limit his statement to this function, rather it seems significant that Paul in his preaching is also a model for Benedict and his monks. Hand in hand with this goes the admonition that we are not to receive the grace of God in vain but rather serve in and with it (2 Cor 6:1). This has also consequences for our prayer: faith and recognition that God is at work both in our life and our prayer, however it may go!

V. 32: And again he says: “Who boasts, is to boast in the Lord.” (Et iterum ipse dicit: Qui gloriatur, in Domine glorietur. [2 Cor 10:17]).

Benedict here changes a Scripture quote from RM that says: “If there is to be boasting, it is not for me to do it” (2 Cor 12:1; Ths 28). To be sure, the Apostle speaks highly of himself, but he does so with regard to his weaknesses. Benedict chooses this other Scripture quote from the same letter to the Corinthians. Perhaps he wanted to prevent a misunderstanding that one was not allowed to speak highly of oneself at all. We are allowed to see the good in ourselves and to acknowledge it but then must go a step farther and give God praise and glory for it. The expression “in the Lord” (in Domino) reminds us of Paul’s expression “in Christ.” He is present in us and acts in us though we are already basically embraced by him and live in him. “Remain in me, and I will remain in you” (John 15:4).

Verses 33-35 (A’) belong together and with verses 23-24 (A) form the inclusion of this entire section. There is a slight shift in the images: the focus is no longer on the tent and the mountain but on the house on the rock. The house belongs to the Lord and the Lord himself is the rock. Thus we have altogether three different views, as it were, of Christ the rock:
The rock, the mountain toward which we go—our goal;  
the rock against we can smash everything that is evil;  
the rock on which we can build.

Thus we could say: Christ as the rock before us, below us, and with us.

V. 33: Thus says the Lord in the Gospel: who[ever] listens to my words and  
does them, I will compare to a wise man who built his house on a rock. (Unde  
et Dominus in evangelio ait: Qui audit verba mea haec et facit ea, similabo  
eum viro sapienti, qui aedificavit domum suam super petram [Matt 7:24].)

The psalm explanation is brought to its end by quoting the conclusion of the  
Sermon on the Mount. Already RM had combined it with the last verse of  
Psalm 14/15:5: “whoever acts like this will never be shaken.” In Matthew 7:24  
we read, “Everyone who listens to these words of mine and acts on them . . . ”  
The expression “these words of mine” not only identifies the Sermon on the  
Mount in the Prologue but also designates the preceding words of the psalm  
and of Paul as words of Christ and acting according to them as fulfilling the  
law of the new covenant. Now it is fully evident that the preceding was in fact  
a dialogue between Christ and the monk. In a certain sense the Sermon on  
the Mount, too, was a Prologue for Christ’s teaching ministry. Verses 33-34  
are probably designed to call to mind the entire Sermon on the Mount.

The connecting word unde = whence, from which, is not a fortunate choice  
but is a clear proof that RM existed prior to RB because in RM this conclusion  
is preceded by explicit quotes from the psalm, including those verses  
that do not directly relate to monks (mentioning swearing of oaths, lending  
at interest and bribes). The text from the gospel is slightly changed: In RM  
and RB Christ himself compares (“I will compare him” [similabo], not as  
in the NT “he will be compared” [adsimilabitur]) the listener and follower  
to a wise person. To build the house on a rock now means to build it on  
Christ. Shortly before this, Christ had been described as rock. According to  
Smaragdus (98), building on sand would mean building on oneself, for the  
human person is dust and returns to dust, but Christ is rock (cf. 1 Cor 10:4  
“the rock was Christ”). We also recall 1 Corinthians 3:11: “for no one can lay  
a foundation other than the one that has been laid: Jesus Christ.”

Monastic life is compared to building a house: “The monk is unshakably in  
Christ when the word of God is incarnate in him and has given him a spiri-  
tual scaffolding that is indestructible and of divine stability.” Hildemar (57)

---

97. Then Ths 31 continues logically: Et subsequitur nobis Dominus in evangelio, “and  
in the gospel the Lord continues saying to us.”

98. Huerre, 98.
The Prologue to the Rule of Benedict

thinks that the one who builds on rock is the one who does good works out of love for Christ and has Christ as his foundation; but the one who builds on sand is the one who does anything good in order to gain human praise. We can think of the parable of the vine: “Whoever remains in me and I in him will bear much fruit because without me you can do nothing” (John 15:5).

The person who is so anchored in Christ is a wise person who knows by way of discernment what is essential, who fears the Lord, listens to the word and puts it into practice, and in everything praises God. Thus the greatest human endeavor is combined with total dependence on God! The word “wise” (sapiens) may also resonate with the idea that for such a person the good things are tasty, “sweet” as it were, or that such a person is able to accept “what is bitter as sweetness.”

V. 34: The floods came, the winds blew and beat against the house, yet it did not fall because it was built on a rock. (Venerunt flumina, flaverunt venti et impegerunt in domum illam, et non cecidit, quia fundata erat super petram.)

Built on Christ and firmly anchored in him, the house cannot be shaken by anything. The gospel text speaks of rain, floods, and winds. RM and RB omit the rain, but the writers of the old commentaries apparently read it into them, as the gospel text was present to them. This does, however, not cause any change in the context because the floods are probably occasioned by cloudbursts. This image was not foreign to the Mediterranean region where, for security, houses and cities were firmly built on rocks. Storms and floods are symbols of all adverse, inimical powers to which we are exposed and which are beyond our control. Yet we can trust in Christ, our rock, who gives us security and protection.

V. 35: Fulfilling this the Lord expects that every day we are to respond to his holy admonitions with deeds. (Haec conplens Dominus expectat nos cotidie his suis sanctis monitis factis nos respondere debere.)

This verse concludes the section. We can translate it in two ways: the Lord concludes, or the Lord fulfills; both translations are correct. Smaragdus, for

99. See the explanation of Prol 19. The close proximity of the two expressions “fear of the Lord” and “wise” is present through the entire RB, cf. e.g., 31.1-2; 66.1, 4.
100. Cf. Smaragdus (99) and Hildemar (57). The SÄK translation mentions “cloudbursts and flows of water” (instead of flumina = floods) and storms (venti = winds); Holzherr and Steidle mention “cloudbursts and storms.”
101. In my opinion, this verse is not to be moved into the next section as do Vogüé, Colombás, and Quartiroli as well as RB 1980 and Kardong. Expectat belongs to the
instance, points to Christ, the Lord, who announced in words and fulfilled in deeds what he said. “He himself completed in himself what he commanded the dweller in the tent to fulfill” (100), he himself fulfilled the entire psalm and even surpassed it. With the conclusion from the Sermon on the Mount, Benedict desires to present the way to the tent as evangelical perfection. It is very important to Benedict that all this is to be practiced every day, for the Lord also calls us every day (Prol 9), daily opens our ears, and nourishes us with his bread every day. RM said: “The Lord is silent, waiting for us” (Ths 35), which has an almost menacing ring. Benedict omits the Lord’s silence and changes the verb “waiting” (spectans) to “expects” (expectat): the Lord expects something of us; he has, so to speak, expectations of us. Moreover, the verb expectat becomes the main verb and is no longer as in RM an accompaniment to tacet = is silent.

Everything we do is a response to the Lord; he himself precedes us (Prol 21, 7), we are following him. This section provides the content for the expression in the Prologue’s nucleus “to go forward under the guidance of the gospel.” This means to practice love of one’s neighbor daily, then let the Lord himself work in us and to give praise to him in everything, to anchor ourselves ever more deeply in Christ, not to fear the ungodly powers, and to smash temptations right away against Christ. We will never be done with all this during our earthly life. To go on his ways under the guidance of the Gospel means to let ourselves be guided by all of Sacred Scripture, by the psalms, by St. Paul, by the Sermon on the Mount, and above by Christ himself.

PROLOGUE 36-39

After the explanation of Psalm 14/15 concludes with the Sermon on the Mount and its admonition to practice what was heard, we would expect that the school of the Lord’s service is now presented in concrete terms. But both RM and RB insert another section (Prol 36-39) that corresponds to the introduction to the first psalm explanation of Psalm 33/34 (Prol 8-13). This introduction emphatically urged us to listen by already using a verse of this psalm, “Come, children listen to me” (v. 12). Now, after the second psalm explanation (Prol 23-35), there follows an equally emphatic admonition to translate what was heard into real action. In doing so, there is another allusion to Psalm 14/15 (“dwelling in his tent”). Both the introduction (Prol 8-13) and the conclusion of the psalm explanations (Prol 36-39) mention
both sides, the negative—sleep, hardening of the heart, shadows, misdeeds, death—and the positive—life.

The section of Prologue 36-39 is not designed to offer new ideas but rather to emphasize and to imprint more deeply in our minds some of the ideas already mentioned. This can be presented as another chiasm:

36 Therefore the days of our life are a gift to us as a period of grace for the correction of our mistakes,

37 as the Apostle says: “Do you (sg.) not know that the patience of God would lead you (sg.) to repentance?”

38 For the good Lord says:

“I take no pleasure in the death of the sinner, but rather that he turn back and live.”

39 Since we have thus asked the Lord, brothers, about the one dwelling in his tent, we have heard the precept for dwelling there, may we fulfill the obligations of one dwelling there . . .

The sentences in the plural (“we, us”) at the beginning and the end contain demands: “therefore” (ideo), “thus” (ergo). In the center there are two statements with Scripture quotes that are formulated as parallels: The “patience of God” corresponds to the “good Lord;” first repentance is mentioned, then conversion, and beyond this, life. Both quotes refer to the human person in the singular (in RM one sentence is in the plural, the other in the singular).

Verse 39 summarizes this short section as well as the preceding psalm explanation. The address “brothers” is repeated (cf. Prol 24), yet is brought into line with verse 35: there the Lord fulfilled (complens) what he said; here we too are to fulfill (compleamus) what he said. Here the concern is with admonitions and precepts and a response in deeds (factis respondere [35], complere officium [39]). Based on this we can understand why some manuscripts concluded the Prologue here. The group of the OVS texts (the so-called interpolated text) concludes thus: “If we fulfill the duties of a dweller [in the tent] we will be heirs of the kingdom of heaven.”

103. OVS group: Manuscript Oxoniensis, Veronensis and Sangallensis, 916. The most famous codex is Hatton 48, of which we have a facsimile edited by D. H. Farmer. The question of where to end the Prologue is thoroughly discussed by Zelser, “Geschichte,” 724f., 749. With regard to the problem of a short or a long Prologue, cf. Roth, “Ursprung.” The expression sed si compleamus habitatoris officium sounds harsh and unusual as end of a section, thus the redactor added: erimus heredes regni caelorum. Cf. Hildemar, 61f.:
V. 36: Therefore the days of our life are a gift to us as a period of grace for the correction of our mistakes. (*Ideo nobis propter emendationem malorum huius vitae dies ad indutias relaxantur.*)

Our days are lengthened by a period of grace (*dies ad indutias relaxantur*). The Latin word *indutiae* can also denote a pause or interval, though here its meaning is clearly that we are to make good use of this gift of precious time. In comparing this with Abraham’s begging for Sodom and Gomorrrha, Gordan states: “With Benedict the superior and patient kindness of God as well as the autonomous dignity of the human person appear in an even brighter light.” 104 2 Peter 3:9 says, “The Lord does not delay his promise . . . but he is patient with you, not wishing that any should perish but that all should come to repentance.” And later the same text says: “And consider the patience of our Lord as salvation” (2 Pet 3:15).

*For the correction of our mistakes.* In his own addition to the Prologue Benedict talks once more about the correction of our mistakes (Prol 47: *propter emendationem vitiorum*). We are all sinners in need of purification; no one is excluded. Even with regard to the abbot, we read in the last verse of RB 2: “Thus he is cleansed of his own faults” (2.40). The time for doing this is given to us. 105 Benedict is convinced that throughout our life we will have to deal with our sins and mistakes and will never be able to feel that we have moved beyond this. Thus it is never superfluous to use the Jesus prayer: “Lord, have mercy on me, a sinner.” As shown in the preceding paragraph, only the vices change as they become more subtle, more interiorized. This basic insight into human nature may not be very obvious to us, but it certainly challenges us. While the previous passages of the Prologue describe the human person as listener, worker, and brother, this description is now deepened: the person is now shown to be a sinner—yet is still called and loved by God.

V. 37: As the Apostle says: “Do you [sg.] not know that the patience of God would lead you [sg.] to repentance?” (*Dicente Apostolo: An nescis, quia patientia Dei ad paenitentiam te adducit? [Rom 2:4]*)

The text of the Vulgate does not use the word *patientia* but *benignitas* = kindness. *Patientia* also translates the Greek *makrothymia* = forbearance, patience, and magnanimity of God who wants us to change our ways, to convert. In the

sed si compleamus habitatoris officium subaudiendum est (is to be understood as): erimus haeredes regni caelorum.

104. Cf. Gordan.

105. Here Benedict omits the word “daily” (*cotidie*) of RM (Ths 35) which he probably saw as superfluous.
Latin text of our Rules, patientia and poenitentia have a similar meaning, and it seems that both authors want to emphasize the connection between these two realities. God’s patience is the ultimate sheltering basis for our repentance, making repentance possible and leading us to it. On the way to the correction of our mistakes (emendatio, v. 36) and conversion (conversio, v. 38), we find repentance, and with it recognizing and repenting of our guilt. Then conversion can follow: entrusting ourselves entirely to God and being guided by him alone.

V. 38: For the good Lord says: “I do not want the death of the sinner, but that he turn back and live.” (Nam pius Dominus dicit: “Nolo mortem peccatoris, sed convertatur et vivat,” [Ezek 33:11].) In Ezekiel 33:11 God says: “I take no pleasure in the death of the wicked man, but rather in the wicked man’s conversion that he may live.” And similarly in Ezekiel 18:23: “Do I indeed derive any pleasure from the death of the wicked? Do I not rather rejoice when he turns from his evil way that he may live?” RM and RB add a characteristic adjective “the good Lord” (pius Dominus) which recalls God’s kindness (benignitas) of Romans 2:4. In waiting for us, God shows his kindness, even his love.

What matters here is not only the conversion per se but also that conversion is the way to life—indeed, to a full and true life. Thus this verse refers back to the promise with its alluring appeal: “Who desires life?” (Prol 14). Jesus came that “they might have life and have it more abundantly” (John 10:10). We can recall Deuteronomy 30:15-19: “I have today set before you life and prosperity, death and doom. If you obey the commandments of the Lord, your God . . . loving him and walking in his ways . . . , you will live. . . . I have set before you life and death, the blessing and the curse. Choose life, then, that you and your descendants will live.” In the Prologue the perspective of life is fundamental, and this explains why the kindness of the Lord is mentioned three times. Life has to do with love; and where are we loved more fully and totally than by God himself?

V. 39: Therefore as we have asked the Lord, brothers, about the one dwelling in his tent, we have heard the precept for dwelling there, but only if we fulfill the obligations of one dwelling there. (Cum ergo interrogassemus Dominum, fratres, de habitatore tabernaculi eius, audivimus habitandi praecptum; sed si compleamus habitatoris officium.)

This sentence beginning with “therefore” (ergo) concludes the second part of the Prologue (beginning with v. 23), which focuses on dwelling in God’s tent and the way to this tent. Listening and fulfilling in practice are the two steps that permeate the entire Prologue. Smargdus (102) says that we have
really heard the voice of the Good Shepherd if we fulfill in practice what we heard. We recall the beginning of the Prologue: “Listen . . . and put it into practice!” Verse 39 mentions dwelling three times: the one dwelling [dweller], dwelling [there], the one dwelling [dweller] (habitator, habitandi, habitator). Apparently this is already preparing the transition to the dwelling in the school of the Lord’s service, in the monastery.

Looking back on this section, we are struck by the image of the Lord as a good God and by the ways in which he speaks, guides us, and wants us to live. On our part it is important to know and recognize this—“do you not know?” (Prol 37)—and then to mend our ways, to repent, to turn our life around. This is the perspective of chapter 7 of the Rule. In all this we are given the promise of true life—thus the last word of the quote in Prologue 38 is “live” (vivat).

PROLOGUE 40-50

Once RM and RB concluded the psalm explanations with an urgent appeal to conversion, they could have immediately proceeded to describe the school of the Lord’s service in concrete terms. Yet once again they summarize the entire Prologue in a new and even more urgent section (connected again by “therefore” [ergo]): “Therefore we must run.”

This section has many similarities with the beginning of the Prologue (1-7):

40 hearts 1 ear of the heart
battle of obedience 3 serve, weapons of obedience
(ooboedientiae . . . militanda) (militurus, ooboedientiae arma)
precepts (praecipita) 1 precepts (praecipita)
41 pray for the help of grace 4 most earnest prayer
(rogemus . . . gratiae auditorium) (oratio instantissima)
42 punishments of hell 7 eternal punishment
(gehennae poenas) (perpetuam . . . poenam)
42 to eternal life 7 to glory
(ad vitam perpetuam) (ad gloriam)

The concluding verse 44 can also be compared with Prologue 13, which concludes the section 8-13: “Run while you have the light of life so that the darkness of death may not seize you.” It can also be compared with verse 22: “If we wish to dwell in the tent of his kingdom, we will not arrive there unless we run there by doing good works.”
Here is it necessary to compare the text that Benedict took from RM (Prol 40-45, 50) with the one he inserted (Prol 46-49).

At the beginning of the Prologue, Benedict joined two rather dissimilar texts, i.e., the first four verses written by himself (Prol 1-4, modelled after PsBasil) and the next three verses, taken from the Master (Prol 5-7). His own text created a balance between the text common to RM and RB. Here the situation is similar: the text that is common to both Rules (Prol 40-45, 50) has a very serious note: now we need to act, we need to do our utmost and persevere until death. If we want to escape hell, we must take part in the sufferings of Christ, and then we will also have a share in his kingdom. The verses Benedict inserted (Prol 46-49) mitigate and balance this view. His Rule does not aim at laying heavy burdens on monastics and emphasizes that in discouragement beginners should not run away. But in walking the ways of monastic life, their hearts will expand, love will take the lead (as God lives within them), and thus impels them from inside.

V. 40: Therefore, our hearts and bodies are to be prepared for the battle of holy obedience to his precepts. (Ergo preparanda sunt corda nostra et corpora sanctae paraeceptorum oboedientiae militanda.)

After a new “therefore” (ergo) there is an increase in urgency. In the Latin original the sentence is rhythmically structured: five times a word ends on an “a” (preparanda . . . corda nostra . . . corpora . . . militanda). We see the image of a soldier who quickly picks up his weapons, there are no half measures here. This is an energetic beginning, just as in Prologue 21 (having girt our loins) and Prologue 3. We must be ready for action. The concern here is obedience to the commandments, that is, first to Sacred Scripture, but “the precepts of the Master” are included also. “Once heart and body come together (in interior collectedness) in order to submit obediently to God’s guidance, a person does not have to fear losing his or her own center even in a complex environment filled with conflicting forces.” Smaragdus (103) points to Romans 12:1-2: we ourselves are the sacrifice that is pleasing to God. Paul continues by admonishing us to “be transformed by the renewal of [our] mind,” and thus we will discern the will of God (obedience). This is the only

place where Benedict calls obedience “holy” (RM does this also in 90.43), and such obedience is part of the spiritual craft. This adjective is probably a further indication to what extent Benedict deliberately places obedience as the main virtue in the center of his Rule from the very beginning.

The word “battle” (in Latin the verb militare) includes the notions of sweat and hard work, and thus also includes the battle against our own self-will. We are sinners and need to be cleansed. Similarly Benedict describes obedience at the beginning as “labor” (Prol 2), a battle which will last until we draw our last breath. And our own strength is not sufficient.

V. 41: and in what our own nature is not able to do, let us ask the Lord to help (serve) us with his grace. (et quod minus habet in nos natura possible, rogemus Dominum, ut gratiae suae iubeat nobis adiutorium ministrare.)

Although the goal is very encouraging and attractive, and although we desire to walk on this path with all our enthusiasm and mustering all our strengths, we sense that, in mere human terms, we are simply unable to avoid evil, do good, and follow Christ. While RB, unlike RM, does not see human nature in purely negative terms—and even says that it normally tends to be merciful (RB 37.1)—it is still weak and cannot bring about salvation on its own. Romans 7:18 says: “The willing is ready at hand [in me], but doing the good is not” (Iam velle adiacet in mihi, perficere autem non invenio). Assuming that our translations correspond to the original meaning of this sentence, we cannot read it as a semi-Pelagian statement as some have tried to do. Benedict does not say that what we can accomplish with the help of grace we could also do on the basis of our own nature, just not as well. Rather, he says that nature alone, though not degraded, is unable to accomplish it. This also corresponds to Prologue 29: “They know that they cannot do the good in them on their own, but that it is done by the Lord” (cf. also RB 4.42-43). Therefore prayer is indispensable as is shown in Prologue 4.

This verse reminds us of liturgical prayer: “And what is not possible for human weakness, give us in your mercy through your holy Spirit.” The Latin verb for “let us ask” is rogemus, which recalls the expression in litanies
te rogamus, audi nos (we pray to you: hear us). The authors of both Rules are shaped by the liturgy. And the word *adiutorium* = help calls up the ejaculatory prayer, “O Lord, make haste to help me” (*Deus, in adiutorium meum intende*). In RB the word *adiutorium* occurs only here and in 68.5, where human obedience seems impossible; yet the monk eventually obeys out of love for God and trusting in his help (*confidens de adiutorio Dei*).

Verse 41 prays that God may send us the help of his grace. In Latin the verb *ministrare* = to serve, minister to: God assists us, serves us, and does so out of his abundant love. Grace here acts like a person. In a similar manner, RM says in another passage: “we must without ceasing pray to the Lord that he deign, by the protection of his assistance, to surround us with the wall of his grace.”

Vv. 42-44: And if fleeing the punishments of hell, we want to reach eternal life while there is still time and we are in this body and still have time to accomplish all this by the light of this life, we must run and practice that which will benefit us in eternity. (*Et si, fugientes gehennae poenas ad vitam volumus pervenire perpetuam, dum adhuc vacat et in hoc corpora sumus et haec omnia per hanc lucis vitam vacat implere, currendum et agendum est modo, quod in perpetuo nobis expediat.*)

Prologue 42-44 is a single, tripartite sentence: “if we want while—and—and—we must run.” The repetition of the demonstrative pronouns—*adhuc, hoc, haec, hanc*—sounds like the crack of a whip. *Vacat*—“there is still time”—occurs twice (cf. *indutiae* in v. 36). This life (*lucis vita*) and eternity (*in perpetuo*) are set in opposition, yet eternity has two faces: a negative one (hell) and a positive one (eternal life). The verbs underline the urgency, the dynamism, and the necessity of a vigorous decision: “fleeing, want to reach, accomplish, run, practice.”

Already in Prologue 7, Benedict had warned his readers about hell, and the Prologue stated several times that we want to reach life (Prol 7, 17, 21-24, 38, 50). We truly want to get there (*pervenire* in Prol 22; 7.5; 73.4, 9). The light of life (*lucis vita*, a genitive of identity) is the life in this world (cf. *lumen vitae* in Prol 13), it is a light that prepares us for a life filled with even more light—for God himself will be our light. In faith we are able to discover this.

111. We may think of the old formula *Jube, domne, benedicere* (My Lord, bless me). With regard to the liturgical vocabulary, cf. *dignatus-dignari* in Prol 5 and the final formula of the Prologue in Prol 50; cf. Kasch, *Liturgisches Vokabular*, 196.

112. Thp 71: *Incessabiliter est praecandum ad dominum, ut dignetur adiutorii sui custodia muro nos suae gratiae circumdare;* and in Thp 69: *ne . . . sine suo adiutorio aliqua nos hora consistere.* Cf. also *Visio Pauli* 9, quoted according to Vogüé, RM, 325; cf. Kardong, 21.
marvelous light, enkindled by Christ, both within in us and everywhere in our world, and we can strive to let it penetrate every last corner, however dark it may be (cf. Luke 11:36).

Again the will is emphasized (volumus) as in Prologue 17 and 22. It is as if Benedict wanted to say: “You have a vigorous will—then act accordingly!” In the Latin text there is alliteration: *ad vitam volumus pervenire* (“we want to reach life”) which is a device for easily remembering it. Now we still have a time of grace, we are in our bodies and are able to do all that is required. We recall 2 Corinthians 5:6: “So we are always courageous, although we know that while we are at home in the body we are away from the Lord.” And 2 Corinthians 6:2: “In an acceptable time I have heard you, and on the day of salvation I helped you.” As in Prologue 13, this is based on John 12:35, though both authors have changed the walking into running and interpret the light as the light of life (cf. Prol 13).

The old baptismal catechesis directed to new Christians might have influenced this text up to Prologue 44. Yet now the monastic spirituality is to come to the fore within the baptismal spirituality. Prologue 45-50 present the school of the Lord’s service, and this new section logically follows and also corresponds to Prologue 1-4 which were used as the very beginning of the Prologue. True to the genre of a Rule, a concrete way of how to translate the preceding text into daily life must now be shown. Here we may recall not only the “theme” of RM but also the Prologue of RM, which starting with basic Christian instruction eventually points at the end to the Rule itself (cf. RM Prol 22-27). In a similar way, the school of the Lord’s service is now described.¹¹⁴

V. 45: Therefore we wish to establish a school of the Lord’s service. (*Constituenda est ergo nobis dominici schola servitii.*)

For a better understanding of “the school of the Lord’s service,” a grammatical reflection and a look at Benedict’s time are helpful. Grammatically, the “school” (*scola*) is accompanied by a genitive “of [the Lord’s] service” (*servitii*) and this term is also qualified by an adjective *dominici*. *Scola servitii*¹¹⁵ is a school for service, a school that teaches service. But how are we

¹¹³ Smaragdus (105) summarizes this as follows: “Let us take time and see that the Lord is sweet, and while there is time let us do good in regard to all.” And later: “so we must run not with our feet but with our lives and conduct, so that we may be able to seek eagerly in this life what we know to be profitable for us forever.” Cf. 1 Cor 9:24f.: *in stadio*. . .*omnes currunt*. . . *25 Sic currite ut comprehendatis.*

¹¹⁴ For a detailed interpretation of Prol 45-50 see Böckmann, *Perspectives*, 33–49; thus there will be only a summary here.

¹¹⁵ For the following see Guevin, “Dominici.”
to understand *dominici servitii*? In Latin, adjectives are often used instead of a genitive of identity. Guevin points to the following expressions in RB: *dominicum praeceptum* in the sense of “the Lord’s precept” (4.61), which is usually translated as “the precept of the Lord,” i.e., a precept given by the Lord (an allusion to Matt 23:3); *dominicis . . . ovilibus*, the “sheepfolds of the Lord,” i.e., the sheepfolds belonging to the Lord (1.8); and *oratio dominica* (13.12; 17.8), i.e., the prayer of the Lord that the Lord prayed and taught. Even without squeezing the expression, there is room to point to the service that Christ did for us. Thus we can translate: a school for service, a school where we learn the service the Lord did and where we enter into his service, into serving in the way he himself served and in which, naturally, we also serve him. This corresponds to the spirituality of RB. When Benedict speaks about the foot washing, his main concern is that we serve like Christ and serve Christ, the Lord, in another human person (cf. RB 35.9 and 53.13f.). By being obedient, we obey Christ (in the person in front of us), and obey as Christ obeyed (cf. RB 5.5-6, 13).

In his article, Studer points to schools in antiquity and the importance of reading and forming character. In his article, Studer points to schools in antiquity and the importance of reading and forming character.116 Other authors rather emphasize that the monastic school, e.g., in Lérins, stands in opposition to the school in antiquity.117

V. 50: Never swerving from his instructions we want to persevere in the monastery until death, faithfully observing his teaching and sharing by patience in the sufferings of Christ, so that we may also deserve to share in his glory. (*Ut ab ispis numquam magisterio discendentes, in eius doctrinam usque ad mortem in monasterio perseverantes, passionibus Christi per patientiam participemur, ut et regno eius mereamur esses consortes.*)

Now the school is not that of the abbot but of the teacher Christ from whose teaching we are not to deviate. Already in Prologue 12 Christ appeared as a wisdom teacher in the psalm verse: “Come . . . listen to me, I will teach you the fear of the Lord.” This school is not pure joy; rather, the verse mentions that we participate through patience in the sufferings (in the plural, not in the singular as in RM). This part of the sentence is carefully structured again using alliteration as a device for remembering: *passionibus Christi per patientiam participemur*. While Sacred Scripture generally speaks about participating in Christ’s sufferings (cf. Rom 8:17), the authors of our Rules think that this occurs concretely in patience—and this certainly means in everyday life. And according to our Rules, this is to be a persevering until death;

---

Beyond this world, in the next life, we will be coheirs in Christ’s kingdom. Two translations of the Greek word *koinonia* are used here: *participemur . . . consortes*. While later in the Rule these words are used to denote the community (RB 43.15–16), both words are used in the Prologue for our relationship to Christ which is, of course, also the root and basis for the communal life.

This final verse fits very well into the entire sequence of the Master (Ths) and also mirrors the Master’s basic spiritual outlook: opposition of the time of now (with its suffering) and eternity (with its joy). By taking over this verse, Benedict also affirms this basically biblical arrangement. Yet he interrupts this literary unity by inserting the verses of Prologue 46–49.

**Vv. 46-48:** In this foundation we hope to set down nothing harsh, nothing burdensome. If, however, there is occasionally a little strictness, as required by reason of justice, for wiping out faults and preserving love, do not flee immediately, daunted by fear, from the way of salvation which is bound to be narrow at the beginning. (*In qua institutione nihil asperum, nihil grave, nos constituros speramus. Sed si quid paululum restrictius, dictante aequitatis ratione, propter emendationem vitiorum vel conservationem caritatis processerit, non ilico pavore perterritus refugias viam salutis quae non est nisi angusto initio incipienda.*)

Benedict feels the need to correct the school concept of the Master as well as the acceptance of an absolute dualism “now—beyond.” Once more he addresses an individual newcomer and tries to offer encouragement. Fleeing was a real possibility which Benedict apparently had experienced (cf. RB 48.24; 64.19). There are reasons for using more strictness: each person has his own needs, each is to be given the necessary space and the required things, but above all we need to be cleansed of faults from the beginning to the very end of monastic life (cf. the first phase of “practical” monastic life, 62–66) and then to preserve love (second phase of “practical” monastic life), a love that is not just for the moment or only a day. Rather, love is to be preserved and to last. Therefore Benedict admonishes the newcomer to remain on this way which is “the way of salvation” for those called to monastic life and to be aware that this way is narrow, especially at the beginning. And the text does not say that later the way will be broader!

**V. 49:** But as we progress in the monastic life and in faith our hearts expand and with unspeakable sweetness of love we run the way of God’s commandments. (*Processu vero conversationis et fidei, dilatato corde inenarrabili dilectionis dulcedine curritur via mandatorum Dei.*)

At the culmination of this section we have, as it were, a brief insight into the heart of Benedict himself: “we run with our hearts expanded” on the way of
God’s commandments. Psalm 118/119:32—“I will run on the way of your commands for you open my docile heart”—helped him to harmonize the biblical text of the “sweet and light yoke” (Matt 11:29f.) with the one of the “narrow door” (Matt 7:13f.). Though the way is narrow, especially at the beginning, the heart in time will expand. Benedict expresses this almost exuberantly: we run with “unspeakable sweetness of love” (innenarrabili dilectionis dulcedine).

But he also knows that this is not yet the final glory; it is, rather, a gift of God for us who have participated in the sufferings of Christ. Thus Benedict brings the two dimensions together: on the one hand, contrasting this world (sufferings of Christ) with the eternal world beyond, and on the other hand, the narrow beginning and the progress in the monastic life with its hallmark of an expanded heart, the sign of God’s indwelling. In the midst of all the difficulties there are experiences of sweetness and indescribable joy. Benedict would not have been able to write this had he not experienced it himself.118

With regard to the use of the psalms and the structure of the entire Prologue, this verse, in my opinion, seems to be a rather late addition (it is also not necessary for the chiastic structure). This would coincide with the realization that the verse comes from Benedict’s own experience of God which we may call mystical. At the same time, this insertion also indicates how his personal experience of God makes him more sensitive toward a weak newcomer who might be filled with fear and thus would want to flee. What is true for Benedict is also true for his Rule, namely, that spiritual depth assures the human element. Moreover, it is characteristic for Benedict that we do not run on a particular way but on the “way of God’s commandments.”

CONCLUSION

Looking back on the entire Prologue, we can recall to what extent this text has its original center in baptismal catechesis. We think of the topics of light and darkness or of life and death. The two ways are presented; and time and again we see behind them the impulse to choose the way to life or to the kingdom. As humans we have to renounce what is inimical and evil; we must not harden ourselves but rather listen intently to the voice of Sacred Scripture (of the Church) and then begin to practice good works in consonance with what we heard. In other words, we must actually and practically run on the way pointed out to us. And as Christ is the center of baptismal spirituality, so he is the center of the Prologue. To live a Christian life means to obey Christ, to serve and follow him under his guidance, and eventually to participate in his kingdom.

118. See also Böckmann, “Experience of God,” 15; “Benedictine Mysticism.”
It is within this fundamental Christian call that the call to monastic life is to be seen. Here, too, the main concern is following the “way of salvation” for the one who is called to this way of life. Monks want to risk living communally a life that is totally centered in and on Christ. The monastery is a school where Christ is the teacher, where we are never finished learning but rather persevere until death, just as Christ was obedient until death. In this school there is, however, according to Benedict, a progression from initial fear and discouragement to the “sweetness” of love.

By gathering all the statements about human persons in the Prologue we arrive at a biblical view of the human being who is son, slave, servant, and worker. Human beings may be seen as dwelling in the tent, and as wise persons they build their house on the rock of Christ. Three times those addressed are called “brothers” (in the plural). Doing so emphasizes their relationship with each other, which is certainly anchored in the vertical dimension while the human individual is essentially bound up with the community. The Prologue speaks mainly about the heart (six times) but also about the body (twice, without devaluing it) then especially about the ears and listening (thirteen times) though also, to a lesser extent, about the eyes and seeing (twice, three times about light) and finally about the tongue and speaking (three times, and an additional six times if we also count the questions and answers). It is characteristic that listening is predominant. In connection with it obeying is strongly emphasized (five times together with listening) as well as running (twelve times) and doing, practicing (nine times) and this last element increases in importance toward the end of the Prologue. This is a holistic biblical view of the human person devoid of any philosophical dualism as it appears in the Rule of the Master, especially toward its end.119

Yet the Prologue is fully aware of the obstacles found on this way which lie in part in the human individuals themselves (their self-will, Prol 3), or try to enter their heart through thoughts (Prol 28). We need to amend our sins (Prol 36, 47), need repentance and conversion (Prol 37f.), must avoid evil in general (Prol 17), and especially evil words (Prol 17, 26f.) Human nature is not denigrated but, on its own, is not capable of salvation, and thus earnest prayer is necessary (Prol 4, 14). God himself has given us his good gifts, the Lord effects the good in us (Prol 6, 29f.), and what we are we are by grace (Prol 31).

This human individual is existentially dependent on the Lord and thus also on dialoguing with him. In the Prologue such a dialogue occurs concretely through Scripture which is a living person, not just a compilation of dead letters. It is astonishing how many actions are described through scriptural

quotes: speaking (seven times), awakening (once), calling (twice), admonishing (once) and indirectly: guiding (Prol 21). We can initiate a real dialogue with Scripture. Thus we could look at the Prologue as a practical lectio divina describing it in the following dialogue:

“Listen, incline the ear of your heart!” Scripture shakes us up, and once we open our eyes to the divinizing light, we hear with thunder-struck ears the divine voice that daily calls us with this admonition: “Today, if you hear his voice, do not harden your heart!” And what does the voice say? “Listen, I will teach you the fear of the Lord!” The Lord seeking workers calls: “Who is the human individual who desires life?” If you hear this and answer “I do,” God says to you: “If you seek true life . . . do good . . . then my eyes will be upon you and my ears are open to your prayers, and before you call me, I will say: ‘Here I am.’” What is sweeter than this voice of the Lord inviting us? See, how in his goodness he is showing us the way to life! Yet let us ask the Lord with the prophet: “Lord, who will dwell in your tent?” After having asked this we listen how the Lord answers and shows us the way by saying: “Practice good deeds . . . smash all evil on the rock of Christ.” Then we will say with the prophet: “Not to us give glory, O Lord!” Therefore the Lord says in the Gospel: “Whoever hears my words and practices them . . . ” While we are fulfilling this the Lord waits that every day we respond to his holy admonitions with good deeds. The kind Lord says: “I do not will the death of the sinner, but that he convert and live.”

We have asked the Lord about his precepts for dwelling with him and now we want to fulfill them. Let us ask the Lord that he give us the help of his grace.

According to the ancient monastic spirituality of lectio, we have our ears in Sacred Scripture. We hear the voice in the pages, and so it is here. The Bible responds to our human questions, yet it also provides us with the words for our questions and puts answers into our mouth. Scriptural words are vehicles for the existential dialogue that the human individual is to enter with his personal “Ego–I.” Ultimately it is a matter of incarnating the word in our life. Lectio leads to action or conversion but also to oratio, prayer (Prol 4, 41).

In the Prologue we see this dialogue with Sacred Scripture above all in the use of psalms in which Christ, the Lord, speaks directly to us who are speaking to him “with the prophet.” He guides us, he instructs us about leading a good life (tropological or moral sense, cf. on Prol 17). The psalms supply us with the weapons for fighting against the enemy (ejaculatory prayers, cf. Prol 28). Lastly they may accompany us from the beginning of our spiritual journey to the stage where we make progress and experience ourselves in a deeper way as sinners, yet also feel how our heart expands (Prol 49). This last use of the psalms is typical for Benedict (not for the Master).

The psalms point to Christ, yet they are, as it were, a gathering bowl of the entire Sacred Scripture, be it of Paul, of Revelation or whatever other book.
And everywhere in the Prologue, Christ stands before us as the dominant image. Three times he is explicitly called Christ, the Lord and true King (Prol 3), Christ the rock (Prol 28), and Christ in whose sufferings we participate so as to inherit his kingdom (Prol 50). The Prologue begins and ends by mentioning his kingdom (rex, regnum—Prol 3, 50), and in its center (Prol 21) speaks of this kingdom where we will be allowed to see him. Yet Christ is also the father who adopted us in our baptism (Prol 7), the loving father, the kind Lord (emphasized three times in Prol 1, 20, 37). He is the image of God who, in his patience, gives us time (Prol 37f.), who speaks in Sacred Scripture and whose voice is “sweet” (Prol 19). He anticipates us with his call (Prol 21, 1, 14, 18); he stands before us as our goal (Prol 23) toward which we advance; he walks ahead of us (he fulfills, we walk on his ways, Prol 35, 21, 7); he guides and assists us (Prol 21). We may smash all that is inimical on him (Prol 28). He is also, as it were, our basis and foundation on which we can build the house of our life (Prol 33-34). Ultimately it is he who acts in us, and we boast in him (Prol 29f., 32). In everything it is the Lord, present here and now, who acts in our personal and communal history.

As we saw in the introduction, we can see the Prologue as organized in a chiasm around a central core (Prol 21-22), yet because of the many repetitions we could also represent it as a spiral.

SPIRAL with ever new beginnings (though the expressions are here greatly abbreviated):

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-7</td>
<td>loving father</td>
<td>listen</td>
<td>self-will evil deeds</td>
<td>obey fulfill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-13</td>
<td>Sacred Scripture</td>
<td>rouse</td>
<td>not harden run</td>
<td>light of life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-20</td>
<td>the Lord seeks</td>
<td>listen</td>
<td>avoid evil practice good</td>
<td>my eyes upon you here I am / adsum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-22</td>
<td>he called us</td>
<td>gird</td>
<td>walk on his ways</td>
<td>to see him in his kingdom arrive there</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
23-35 (promise) listen without stain the Lord fulfills smash the evil the good in us is not from us
praise the Lord who works in us
24-35 do justice practice good deeds practice good deeds
praise the Lord who works in us
do, respond give God the honor give God the honor
36-39 kindness, patience leads us respond live
37-39 listen cleansing of sins respond live
38-39 kindness, patience leads us cleansing of sins repentance, conversion respond live
40-50 it is time prepare battle obedience help of grace
41-50 light of life school flee hell run, act to eternal life
42-50 Lord’s service cleansing of sins preserve love expanded heart
43-50 run perseverance coheirs of his kingdom
44-50 help of grace to eternal life expanded heart coheirs of his kingdom
45-50 obedience run, act expanded heart coheirs of his kingdom
46-50 help of grace to eternal life expanded heart coheirs of his kingdom
47-50 help of grace to eternal life expanded heart coheirs of his kingdom
48-50 help of grace to eternal life expanded heart coheirs of his kingdom
49-50 help of grace to eternal life expanded heart coheirs of his kingdom
50-50 help of grace to eternal life expanded heart coheirs of his kingdom

Seven spirals succeed each other. They mirror how our spiritual life develops, yet not in a straight line but rather in the form of a spiral. Each spiral contains some characteristic elements, yet still differs from the others. In our life we probably discover something similar: repeatedly there are new beginnings, made possible by God’s call or his grace, by his anticipating us (column 1). If we listen to it all, arise and prepare ourselves (column 2), then we need to confront evil, fight it, and convert ourselves (column 3) and continue to practice good deeds, to obey and run vigorously (column 4). Yet when we do all this, we will again and again realize that we will not be able to reach salvation by our own efforts, however great. Grace comes to our help, it is God who completes. He speaks his “here I am”—adsum, he acts in us (column 5), and thus enables us to inherit his kingdom (also column 5). Even the expanded heart in this life is gift of his grace. These are some basic elements of our life circles and life spirals that we find in almost every section of the Prologue, as is evident in the schema above.

Yet at the same time an attentive reading of the Prologue shows that each circle is different, just as it is in our life. At one time the anticipating action of God is dominant or our listening or the battle against evil; at another time it is the purposeful running or acting, or our depending on God who is acting and dwelling in us. Thus in Prologue 8-13 we see God’s actions mainly emphasized through Scripture. This is an opportunity for us. At the beginning and the end of Prologue 14-20 God’s actions are given more space. In Prologue 21-22, the battle against evil is not present because this
center shows a positively shaped phase. In Prologue 23–35, the battle against demons is evident, yet the gracious divine action in the human person is also given more space. The emphasis in Prologue 40–44 lies on our actions. We could say: the Prologue describes the colorful and varied forms of life as it develops in the spiritual journey. This pattern of a spiral can give us courage with the knowledge and faith that God will always again provide us with a new beginning and will bring it all to its fulfillment.

As a conclusion, we establish a semiotic chart for the entire Prologue:

Here we see clearly the two opposite ends of human life. The upper part presents the future, the lower our earthly life. Laziness, hardening of heart, acts of self-will, and finally boasting in ourselves lead to a negative eschatological result, while the battle against all this, and further listening, practicing good deeds, and living out of grace help us to walk on the way to eternal glory. Thevenet added to the left side “alone” and to the right one “together.”120 This accords with the Rule of Benedict: “alone” regarding to myself alone, in egotism and isolation I easily fall prey to all the vices, and above all may harden in these vices. Yet the reverse is also true: All these attitudes have an isolating effect. In contrast the attitudes on the right side are conducive to community. Christ leads us together, as brothers/sisters we are responsible for one another so that we will also let him guide us together to our common goal (cf. RB 72.12).

The Prologue of the Rule has a counterpart in the epilogue (RB 73) which also underlines the dynamic nature of monastic life until we arrive at our eternal goal. Benedict precedes this epilogue with chapter 72 into which he pours his heart. This shows clearly that for him, the cenobite, the monastic way of life is a communal one, yet at the same time this way of life is always

120. Thevenet, “Essai,” 78.
again a beginning. In the course of life we grow in the awareness that we always lag behind the grace given us. And as is evident in Prologue 49-50, it is essential to stay, to persevere, yet not in a static manner but rather in a dynamic “movement toward” . . . walking, running on the way with all our brothers and sisters as well as with all those who are entrusted to us.
Preliminary Remarks on RB 1–3

For Benedict, these three chapters represent the basic constitution for the monastic community with an abbot and a Rule, and his spirituality shines through them everywhere. Let us quickly survey these chapters together with our own expectations while also casting an eye on the Rule of the Master (RM)!

RB 1 deals with different kinds of monks. In doing so, it is clear that RB is written for cenobites; and we assume that in this discussion the Rule plays a major role. RB 2 discusses how the abbot is to be and behave, and thus we mainly expect admonitions for the abbot. RB 3 talks about calling the brothers to counsel, and here the element of community seems most important to us. At important points we therefore expect statements about the Rule (RB 1), the abbot (RB 2), and the community (RB 3).

RM has only two, not three chapters: the first one deals with the kinds of monks and defines the cenobites as monks who fight under a Rule and an abbot. The chapter’s last part already presents the abbot assigning him a position that is parallel to the teachers of the church. The second chapter directly discusses the abbot and has, as its last part, an addition about the counsel which is seen as an instrument of the superior. In my view the smooth transitions from one topic to the next are typical for the Master. At the end of the introductory topic, RM presents the school of the Lord’s service. The students are the cenobites who serve under a Rule and an abbot (RM 1.2). The word “rule” might allude to the end of the Prologue in RM (Prol 22-27), “abbot” to the abba-father in the explanation of the Our Father (Thp).

Chapter 1 in RM has an addition about obedience (taking up the plea of the Our Father, “Thy will be done,” which is already a prelude to the chapter on obedience!) and also about the Master’s theology of monastic life (RM 1.76-92). Subsequently this chapter addresses the three stages of teaching: prophets, apostles, and teachers. Apostles are in charge of churches, teachers
of communities, the schools of Christ. The abbot teaches the art of fighting the devil and one's self-will. It is simply logical that in RM 2 the teacher takes center stage. This chapter ends with a mention of the brothers' counsel and that the abbot is a master in the sacred art which he teaches in the workshop of the monastery. Thus the chapters about the spiritual craft follow logically, discussing it first in general, then in particular, i.e., obedience, silence, and humility.

Coming from chapters with nearly perfect structure, with smooth transitions and great coherence, we might be disappointed when reading RB. RB 1 says relatively little about the cenobites and is devoid of any kind of explicit theology or spirituality. The chapter about the abbot follows without transition. And after the chapter about the abbot, chapter 3, about the brothers' counsel, follows without any preparation. It seems that Benedict strings chapters together in a sequence which, for the most part, can be explained from the structure of RM or as a composition that follows certain key words while many internal connections and theological and spiritual explanations are lost in Benedict's text.

Yet it seems to me that Benedict pays greater attention to the composition of the individual chapters. In comparing the different structures, we find other connections: each of the three chapters has a circular structure with its own nucleus.

The center of RB 1 is the statement that the sarabaites are without a shepherd and are thus not with Christ but rather enclosed in their own sheepfolds (1.8). This is framed by remarks that they are a law to themselves and know no other law, that is, that they have not been tested by a Rule (1.6-7; 1.8b-9). First, they lack a shepherd while the cenobites serve under a Rule and an abbot, but they also lack a Rule.

The community and its unity in Christ is clearly the center in RB 2 (2.20) and this is framed by the equality of all the brothers (2.18, 20b)! Apparently this unity must be the chief concern of the abbot. At the same time, this nucleus clearly shows the basis of the community which is in Christ, and only in him is a Christian community possible at all.

It is interesting to note that in RB 3, concerning the meeting of the council, the Rule and obedience to it form the core (3.7-8), which is surrounded by exhortations to the abbot and the brothers (3.4-6; 9-11). We might expect that the chapter’s core would deal with the community, but apparently Benedict sees the necessary basis for communal life and counsel in each brother’s willingness to give up his desire to act according to his own pleasure and discretion and instead follows a Rule.

We can represent the connections in the following graph:
### Preliminary Remarks on RB 1–3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RB 1 Kinds of Monks</th>
<th>RB 2 Abbot</th>
<th>RB 3 Communal Counsel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>without Rule</td>
<td>equality of brothers</td>
<td>exhortations to abbot—to brothers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shepherd</td>
<td>all are one in Christ</td>
<td>all are to follow the Rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>having their own Rule</td>
<td>equality of all</td>
<td>exhortations to brothers—to abbot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The middle line shows the following sequence: shepherd, community (in Christ), and Rule. Thus we could say: Cenobites are characterized by having a shepherd, the abbot is characterized by his concern for the entire community and its unity in Christ, and a good council meeting rests on the basis that both the community and the abbot follow the Rule.

At first this observation may look like a trivial matter, yet it does show how for Benedict the topics, and even more the realities, are interconnected: Rule, shepherd, community, equality, Christ, Rule. As negative images we have: to be one’s own Rule, to follow only one’s own will, and to judge according to a person’s social position. Compared to RM, Benedict is also autonomous in the way he connects the main thematic points in the structure of the chapters. Benedict, too, is an artist but in a manner different from that of the Master. We could say that his way of thinking is more Semitic and circular, while that of the Master is rather linear and repetitive.

In the manuscripts of the Rule of Benedict the list of chapter titles generally follows the Prologue which is not mentioned separately. In some manuscripts, e.g., in the *textus purus*, the title of RB 1 reads: “Here the text of the Rule begins. It is called “Rule” because it guides the way of life of those who obey it.” Even though this title is not found in all manuscripts, it is commensurate with the entire Rule: obedience seems to be essential.
Chapter 1

About the Kinds of Monks

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT

When we hear this title, we may perhaps think of the present situation in the church. How many kinds of religious communities there are! Their very diversity is the “crux” of the postconciliar documents, eluding systematization. Just recall *Vita consecrata*. It first treats monastic life in the East and West, then the status of virgins, hermits, and widows, then institutes entirely directed to contemplation, active religious life, secular institutes, communities of apostolic life, and finally new forms of life consecrated to God (*VC 6-12*).1 This diversity is by no means viewed as something negative, even though one could list a degenerate variation of each form described.

Thinking of the four familiar kinds in RB, the degenerate ones might come to mind first.2 Sarabaites, who live together in twos and threes, doing what they consider right, remind us of cliques and factions in communities that can go astray and grow rigid. There is also a tendency in each of us not to expose ourselves to criticism and to challenging questions. The sarabaites define their monastic life along their own views, and their own interpretation is their norm. They see hardly any need to listen to the experience of others or to accept spiritual direction in order to learn from the wisdom of others. “I already know what I have to do,” they might say. Thus they can build a fence around themselves and lock themselves up inside. It is easier to enter into such an enclosed area than to leave it again.

Then there is the tendency of the gyrovagues. Stasiak reminds us of the key word “to prefer nothing to the work of God,” which now is changed to

---

“prefer nothing to a journey.” There are geographical journeys, on a large and on a small scale. We have, however, also gyrovagues in our churches, in the dining room, in the area of the cells, in our place of work, or even moving from one community to another. Some are gyrovagues less in an external sense but more in regard to their thoughts, wishes, and fantasies.

In regard to the two good kinds of monks in RB, we can reflect about the fact that it is also possible to overdo what is good or to do what is good for the wrong reasons. These “cenobites” are seeking community, friendship, perhaps intimacy, support, help, emotional security, and may forget that community can be truly lived only by mature persons. They might forget the importance of solitude in which a person matures. Community could be viewed as a remedy for many problems and sufferings (a kind of romanticism about community).

In pursuing the ideal of the “eremitical” life, the foremost motivation might be the seeking of solitude in the sense of withdrawal, of emigrating. They might wish to hide their own weaknesses and also avoid solidarity with others. Though keeping the same postal address, they withdraw more and more into a psychological, emotional, and spiritual hermitage. The concern is less about solitude than about isolation from the imperfections of the community. In nearly all of our communities we have such pseudo “hermits.”

For this reason it is useful to read this chapter in RB again and to hold it up to ourselves like a mirror, not in order to discover the less than good traits in our surroundings, but rather to face similar tendencies within our own selves.

CONTEXT IN THE TIME OF BENEDICT

Benedict and the Master are not the first ones to furnish us with descriptions of various kinds of monks. They are part of an older tradition.

Jerome describes the kinds of monks in Egypt: There are those who live in community; the anchorites live in the desert by themselves; then there is a third kind, called remnuoth, a very bad and negligent kind. They live in twos and threes; they do not want to depend on anyone. There is a contrast between their behavior in secret and that in public. They are hypocrites, particularly as regards poverty or sharing among themselves, fasting, and obedience. After these descriptions, Jerome continues: “Having treated of these degenerate kinds of monks, we return to the cenobites.” They cultivate good order, discipline, virtue, and zeal.

3. Ep 22.34f.
4. Ep 22.35, His igitur quasi quibusdam pestibus exterminatis veniamus ad. . . : this formulation resembles that of RB 1.13. Cf. also Ep 125.9 and 125.13: “The hermit also can lead a degenerate life; actually the hermit ought to emerge from the school of the monastery as a fighter.”
Augustine praises the hermits and also the cenobites who have come together for a holy and chaste common life; they practice prayer, reading, and love of neighbor. All hearts are directed to God (in Deum). No one owns private property, all are helping each other. Concerning the gyro vagues he says: “So many hypocrites in monk’s clothing . . . they pass through the provinces, having no assignment and no fixed residence; they never stand still or sit quietly. Some of them are selling bones of the martyrs—if only they were the bones of martyrs!—others boast of their ‘tassels on the clothes and their phylacteries’ (Matt 23:5). . . all are begging, asking payment for their greedy poverty and a reward for their pretended holiness.”

Cassian also lists three kinds of monks: The cenobites live together in community and are guided by an elder. The anchorites first were tested in community and then decided to live as hermits. Regarding the cenobites, Cassian names two types: According to the tradition of Jerusalem, the Christians first lived in community but then abandoned the ideal. Yet Christians who were alive with apostolic zeal remembered the beginnings. Thus the cenobites are the first according to time and by grace. They do not wish to have control over themselves or over possessions; they work hard and hand in the proceeds of their work. According to the second tradition, that of Alexandria, a minority of Christians remained faithful to the original community. In line with their ideal, they developed a Rule for themselves.

The anchorites are like flowers and fruit that emerged from the perfect cenobites. They are guided by the desire for spiritual progress, for contemplation, and are not afraid of meeting the demons in direct battle. This is truly the perfection in the art of humility and self-abnegation; they achieve purity of heart.

The sarabaites are inferior and unfaithful monks. Cassian compares them to weeds. They live in twos and threes and care only for themselves. Their lives are a sham. They don’t bother about cenobitic discipline or obedience but desire to be praised for perfect poverty. They also do not live according to any Rule. They want to satisfy all their desires and do whatever they want at the moment.

There is a fourth type of monks who deceives themselves and others. These monks only pretend to live as hermits. They do not struggle against

5. Cf. Praec 1.1-4; De MorEccl. 1.31.66-68; OpMon 28.36.
6. Conf. 18.3-7; cf. Inst. 5.36.1; 10.6.
7. Conf. 18.5.
8. Conf. 18.6.
9. Ibid.
10. Conf. 18.7.
their faults, nor do they practice stability, obedience, patience, or discipline. They have yielded to acedia, turning into vagabonds and seeking the pleasure of their belly.\textsuperscript{11}

Thus we already have, in fact, four types of monks in Cassian. These passages influenced Benedict and his source both in content and expression. About the gyrovagues, which seem to have been a general nuisance, other authors also have written.\textsuperscript{12}

Before we get to the RM, it is useful to cast a glance on what Basil says concerning hermits and community (\textit{Reg} 3). He describes a life together, experienced with soul and heart, which brings a sense of security; its model is the first Christian community of Jerusalem. Community life is placed above the other types of life for many reasons, e.g.,

- We depend on mutual help,
- love does not seek its own advantage,
- criticism from others is helpful,
- living together the commandments of love of neighbor can be put into practice,
- only as a community are we one body in Christ,
- an individual alone cannot receive all the gifts of the Spirit,
- the prayer of a community is especially valuable due to the grace given to each individual member,
- life in solitude has its dangers: for example, lack of vigilance against evil, uncritical over-estimation of self, merely theoretical rather than practical Christian living and the impossibility of living as an ecclesial community in the sense of Scripture (Acts 4:32).

This brings us to the direct source of the RB: RM 1.\textsuperscript{13} There are four kinds of monks. The first are the cenobites, the second the hermits, the third the sarabaites, where RM has one more comment than does Benedict: “I would do better to call them still of the world, except that the tonsure of their religious intent prevents me from doing so” (1.6). At the end of their description

\textsuperscript{11. Conf. 18.7-8; also 18.23.2; Inst. 5.16.}
\textsuperscript{12. Cf. Art. “Girovaggi” lists sources e.g., Cassiodorus, \textit{In Ps.} 132.1; Paulinus of Nola, \textit{Carm} 24.325-332; Isidor, \textit{De eccl. Off.} n7 in the chapter “Monks” in book 2; Evagrius, \textit{Sent.} 81.}\textsuperscript{13. Ms P has a different title for this chapter: \textit{Incipit de generibus vel potus} (E: \textit{vel ordine}) \textit{vel actus et vita monachorum in coenobiis}. The text, however, is generally the same as in RM.
RM states: “And while they want to have cells, chests and various things according to their own judgment, they are unaware that they are losing their own petty souls” (1.10). Then RM describes the fourth kind, the gyrovagues, in a long satire of more than sixty verses, which Benedict summarizes only briefly. With regard to the content we read: They eat and drink much, have others serve them, exploit the hospitality of their hosts and the compassion of others. When they claim to be ill and tired, saying that no place on earth is suited to their striving for perfection, when they feel called to a higher form of prayer, it is all lies and sham. They avoid discipline and work; in addition, they are cruel to their poor donkey. Their greed is great; they collect many items, but showing only the old and worn things.

After the author of RM stated that he would now move on to the cenobites (1.75), an appendix follows and presents in 1.82-92 a theology of monastic life, in a parallel to the concept of church that has shepherds while monasteries have teachers. The Master is above all concerned to provide the abbot’s authority with a foundation in the church and to have the self-will of the monks killed. The Lord gives commands through the teacher. This last addition prepares for the following chapters about the abbot (RM 2) and about obedience (RM 7) as the requirement to submit to the will of the teacher. This school of the Lord's service is parallel to the Church of Christ, which also is to educate people.

By comparing RM and RB we can see clearly that Benedict takes for himself the very parts that RM took over from Cassian.

OVERVIEW OF THE CHAPTER
DIRECT CONTEXT

When paying attention to intensive and negative expressions, we see that they are used chiefly for the sarabaites and gyrovagues. RM and RB seem to speak from experience and even seem annoyed with these kinds of monks.

14. This is perhaps a later revision. Bozzi 1, 211, sees in it a tendency of the Master to move from the abstract to the concrete. The negative model is more convincing than the positive, for the sinful person recognizes his own weakness in it and is thus led to improve himself (castigando ridendo mores).

15. The text of Eugippius is the same, but he omits verses 16-71 and adds to the praise of the cenobites some verses from the Prologue: RM Ths 40-46. But one can rightly assume with Vogüé, RB-DSC, 87, that Benedict had the full text of RM from the manuscript P 12205 in front of him.

16. The Scripture text of 1 Cor 12:28 (cf. Eph 4:11) is inverted. For RM it is important that monastic authority is firmly anchored in the church’s hierarchy.

First, one can divide RB 1 according to the content.

- 1.1 Introduction
- 1.2 Cenobites
- 1.3-5 Hermits
- 1.6-9 Sarabaites
- 1.9-12 Gyrovagues
- 1.13 Introduction to the following, inclusion to RB 1.2

As a circular composition (chiasm) one can write the entire chapter as follows:

**RB 1 About the Kinds of Monks**

1 It is known that there are four kinds of monks.

A 2 The first is that of the cenobites, that is, those who live in a monastery and under Rule and abbot are serving/fighting.

B 3 Then the second kind is that of the anchorites, that is, the hermits, those who, not in the first fervor of *conversatio*, but by long testing in the monastery sufficiently trained with the help of many others have learned to fight against the devil, and now, well trained in the ranks of the brothers for single combat in the desert, are able to fight confidently alone, without the help of another, with their own hand and their own arm against the sins of the flesh and thoughts with the help of God.

C 6 The third, and most despicable kind of monks is that of the sarabaites,
who are not tested by any Rule, as a mistress of experience,
like gold is tested in the fiery furnace, but soft as lead,
7 still following the world in their actions,
they clearly lie to God by their tonsure.

D 8 Living in twos and threes or even alone,
without a shepherd, not in the Lord’s sheepfold,
but enclosed in their own,

C’ they take as their law what their cravings demand (*desideriorum voluptas*),
9 for whatever they think or want,
they call holy,
and what they dislike, they consider forbidden.

B’ 10 The fourth kind of monks are the so-called gyrovagues,
who spend their whole lives wandering through various provinces,
staying as guests in different monasteries for three or four days,
11 always moving (*vagi*) and never stable,
subject to their own wills and to the cravings of their palates,
they are in every respect even worse than the sarabaites.
12 Of the most miserable way of life (*conversatio*) of all these
it is better to be silent than to speak.

A’ 13 Let us bypass these, therefore, and proceed
with God’s help, to write a plan for the strongest kind of monks, the
cenobites.

RB 1.2 and 1.13, A and A’, are parallel, treating of the cenobites. RB 1.3-5
and 1.10-12, B and B’, are matching, both dealing with the genuine and the
false hermits. The terms are set as opposites. 18

The sarabaites are in the middle. I would see 1.8a (D) as the nucleus: They
have no shepherd and are fenced into their own sheepfold. This sentence is
framed by C and C’: 1.6-7 and 8b-9. Both parts speak of Rule and law, which

are totally missing, so that they are a law unto themselves, or to say it with 1.7: They are lying to God and to the world. ¹⁹

In looking at the entire chapter, we can see the importance of verse 8a. Saying it positively: For cenobites it is essential to have a shepherd (pastor). This points to chapter 2; to be in the Lord’s sheepfold points to the monastery (it is specifically named in 1.2 and RB 3.1, 12).

**RB 1 ABOUT THE KINDS OF MONKS (DE GENERIBUS MONACHORUM)** ²⁰

Vv. 1-2: It is known that there are four kinds of monks. The first is that of the cenobites, that is, those who live in monasteries and under Rule and abbot are fighting/serving. (*Monachorum quattuor esse genera manifestum est. Primum coenobitarum, hoc est monasteriale, militans sub regula vel abate.*)

It is presupposed that the meaning of “monk” is known. But this word had already undergone a development:

- *Monachus* meaning one who lives alone for the sake of Christ,
- further, as having become “one, whole,” by seeking the One.
- Finally I would like to recall Augustine: *Monachus*—all are one “in God” (*in Deum*), the many become a unity. ²¹ The first sentence: “It is known that there are” shows that it was not difficult, following the tradition and probably also his own experience, to list four kinds of monks, two good ones and two bad ones.

Verse 2 is the first plain description of the cenobites, for whom Benedict wants to write his Rule (cf. the inclusion at the end in 1.13). They are the ones who live in monasteries and serve under a Rule and an abbot. We could expand each term in 1.2 by adding phrases from the whole chapter, e.g.:

---

¹⁹. As contrasts we have “no Rule” and “they take as their law”; similarly they “lie” and “call holy what they dislike.”

²⁰. RM has the longer version: “The Kinds of Monks, their Drink and Conduct and Life in Monasteries.” In RM’s list of chapters the title reads: “Of the Four Kinds of Monks.” Benedict in his list of chapters following the Prologue wrote “Of the Kinds and the Life of Monks.”

²¹. *In Ps. 132.6: qui ergo sic vivunt in unum . . . ut sit illis, una anima et unum cor . . . recte dicitur monos, id est, unus solus*. cf. also Praec 1.2.
The cenobites are trained by the help of many (1.4).
They stand in the ranks of the brothers (1.5).

**monasteriale**
There they are tested daily (1.3).
They live in the Lord's sheepfolds (1.8).
The monastery can also be a fiery furnace (1.6).
There they are always stable (1.11).

**militans**
They learn to fight against the devil (1.4)
and against the sins of the flesh (1.5).
They are not soft as lead (1.6)
and do not follow the world in their actions (1.7).

**regula**
*Their* law is not whatever they desire (1.8).
They have been tested by the Rule, the mistress of experience (1.6).

**abbas**
They live with the shepherd (1.8a).

*The first kind*: What is this to mean? Historically, the cenobites are not the first monks. Thus, interpretations already begin here. For this term, it is very interesting to look at the various commentaries, for they generally reflect the preference of the author or his monastery. Some, like Herwegen, read the term as meaning that the cenobites are the best kind of monks. Benedict “wishes to put them in the first place as the most valuable. For him their way of life is the ideal.”²² According to Lentini, Benedict considers the cenobites as the most reliable monks and also the most suitable for people in general.²³ Puzicha says: “It is the first form, that is, the most important, perhaps also the best.”²⁴ We also can recall Cassian: Cenobites are the first because they first appear in history (the initial Christian community).²⁵ Martène in his commentary can even list twelve reasons why it is better to live in a monastery, so for example (besides those already mentioned) the freedom from cares, humility, practice of mutual love, a certain safety when one is tempted, an easier rising up from sins.²⁶ Benedict writes his Rule for cenobites. So they are first, according to Vogüé, because the Rule deals with them.²⁷ Also, the cenobites constitute

---

²². Herwegen, 57.
²³. Lentini, 41.
²⁴. Puzicha, 69.
²⁵. Cassian, *Conf.* 18.5.3: “This was the most ancient kind of monks, which is first not only in time but also in grace.”; cf. Martène, 247.
²⁷. Vogüé: *Ce que dit*, 33f. One may recall 5.1, “The first step of humility is obedience.” According to RB 7 obedience is not the first but the basic (lowest) rung on the ladder.
the majority of monks. Hermits will always be exceptions, especially among monks in the West, for whom the RB is written. Concerning the temporal sequence for individuals, Benedict thinks that experience in a community (coenobium) is the foundation for eremitical living.

Cenobites (coenobitarum, or as in RM, coenobiotarum). The Greek roots koinos bios (community life) are easily recognized. Cassian explains that they live in community.28 Benedict uses coenobita only here, in this chapter, and two times at that; then in 5.12 he has coenobium as the place of communal life. The use of the word can be explained from his dependence on Eastern sources. The monks living in a coenobium want to be under an abbot and a Rule, they help each other, and there they have the consolation of many; they form a “battle front of brothers.”

“Living in a monastery” (monasteriale, derived from monachus). One foreign word is being explained by means of another. Originally used for the dwelling of a hermit,29 this word was later also used for cenobites. The monastery is a fiery furnace (fornax), in which a person is purified; it is also the enclosure of a shepherd, of the Lord, and is contrasted to “the various cells” (1.10) in which the gyrovagues stay successively. It is possible that this is already an allusion to stability. Belonging to a place is important to Benedict. So place and community have been named as important elements.

Under Rule and abbot (sub regula vel abate). Benedict wants to introduce the Rule even ahead of the abbot: Rule as a tradition of monastic discipline, as Cassian says.30 For Benedict the Rule was the unbroken tradition since the time of the apostles, but already for Augustine and Caesarius it is a written document.31 Benedict tends to call this written Rule generally a “rule” (regula; one exception could be the eighth degree of humility). Already RM had given great importance to the written Rule (cf. Prol 22-27). For Benedict, it is no longer only the regula scripturarum—seeing the Sacred Scriptures as Rule—rather he wants to offer something derived from Scripture for the communal life, as can be seen again and again. The monks are to walk “under the guidance of the Gospel” (Prol 21). In RB 1.2 it is important to emphasize the Rule because the hermits do not live according to an official Rule. The Rule is also the experientia magistra (1.6), the mistress/teacher of

28. Conf. 18.5; for the cenobites cf. also Justinian, Nov. 5.3.
29. E.g., Cassian, Conf. 18.9-10.
30. Conf. 18.5-7.
experience under whom one learns and is trained. Those who do not follow it, like the sarabaites, Benedict calls “not tested by any Rule.” Instead, their Rule is “their gross desire.” In other words, the Rule offers testing and a sure safeguard against the excesses of desire.

The abbot applies the Rule. But the Rule also legitimizes the abbot’s office. The abbot also has to observe the Rule (cf. 3.7; 64.20). In contrast to the sarabaites, the cenobites are “with their shepherd,” (not “without one,” 1.8). To him the following long chapter is devoted (RB 2).

They fight, they serve (militans). Again there is a discussion about the meaning of this term (as in Prol 3). It seems that in RM the meaning of fighting is still stronger, but as can be seen from the following paragraph in RB 1, fighting is also required in the monastery. Commentators of the past centuries strongly emphasized this element so that the monastery became a sort of barracks, with the monk seen primarily as a soldier, and with special emphasis on the weapons, regulations, and the battle of life. The New Testament used militia, especially in Paul’s writings. The Christian’s fighting is not in the army of the king. The battle is against the powers of darkness (Eph 6:10-20; 1 Thess 5:8-9).

In the early church, the word militia was applied to the Christians’ responsibility in general. Martyrdom was a special form of militia Christi, the fight for Christ. In contrast to the emperor, Christ is presented as the true king of Christians (cf. Prol 3). After the era of persecution, baptism is seen as entering the militia Christi. In the fourth century, the word gradually lost its accent of fighting and was also applied to public service. Christian life is a battle against anti-Christian powers, a battle to acquire virtue, and service to the true king. Now we might ask whether RB primarily emphasizes against whom or for whom one is fighting. It seems to me that for Benedict, the main accent is no longer on fighting demons (as in the case of hermits, 1.4-5); rather the following of Christ takes center stage. For him the militia consists above all in obedience, as he says in Prologue 3 (as well as in Prol 40). According to 58.10, it is necessary to fight / serve under the law of the Rule or under the one king (cf. 61.10, as in Prol 3). The same militia = service we take upon us makes everyone in the community equal (2.20).

32. The Latin magistra is the feminine form of magister = master; German has “Meisterin” which the author uses throughout for experientia magistra. Even though “mistress” in English has lost its connection with “master,” it seemed important to keep this feminine form here hoping that readers will keep its original connection to “master” in mind.

uses the word less frequently than RM (only in half of its occurrences does he depend on the RM).

We can think of the following terms that explain RB 1: In the community one learns “to fight against the devil and vices,” here is the “battle line of the brothers,” here one is “trained” well. And from the opposite images: Without struggle, the monks are soft as lead, serving the world, following the desires of self-will and their palate. Through indulging one becomes soft as lead, but in the monastery one serves Christ, fortifying the will and becoming solidly established in what is good. Obedience—community—Christ, these seem to be Benedict’s three accents in this concept. In all three dimensions not only fighting but also “serving” is emphasized. Considering not only the text but also the content of the entire Rule, we can say that the word militia, even though it tends toward serving, does not lose the aspect of fighting entirely.

Some commentators hold that the three terms monasteriale, regula, abbas are used in contrast to the three other kinds of monks; this would mean that hermits are without an abbot (problematic), sarabaites without a Rule, and gyrovagues without a monastery. This is, however, rather artificial, especially if further parallels are seen in the threefold promise of stabilitas, conversatio morum, and oboedientia (RB 58.17). Stability would be in contrast to the gyrovagues, fidelity to monastic life (conversatio morum) to the sarabaites, and obedience to the hermits. This also is very questionable. Certainly the terms are points of emphasis, but Benedict has a more unified view. He might have depended on RB 1 while drafting 58.17, but in general without stressing each part of the promise as opposed to a certain type of monk. The promise is part of cenobitic life, marked by the monastery and by the militia under Rule and abbot.

Vv. 3-5: Then the second kind is that of the anchorites, that is, the hermits, those who, not in the first fervor of conversatio, but by long testing in the monastery, sufficiently trained with the help of many others, have learned to fight against the devil, and now, well trained in the ranks of the brothers for single combat in the desert, are able, without the help of another, to fight confidently alone, with their own hand and their own arm, against the sins of the flesh and of thoughts with the help of God.

These verses deal with the hermits. As seen earlier, much is also said about the cenobites, though indirectly. One can contrast communal and eremitical life:

34. Cf. Herwegen, 57.
35. As the English sentence, the original Latin sentence is not perfectly clear.
3 Then the second kind is that of the anchorites, that is, the hermits, those who, not in the first fervor of conversatio, but by long testing in the monastery through the help of many others, have learned now well trained in the ranks of the brothers to fight against the devil and for single combat in the desert, are able, without the help of another, to fight confidently alone, with their own hand and arm, against the sins of the flesh and of thoughts with the help of God.

On the left is stated what they had in the coenobium. On the right is what happens now in the desert. This is high praise for the cenobites! And in the desert, first fervor is not enough, as the devil is present, against whom one has to fight, and this with his own hand and his own arm against the vices of flesh and of thoughts. But all this is only is possible “with the help of God.” It is interesting to note to what extent the hermits are described in the vocabulary of fighting (in Latin, three times pugna = combat, or pugnare = to fight, two times contra = against), and in the radical opposition of God versus devil. The main battle fields are flesh and thoughts (caro, cogitationes).

V. 3: Then the second kind is that of the anchorites, that is, the hermits, those who, not in the first fervor of conversatio, but by long testing in the monastery . . . (Deinde secundum genus est anchoritarum, id est, heremitarum, horum qui non conversationis fervor novicio, sed monasterii probatione diuturna . . .)

Anchorites is derived from anachoreo, to withdraw, which Benedict explains with another Greek word: hermits. It derives from heremos, the desert. Both words again show the origin of monasticism in the Orient. In general Benedict follows RM.36

36. Deviations are noted under the individual concepts.
Not in the first fervor of conversatio (non conversationis fervore novicio): this is not a criticism of a beginner's fervor, which is necessary but needs testing and is part of the tradition. Novicius is an adjective, describing “fervor,” just as in 58.23 it describes a new brother in frater novicius. In the sayings of the Fathers, there are stories of young monks who immediately, in their eagerness, wanted to live alone. One saying is especially memorable: “If you see a young monk who willfully wants to rise up to heaven, grab his foot and toss him down to earth, for otherwise it will be of no use to him.”

The word conversatio occurs here for the second time in the Rule (cf. Prol 49—processu conversionis et fidei). Here it denotes monastic life in general. In 73.1 we read of the beginning of monastic life (initium conversationis through the little Rule, 73.1, cf. 73.8) and then of a perfectio conversationis, completeness of monastic life (73.2). In chapter 1, does this mean that cenobites generally have only an initial zeal and hermits have its “completeness” (perfectio)? It seems to me that in 1.3-5, Benedict is speaking of those who move out. They should not be beginners in community life. For these exceptional persons, solitude may be the “completeness of monastic life,” yet Benedict shows in his Rule that progress is also possible in the community. It seems that youthful zeal, in Benedict’s mind, becomes more fervent in the course of common life until it is the “most ardent zeal” (ferventissimo amore) of RB 72.3. There is a holy conversatio, a holy monastic life (RB 21.1), and also a “most miserable” one (miserrima conversatio, 1.12).

Long testing in the monastery (probatione diuturna monasterii)—in the community in the sameness of each day. This does not mean, of course, that the monastery is only a testing for hermits, and the community only a “school” for preparing hermits. I think there is no danger that too many will leave a community for the single combat. Benedict himself had stated with RM that one perseveres in the monastery until death (RB Prol 50). This is the normal course. Benedict, however, allows for special vocations. The word probare, probatio occurs only four times in the Rule. It means testing newcomers for their ability, earnestness, and patience, and whether they are motivated by the right spirit (58.2, 11). The difficulties of community life (cf. the fourth degree of humility) are seen as God’s testing, by which the character becomes strong like silver in the fiery furnace (7.40). The Regula Magistri frequently mentions testing, which may, in addition to other factors, reveal that the Master was an author who was suspicious. The testing

37. VitPat 5.10.111; cf. also 5.10.110.
38. As in other places, Benedict changes here RM’s conversio into conversatio; the word conversatio also occurs in Cassian in the passage about the cenobites (Conf. 18.4).
in both Rules is *diuturna*, which can be translated as either long in duration or a daily, frequent testing.

Vv. 4-5: sufficiently trained with the help of many others, they have learned to fight against the devil, and now, well trained in the ranks of the brothers for single combat in the desert, are able, without the help of another, to fight confidently alone, with their own hand and their own arm, against the sins of the flesh and of thoughts with the help of God. (⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎⁎ ⁣

39. According to Hildemar (77): *cum vulneratur aut percutietur a diabolo, adjuvatur a fratribus, i.e. oratione, consolatione atque exhortatione.*

40. RM further has synonyms such as *agon =* rivalry (92.72), and *certamen =* vying with each other (70.1).

Devil (diabolus)\textsuperscript{42} from its Greek root means one who throws things into confusion. This diabolus occurs very often in RM (forty-three times) but only a few times in RB: The little ones of the diabolus one should dash against Christ (Prol 28). RB 58.28 deals with the devil’s suggestions to which one might yield. No occasion should be given to the devil in the monastery (54.4). This is not much compared to RM. But Benedict does not deny the reality of the devil. It would be a smart tactic of the devil to conceal himself, so that his existence would not be treated as important. Benedict, however, is not as preoccupied as the Master with the presence of the devil; he is more relaxed.

Well trained (bene extructi; RM: instructi). The word can be used of a building which is being erected, of the stones that are put in layers, and also of the training, the educational or spiritual formation one receives.\textsuperscript{43} A good formation, a solid foundation also seems important for a potential hermit.

Well trained in the ranks of the brothers for single combat in the desert, they are able to fight confidently, alone, without the help of another (fraterna ex acie ad singularem pugnam heremi, securi iam sine consolatione alterius). The term “line/rank of battle” (acies) does not mean uniformity,\textsuperscript{44} but safety and support of the others, so that the monks can be se-curí, without worry, when facing the devil. The monastery trains monks to be self-reliant, to stand on their own, free from false dependence and attachments.\textsuperscript{45} The fight in the desert is termed singularis. This can mean single combat but also an extraordinary, special fight. We may translate the word differently according to one’s own attitude toward hermits.

With their own hand and their own arm to fight against the sins of the flesh and of thoughts. The devil now becomes concrete as the vices of the flesh. “Flesh” presumably includes whatever relates to the lower and sinful human being (among others, negatively oriented sexuality and lusts); the temptations are to be dashed against Christ (Prol 28). In RB caro = flesh is always used in the biblical sense of a sinful and weak human being.\textsuperscript{46} Thoughts generally designate the undisciplined inclinations of the mind.\textsuperscript{47} In RB the word cogitatio (logismos) is almost always used in the negative sense. In the first part we find it nine times, always in close connection with

\textsuperscript{42} See Kardong, “Devil”; “Demonic”; also Gertler, “Herausgefordert.”
\textsuperscript{43} Instruere seems to be used more frequently. Whether Benedict employed alliteration \textit{et . . . extructi . . . ex acie . . .} is a legitimate question.
\textsuperscript{44} Cf. Lentini, 43.
\textsuperscript{45} According to Linderbauer 152, sufficiunt would mean: to be strong enough, be capable.
\textsuperscript{46} Cf. Böckmann, “Der Mensch,” 41f.
\textsuperscript{47} Cf. Lentini, 44; art. “Logismos” in \textit{DS, DIP}. Smaragdus says that “the vices are at first in one’s thinking, and afterwards come forth in one’s action” (118).
RM, finally one more time in RB 65.5. The discernment of spirits is important for the spiritual life in order to prevent evil attitudes. Certainly Evagrius and Cassian have influenced this part. Here it is clear that the meaning is sins/vices of the mind.

Hand and arm are not suitable weapons against temptations and the devil. Perhaps this is the very paradox that leads to the next phrase, “with God’s help” (Deo auxiliante). Our own weapons are never sufficient for the fight against the evil one, so that we might feel safe.

With God’s help (Deo auxiliante). The necessity of grace is emphasized more in RB than in RM. The master here just used the expression to fight “with God and with the spirit” (RM 1.5). This probably means God and the spirit (one’s own) are fighting together. The spirit joins God’s side, or God’s light enters through the human spirit and enables a person. Also, the master used repugnare instead of pugnare. I tend to agree with the Lexica that repugnare is even stronger and indicates fighting “against.” Cassian had used the word about ten times, usually in regard to the fight of “flesh and spirit” (caro et spiritus), or the law of the members of the body that fights against the law of the spirit.\(^{48}\)

Benedict is more general. Auxilium is derived from augere—to increase, to cause to grow; this is what God’s help does in us, so that we can say: “By the grace of God I am what I am” (1 Cor 15:10, Prol 31). “With the help of God” also reflects the end of the chapter, “with the Lord’s help (adiuvante Domino, 1.13). Note that for the hermits, the word is Deus, but for the cenobites Dominus! This corresponds to 73.8-9 where “the help of the Lord” (Domino adiuvante) applies to the beginning, the little Rule, or the writing of the Rule, but “under God’s protection” (Deo protegente) is used for the ascent to the heights. I think we might cautiously conclude that for the cenobites, being centered in Christ is particularly important. Presumably, as the monk progresses, Christ will lead him more and more to God, to the Father, or the Trinity. Thus Benedict does give a very small, almost hesitant view of that which Cassian had described with contemplatio and similar terms.\(^{49}\)

Looking back, we can see how positively Benedict saw the monastery where there is testing (probatio), help, support (solacium, consolatio), and training in the rank of others (fraterna acie). No negative word is said about the cenobites; but also no exuberant praise is given to hermits either; there is simply a very basic description so that everyone who reads it will certainly

\(^{48}\) The Vulgate translation of Rom 7:53 uses repugnare.

\(^{49}\) Cassian Conf. 1.10.5 equates caritas Dei with the contemplatio . . . divinarum rerum . . . and the purity of heart; this is the culmination of the spiritual progress; cf. also Conf. 3.7.8 referring to 1 Cor 13 and Conf. 11.7.6.
admire the hermits yet will carefully consider whether they dare to take this step.

Vv. 6-7: The third, and most despicable kind of monks is that of the sarabaites, who are not tested by any Rule, as a mistress of experience, like gold is tested in the fiery furnace, but are soft as lead, still following the world in their actions, and so clearly lie to God by their tonsure. (Tertium vero monachorum taeterrimum genus est sarabaitarum, qui nulla regula adprobati, experientia magistra, sicut aurum fornacis, sed in plumbi natura molliti, adhuc operibus servantes saeculo fidem, mentiri Deo per tonsuram noscuntur.)

The sarabaites are described in 1.6-9. Benedict generally follows RM but omits one comment: “I would do better to call them still of the world [lay persons], except that the tonsure of their religious intent prevents me from doing so” (RM 1.6). Words and ideas are the Master’s (also taken up in Eugippius). Why did Benedict omit this sentence? I think he avoids the negative description of lay persons, just as he does in the remaining chapters of his Rule. As a whole, RM is closer to Cassian, even though he has organized the materials according to his own ideas. These two sources help us get a better idea of what “lying to God” (mentiri Deo) really means. For Cassian, Ananias and Saphira are the image of the sarabaites, yet in RB the biblical basis is barely discernible.

In addition, Benedict omits a comment of RM at the end: “And while they want to have cells, chests, and various things according to their own judgment, they are unaware that they are losing their own petty souls” (RM 1.10). Here it is clearer that the sarabaites live not only according to their own desires and self-will but also from private possessions. Moreover, it becomes more evident that their life itself is a lie: They want to look good but are really bad.

RM also adds the false hermits to the sarabaites and thus makes an inclusion to the hermits. RM 1.11-12: “Likewise there are those who, recently converted, in unrestrained fervor think that the desert is a place of repose. Giving no thought to the devil’s lying in wait for them, untrained but confident, they go forth to single combat with him, doubtlessly only to fall victim to the jaws of the experienced wolf.” The Master takes up the words of the hermits but in the reversed sense. They don’t want to fight, they don’t know the devil, they are going into the fight “not well trained,” but they feel “sure”

50. Conf. 18.7.1-2; Acts 5:3-4, “why did you lie to the holy Spirit . . . you have lied not to human beings but to God.”
of themselves. Their zeal is not just a beginner’s enthusiasm but is intemperate (*immoderatus*). The false hermits, however, are not named as a fourth kind as in Cassian. RM integrates the false hermits with the sarabaites, for he wants to add the gyrovagues as a new kind. Benedict also has said with the master about the sarabaites that they live “in twos and threes or alone.” This means, they might also live alone.

The most despicable kind (*taeterrimum genus*). The word *taeterrimus* occurs once more in a similar form with the gyrovagues: “even worse than the sarabaites” (*deteriores sarabaitis*). Teter by itself already means ugly, detestable, terrible. The superlative form here indicates the emotional aggravation of both authors.

Sarabaitae. Jerome had called them *remnuoth* (living alone, dispersed, in cells). Perhaps they were monks in the city, who settled near basilicas and did not break off their relations with the world, or simply monks who did not want to live in their monasteries.

Not tested by any Rule (*nulla regula adprobati*). Expressed negatively, this corresponds to the *probatio*, the testing in verse 3, which the monastery provides. The Rule guarantees direction, provides legitimization, and furthers authenticity. This is precisely lacking in the sarabaites.

The Rule, mistress of experience. Here Benedict has made what seems like a slight external change, yet a more profound one on meaning. RM says that “tested by no Rule and the master in experience” (*nulla regula adprobati et experientia magistro* [1.6]). By using the “and” he has placed the master (not magistra—mistress) on the same level as the Rule. This is reflected in RB and RM 1.2: “under Rule and abbot.” Cassian had written that the sarabaites do not accept “any Rule of sound healthy discretion” (*sanae discretionis regulam*).

51. A juxtaposition may be helpful:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>true hermits</th>
<th>false hermits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>non fervore novicio</em></td>
<td><em>fervore immoderato</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>pugna</em></td>
<td><em>putant quietem, . . . tranquilitas</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>contra diabolum . . . iam docti pugnare</em></td>
<td><em>singularem cum eo pugnam indocti</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>securi</em></td>
<td><em>securi</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>contra . . . pugnare</em></td>
<td><em>lupi faucibus occursuri</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

52. Vogüé points out that the Coptic word means “separated from monasteries”; cf. *Ce que dit*, 36; Steidle, 63.

53. *Conf.* 18.7.3.
So, what is the exact meaning of the term? Translations of RM and RB show different versions:

a. *adprobati: regula et magistro(a) (in experientia)*, so Bozzi I;
b. *adprobati: regula et experientia* (which is a teacher), according to Linderbauer: “They are tested neither by a Rule, which would provide support, nor by experience as mistress of an ascetical life” (153); Holzherr: “tested neither by a Rule nor by experience as a mistress,” (68); Frank: “tested under no Rule and also under no experience as a mistress” (RM 1.6, 89).
c. *adprobati regula: experientia magistra* “tested by the Rule, which is a mistress in experience” according to Lentini (45), Kardong (39), and Vogüé I (439); that is, they interpret *experientia* as an ablative of *magistra*, the Rule; they take it as a term for the Rule, which because of its experience is a mistress, or a teacher in experience, or the Rule with its experience as mistress.

We have, therefore:

a. parallelism of: *regula* and *magister* (RM)
b. " : *regula* and *experientia* (mistress)
c. an expression : *regula* as *experientia magistra*

I accept the third translation. It is of interest that this verse shows many variants in the RB manuscripts. Some add *et* or *vel*: that is, Rule and experience, others say *experientia magistri* (the experience of the Master), still others have *magistro* (Rule and master, as in RM).54

The Master is logical, for in contrast to the cenobites, who serve under Rule and abbot, the sarabaites are not proven by the Rule nor by the Master in experience (the abbot). Thus, Rule and master are set face to face. Both test the monks (also according to Eugippius). RM does not have the feminine form of master—*magistra*—but only the masculine one—*magistro*. In this case, Benedict follows more closely Cassian, who also speaks of the Rule as a mistress.55 In 3.7, Benedict once more calls the Rule a mistress.

54. Cf. Hanslik, 29. Hildemar (79) thinks “*magistra* can also refer to the Rule and experience.”

55. Not in *Conf.* 18, but in *Conf.* 19.7: *utramque perfectionem lungo usu ac magistra experientia consecutus*—“with experience as his teacher”; *Conf.* 12.4: *experientiae magisterio*—“the school of experience”; *Conf.* 12.16: *experientia docente*—“with experience as our teacher”; also *Conf.* 3.7.4.
Regula / Rule can mean a written rule or simply a disciplined life, otherwise one would have to condemn all forms of monastic life prior to the development of written rules, making them, as it were, types of the sarabaitic life. The Rule, one might say, arising from experience, leads the monks through crises and tests (fourth degree of humility) to spiritual experiences that are also open to experiencing God. The Rule as a mistress of experience not only teaches the mind but also introduces the monks to reality (cf. 2.5, 12) through the common life in obedience (in contrast to the sarabaites [1.8]). This Rule, a teacher in experience, is at the same time a very small Rule for beginners (73.8). The community does not smother the élan of the individual monk toward the heights.

As gold is tried in the fiery furnace. This recalls other Scripture texts: “as gold in the melting furnace has he tried them” (Wis 3:6). Our authors acknowledge that community living, with its Rule and regulations, also has the purifying power of fire (cf. Prov 27:21). Precious metals were cast into the fire together with molten lead in order to separate the silver from its impurities, which collected at the bottom of the melting pot together with the oxidized lead. The image is used in a similar manner for the fourth degree of humility: “You have tested us God, as silver is tested in the fire” (RB 7.40; RM 10.57). Cenobites are like silver or gold, sarabaites like lead.

Soft as lead (sed in plumbi natura molliti)—these are the false monks, not shiny and precious metal, but soft, indulgent, without a backbone. They have no recognizable strong identity; others don’t know what to think of them. They indulge in everything they like.

Still faithful to the world in their actions (adhuc operibus servantes saeculo fide). Saeculum here designates the world as opposed to monastic life. Concretely, one may think of possessions, comfort, and having one’s own way. Deliberately the text says: in their actions, that is, not in their words. The emphasis is on the contrast between the appearance of monastic life on the one hand and the necessary renunciations on the other; on their beautiful words about monastic life and the tonsure on the one hand, and their real lifestyle on the other. In the phrase “still faithful to the world” (servantes fide), fides does not mean faith but rather loyalty and dependability. Together with the verb servare, it means keeping a promise or remaining loyal. In the life of these monks there has been no conversion, though they pretend there was.

56. Cf. Sir 2:5 “For in the fire gold is tested, and worthy men in the crucible of humiliation.” Cf. Cassian, Conf. 6.11.2; and 7.25.2 refers to Isa 1:25: “I will refine your dross in the furnace removing all your alloy.” Smaragdus says about this text: “The one has received the brightness of gold and goes up to heaven to reign with Christ; the other, become soft as lead, goes down to the netherworld to be tortured with the devil” (120).
They clearly lie to God by their tonsure. The tonsure (meaning originally to cut the hair short) was always meant to indicate a firm belonging to God, and for the monks in particular, it meant a renunciation of the vanity of the world. Note that the tonsure is mentioned in the RB only here (one would expect it in RB 58; RM mentions it several times). In this point the aspect of lying is explicitly introduced. Lying to God is dreadful. It occurs in the Bible, for example in Acts 5:3 (Ananias and Saphira—the ancestors of the dreadful sarabaites, according to Cassian).

V. 8a: In twos or threes, or even alone, without a shepherd, not in the sheepfolds of the Lord but enclosed in their own, they take as their law what they desire. (Qui bini aut terni aut certe singuli sine pastore, non dominicis sed suis inclusi ovilibus, pro lege eis est desideriorum voluntas.)

In twos or threes or even alone: already Jerome had said that of the remnuoth (cf. p. 103); one also finds it in Cassian. RM and RB also write of sarabaites who live by themselves. In mentioning the sarabaites, RB combines those living in small groups and those living alone. The expression “or even alone” seems like an appendix. As already mentioned, at the end Benedict omits the phrase about their belongings (RM 1.10).

Without a shepherd, not in the Lord’s sheepfold, but enclosed in their own. In Cassian this reads: “they live in cells by twos and threes, not content to be governed by the care and judgment of an abba” (Conf. 18.7.4.). The shepherd and his enclosure, that is, the stable of the sheep, recall the speech about shepherds in John’s Gospel (John 10:1-30). The sarabaites are enclosed, whereas the cenobites are free. The sarabaites are also without a shepherd, that is, without an abbot. We may recall the contrary description of cenobites in the nucleus of RB 5.12—that they desire to have an abbot over them. For our two authors, a truly monastic community is not conceivable without a superior, even though there is a difference in their perspectives and descriptions. Here the emphasis is on the insight that no shepherd is leading the individual sarabaites out of their enclosure; they are locked into themselves. The door is not just closed—they are firmly locked in. The sheepfolds of the Lord are the property of Christ. In their own folds are those who follow their

57. Cf. Lentini, 47.
58. Cf. for example, Vulgate Pss 17:46; 77:36; 80:16. Regarding Ananias and Saphira, cf. Conf. 18.7.1. Smaragdus explains the lie thus: “he keeps faith with the world because he does not separate himself from it” (120) and compares the sarabaites to wolves in sheep’s clothing (121, cf. Matt 7:15f.).
59. Conf. 18.7.4.
60. Cf. solitarie sedere, Conf. 18.8.1.
own desires and self-will. The good folds, in which the cenobites are living, are the sheepfolds of the Lord (\textit{dominici}), that is, Christ.\textsuperscript{61} This means that the pastor-abbot always is obliged to keep the sheep directed to Christ and his fold.

Considering that this verse is the nucleus of RB 1, we can see how important it is to live in obedience. The verse also states indirectly that the cenobites are in the sheepfold of Christ and have placed themselves under Christ, the good shepherd. The abbot is his representative. Their fold is open, as one may say, so that the shepherd can lead them to freedom. But in this fold there also is protection from danger (in contrast to RM 1.12). The sarabaites, however, are exposed to danger, locked in, turned in on themselves, they cannot escape from themselves. This “being enclosed” is in contrast to the next verse, for a superficial assumption is that someone who can do anything he wishes is free.

\textbf{Vv. 8b-9: They take as their law what their cravings demand for whatever they think or want, they call holy; and what they dislike, they consider forbidden. (\textit{Pro lege eis est desideriorum voluptas cum quidquid putaverint vel elegerint, hoc dicunt sanctum. Et quod noluerint, hoc putant non licere.})}\textsuperscript{62}

They do not accept the law of the Rule but instead have a law of their own that enslaves them. Here we are reminded of Romans 6.15-19. The lusts of their desires (as in Ms A of RB)! We can read the word “desires” (\textit{desideriorum voluptas}) as a \textit{genitivus epexegeticus} in which both words reinforce each other. The sarabaites obey their lusts (cf. RB 5.12). These are sensual pleasures, the delights of love, sexual delights, etc. \textit{Desiderium} is used here in the sense of evil desire. In the Rule it is used several times in the expression \textit{desideria carnis} (RB 4.59; 7.12-13). The sarabaites are driven by lusts and desires and are enslaved by them. They are their own self-made law which enslaves them. The phrase is evidently a parallel to verse 6, that they are not tested by a Rule. According to Cassian, we can say: It is not the “Rule of sound discretion.”\textsuperscript{63}

But there is worse to come.

When there is no desire for truth, there remains only concealment or an inversion of values, the lie. They “canonize all their lusts.”\textsuperscript{64} Their desire

\textsuperscript{61} The adjective \textit{dominicus} represents a subjective genitive, similar to the term \textit{oration dominica}, the Lord’s Prayer.

\textsuperscript{62} From the manuscripts it is difficult to decide whether the word is \textit{voluntas} = will or \textit{voluptas} = pleasure; Hanslik has \textit{voluptas}, while Vogüé in his edition has \textit{voluntas}. That they declare as holy what they desire also occurs in Augustine, \textit{Contra Ep Parm}, 2.13.31; \textit{Ep} 93.10.43.

\textsuperscript{63} \textit{sanae discretionis regula}, \textit{Conf.} 18.3.3.

\textsuperscript{64} Cf. \textit{Conf.} 18.3.2; Augustine, \textit{Ep} 93.10.43; \textit{Contra Ep Parm} 2.13.31.
is not the outcome of a discernment but rather a choice according to taste. And everything is lying and delusion. “They are monks caught in their own egoism that is framed by religion,” their presumed liberty “only conceals a complete lack of religious orientation. . . . And the idea of an individualism of salvation is exposed as an existential lie. And there is also a dynamic that keeps pushing a person ever further in doing just what he wants at the moment! One no longer wants to hear the whole truth and is not open to correction. The sarabaites set themselves up as the norm.

Again the contrast shows clearly that the cenobites are tested by the Rule, they are gold, not soft lead, they have left the world, live according to their tonsure, are loyal to God, and stand under an abbot as their shepherd. They are in the Lord’s sheepfold, subject to the law of Christ, have sacrificed their self-will, and therefore are truly free. In the monastery they get all the help needed in order to be truly monks.

RM mentions a further example of the sarabaites’ lie and the contrast to true monastic profession: they own things, such as cells, small cabinets and some personal effects. And then the Master, almost sadly, adds: doing so, “they are losing their own petty souls” (1.10, perdunt suas animellas). Benedict omitted the line concerning monastic poverty; perhaps he thought this was already contained in RB 1.9: “whatever they desire and choose, they call holy.”

Vv. 10-11: The fourth kind of monks are the so-called gyrovagues, who spend their whole lives wandering through various provinces, staying as guests in different monasteries for three or four days, always moving and never stable [vagi], subject to their own wills and to the cravings of their palates, they are in every respect even worse than the sarabaites. (Quartum vero genus est monachorum quod nominatur girovagum, qui tota vita sua per diversas provincias ternis aut quaternis diebus per diversorum cellas hospitantur, semper vagi et numquam stabiles, et propriis voluntatibus et guilae inlecebris servientes, et per omnia deteriores sarabaitis.)

In two verses Benedict summarizes the long satire of the RM. As Vogüé has shown, Benedict knew Manuscript P (that is, also the chapter in its long form). RM had stated at the beginning of this description in 1.13: “The fourth kind of monks one should not even mention. Much rather would I keep silence than say anything about such people.” An evident contradiction


66. It is interesting to list the verbs that describe the Sarabaites: “closed-in, demand, think, desire, not want.” In commenting on this verse, Smaragdus says that “he pleases himself in all his deeds and has no one else to test his work” (122).
to his long descriptions! Benedict keeps the beginning (RB 1.10) but then finds inspiration for verse 11 in Augustine or Cassian (cf. below) and adds at the end that it is better to be silent than to speak about their miserable way of life (1.12). He applies his comment to both gyrovagues and sarabaites. 67 Both kinds of monks are servants of their self-will.

Gyrovagues. RM probably created this word from the Greek (gyros: circle, but already Latinized) and from the Latin (vagus: unstable, restless). Actually a very high ascetical ideal stands in the background: homelessness for the sake of Christ. It implied a total separation from the world, from family, from the homeland, from possessions, and interiorly, a separation from cares, from attachment to goods, from one’s own wishes and pleasures, from thoughts and many words, from sins, and finally from pride and even from one’s own ego. This ideal also implied perpetual silence. But it seems that high ideals easily degenerate when a person has no structures or rules. There were special kinds of monks who always wanted to keep wandering, living as beggars and sleeping without a roof over their heads. Some lived on herbs only. We know about them chiefly from their opponents who attacked them during their decadence, for it certainly was not easy to live up to such a high ideal. 68 They were hard to control. 69 Later some of these aspects were revived in Irish monasticism with its ideal: pro evangelio peregrinare, for the sake of God and the Gospel to set out and never return to the homeland. 70

The two verses contain various contrasts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Time</strong></th>
<th><strong>Place</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>their entire life</td>
<td>through various provinces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for three or four days</td>
<td>in different monasteries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>always</td>
<td>never</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moving</td>
<td>stable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

_Their entire life (tota vita sua)._ The exaggeration shows an upset author. _In various provinces . . . in various monasteries (cells) (per diversas provincias . . . per diversorum cellas)._ The words mean various but also many. Province means district, region, and at times even country. Benedict thinks that for the habits one should take materials that are easily obtained in the

67. The Latin expression in 1.12 omnium—quorum links the two kinds.
68. Cf. e.g., Augustine, _In Ps._ 132.3: “they wander . . . and nowhere have a home.” Cassian, _Inst_ 10.6: “unstable and fickle” with “a slothful mind”; also Evagrius, _Sent_ 80, 81.
69. Justinian, _Nov._ 5.7.
70. _Vita Columbani_ 1.5: “having lived for many years in a monastery, he began to desire to travel mindful of the Lord’s command to Abraham.”
province (55.7), or he mentions an unknown monk who arrives from far distant lands (de longinquis provinciis—61.1). According to classical Latin, a province would be a land outside the Roman Empire. In the present verse, it would mean in any case that the gyrovagues roam about far and wide. Cella originally meant the dwelling place of a hermit, but it can also designate a monastery of cenobites or a part of the monastery. RM 78–79 reveals the extremely suspicious attitude of the Master in receiving guests (potential parasites). If they were like those described in his long satire on the gyrovagues, one can more readily understand his negative attitude in regard to hospitality. His monastery evidently was directly suffering from this nuisance.

Three or four days. As older texts illustrate, it was often the custom to put the guests to work after the third or fourth day. The master was strict and allowed the guests two free days, with work from the third day onward (e.g., RM 78.5–6). He thus wants to prevent monks from becoming parasites, especially gyrovagues.

Ever moving and never stable. Stabilitas is an essential element for Benedict and also for RM. The vice of acedia causes a feeling of horror for a place. Cassian and others describe this vice,72 which makes a person feel driven from place to place. The satire of the RM 1.74 draws a vivid picture: “Always on the go from place to place, they don’t know where they will next be a nuisance and, to top it all, they do not know where they will be buried.” The master also describes gluttony as a typical vice of instability, because during their first two days as guests they receive good meals. They try to arouse pity in their hosts because of their—as they say—long and strenuous travels to various holy places.

Serving their self-will and the cravings of their palate. In the Vitae Patrum we find a similar-sounding sentence, that when we live in community, we may not serve our self-will.73 The gyrovagues are enslaved. To be a servant of Christ makes a person free, but the gyrovagues forge their own chains. Their yearning for good food urges them on, according to RM, to exploit other people’s love of neighbor shamelessly. They force “the poor host out of sympathy for their long journey to use up his whole scanty means in cooking and serving them food” (RM 1.38), and they often omit the praying of the Psalms “because of their preoccupation with their gluttonous travels” (1.63). One can sense the Master’s disgust for them. They are totally degenerate, no longer having even a trace of ascesis, discipline and moderation. Hildemar (83) points out that from gluttony, other vices develop.

72. For example, Inst. 10.5–6.
73. VitPatr. 5.14.10.
In every respect even worse than the sarabaites. This is the conclusion. Benedict already had called the sarabaites “most detestable” (*deterrimum* / *taeterrimum*, 1.6). Here he gives a superlative of the superlative, omitting the lengthy descriptions of the Master (1.13-74). Hildemar (84) says that the sarabaites at least live from the work of their hands, whereas the gyrovagues are lazy.

V. 12: It is better to keep silent about the most miserable way of life [*conversatio*] of all these than to talk about it. (*De quorum omnium horum miserrima conversatione melius est silere quam loqui.*)

And Benedict does just that, while the Master had described this plague at great length in sixty verses. “All these” links gyrovagues and sarabaites. The word for keeping quiet (*silere*) can also mean to hold the hand over the mouth. From what is said so far, one might conclude that, like the Master, Benedict had experienced such kinds of monks. RB 53, however, about hospitality, makes no allusion to them.

V. 13: Let us bypass these, therefore, and proceed, with God’s help, to provide a Rule for the cenobites, the strongest kind of monks. (*His ergo omissis, ad coenobitarum fortissimum genus disponendum, adiuvante Domino, veniamus.*)

To give a Rule (*disponendum*) is an almost legal term; it resembles Prologue 45 in setting up (*constituenda est*) the school of the Lord’s service. The adjective *fortissimus* occurs only one other time, in Prologue 3, “with the very strong weapons of obedience.” RM 1.75 simply calls the cenobites “great” (*magnum*), while Benedict says *fortissimum*. Should we translate: the most important kind? Lentini thinks “the best.” In Latin the word can mean large or good. Certainly the cenobites are the most widespread and numerous type of monks.74 And the cenobitic way is a good and secure base for monastic life. Nevertheless, it also requires strength of character (as contrasted with sarabaites and gyrovagues). RM had added, “whose service and probation are the will of God” (RM 1.75: *cuius militia vel probatio voluntas est Dei*). Here he emphasized once again the fighting and testing in community.

With the Lord’s help (*adiuvante Domino*). With the help of the Lord, that is Christ, Benedict wants to write his Rule, which one fulfills with the help of Christ (*adiuvante Christo*, 73.8). This comment is a new addition to the RM. He is very conscious of his smallness while the Master seems quite sure that the Lord is speaking through his mouth as RM introduces each chapter with the phrase: “The Lord has replied through the Master.”

74. Cf. Lentini, 51, so also Puzicha, 74, cf. also comments on v. 2.
One can understand that God’s help is needed for describing the heights of monastic life, but Benedict has a humble view of his Rule. Not even the least thing can he do without the Lord’s (Christ’s) help. Perhaps he deliberately used God (Deus) when speaking of the hermits, and Dominus (Christ) when he deals with the cenobites. This is similar to chapter 73. At the beginning, the person of Christ is basic; he will lead us on to God, the Trinity, for this is his desire (cf. 7.67-70).

LOOKING BACK

1. Community life—eremitical life.75

Cassian says that community life developed from the first Christian community. Viewing it from history, one will agree with Vogüé that community life arose from the disciples being gathered around a master. Vogüé has shown often enough that the law of a circle of disciples also applied to monasticism: followers will gather around a charismatic personality (cf. for example Lérins). This moves the emphasis to fraternal relations. The disciples become brothers.

Subsequently, principles evolve from the tradition: that one—referring to the individual monk—should first be a cenobite; then, after being tested in the brotherhood, one can move out into the desert to fight the demons. In general, the following characteristics are named for eremitical life: unceasing prayer, purity of heart, apatheia, contemplation. Normally this type of life entails more hardships.

There were, however, hermits who returned to the monastery because there they could better practice humility and obedience (for the purpose of eliminating self-will).76 In addition, there are forms of monasticism in which eremitical and cenobitical life are combined (e.g., the lauras in Lérins: hermitages situated around a main monastery).

It seems that community life is seen as less demanding but as more secure. Benedict sharpens the community aspect by a common oratory (elsewhere, the cell was the place of prayer) and common dormitory. By comparison with the East, cenobitic monasticism expanded more strongly in the West.

2. This chapter sets forth four important aspects of community life:

2.1 The monastery or the “sheepfold” is a physical and a spiritual location, the monks are living in stability (both physically and spiritually) in contrast to the gyrovagues.

75. Cf. Vogüé. “School/Ecole.”
2.2 *Militia*—community life also entails struggle, but it is fighting in common. The monks are not soft as lead. The fight is certainly also directed against the devil but more directly against self-will, moodiness, and temptations! When everything is allowed, one becomes enslaved (like the sarabaïtes).

2.3. Under the *Rule* which is already a written Rule. It takes its direction from the Bible (Prol 21), refers to sound tradition, develops from experience; it is a mistress by experience while the sarabaïtes have no Rule, or are making up their own. The true law, however, sets a person free (Gal 4–5).

2.4. Under the *abbot* as spiritual leader, as shepherd, who is in contact with each one and vouches for the community, who guarantees the vitality of the Rule and is at the same time subject to it; he also adapts the Rule to circumstances.

3. Eremitical life is not declared as higher; Benedict speaks of it with esteem. He does not want to offer a deep theological statement, for the aim of a Rule is simply to provide structure, to create a framework for community living (without specifying all the details); the Rule also is not a treatise of spirituality, much less a theology of monastic life.

4. It seems important that the help of Christ is mentioned. In the course of the Rule this Christo-centric aspect will become ever clearer.

5. Concerning the hermeneutics of this chapter, one must see it together with RB 72–73. Benedict stresses community life but keeps the door open for the progress of individuals. In the entire Rule he shows respect for the action of grace in each person.